
 Presentation Copy from the Former President
 

1. Adams, John Quincy: ORATION ON THE LIFE AND CHARACTER OF GILBERT MOTIER DE LAFAYETTE. 
DELIVERED AT THE REQUEST OF BOTH HOUSES OF THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES, 
BEFORE THEM, IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AT WASHINGTON, ON THE 31st DECEMBER, 
1834. Washington: Printed by Gales and Seaton, 1835. 94pp. Contemporary red straight-grained morocco, ruled in gilt. 
Extremities lightly rubbed. Internally clean. Fine. In a red half morocco and cloth box.

 

A presentation copy of Adams’ speech honoring the memory of Revolutionary War hero Marquis de Lafayette.  Though 
not inscribed, this copy is in a presentation binding of red straight-grained morocco, of the sort favored by the Adams 
family for decades, and is printed on thick paper.

 

John Quincy Adams devoted his entire career to government service.  The son of President John Adams, he himself served 
as the sixth president, as a U.S. Senator from 1803 to 1808, as Secretary of State from 1817 to 1825, and in the U.S. 
House of Representatives from 1831 until his death in the U.S. Capitol in 1848.  Moses Mason, Jr. (1789-1866) was born 
in Dublin, New Hampshire, and moved with his family to Maine when he was about ten years of age.  He studied medicine 
and practiced it in Maine, and also held a number of local civil service positions.  Mason was elected to the United States 
House of Representatives as a Jacksonian, and served from 1833 to 1837.

 

Adams provides a review of Lafayette’s contributions to American independence and his activities in the decades after the 
Revolutionary War, particularly his involvement in the French Revolution and various French governments which fol-
lowed.  In this brief biography, Adams reflects “upon the life and character of a man whose life was, for nearly threescore 
years, the history of the civilized world - of a man, of whose character, to say that it is indissolubly identified with the 
Revolution of our Independence, is little more than to mark the features of his childhood - of a man, the personified image 
of self-circumscribed liberty.”  An eight-page appendix records Congressional actions related to the death of Lafayette.
SABIN 295. JACKSON, p.208.  $7500.

 The Hoe Copy of the Editio Princeps
 

2. Aeschylus: [Title in Greek:] ...ÆSCHYLI TRAGOEDIAE SEX, GRAECE. [Venetiis: In aedibus Aldi et Andreae 
Soceri, Febrvario 1518]. 113,[1] leaves. Small octavo (155 x 95 mm). Full citron morocco, heavily decorated with a mosaic 
pattern in gilt, with red and black morocco inlays, raised bands, gilt compartments with inlays, heavily gilt decorated 
pale violet-rose morocco doublures, gilt over marbled edges, gold foil onlaid to free endsheets, unsigned but possibly by 
Trautz-Bauzonnet. Printed in Greek type, with the Preface in italic. Aldine anchor on title and colophon.  With the gilt 
monogram on the front doublure, and bookplate on endsheet verso, of collector Robert Hoe. Minor foxing to prelims and 
terminal leaves, otherwise a fine copy, in cloth chemise and full morocco solander case.

 

The first printing in book form of the Greek text of some of Aeschylus’s Tragedies, edited for the press by Franciscus 
Asulanus, and with a preface by Francesco Torresani. Although printed a few years after the death of Aldus the Elder, this 
edition continued the tradition of his program for publishing the classics of Greek and Latin literature from manuscript 
sources. Unfortunately, this edition is also notable for the editor having not noticed that the manuscript source on which 
he was relying lacked some leaves, including the last part of AGAMEMNON and the first part of CHOEPHORI, resulting 
in the presentation of the incomplete works as one continuous text.
GOLDSMID 145. RENOUARD 85:9. BM (ITALIAN STC), p.8. ADAMS A262. BRUNET I:77.  $35,000.
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 Alaska Mining Archive
 

3. [Alaska]: [SMALL ARCHIVE OF PHOTOGRAPHS, MAPS, BUSINESS AGREEMENTS, AND A LETTER, 
RELATING TO THE ACTIVITIES OF THE CHICKALOON COAL MINING COMPANY OF ALASKA]. [Various 
places in Alaska & California. 1917-1920]. Includes one large colored folding map, 20 x 40 inches; three folding blueprint 
maps (two of them 13½ x 21½ inches, the third 9¼ x 13 inches); a folding cross-section; four photographs (three of them 
3¼ x 5 inches, mounted to card - one a cyanotype); three folding printed legal documents; a [2]pp. typed letter, signed, to 
the manager of the company; and a pamphlet on coal mining (see below). Large map with stains in margins, small areas 
of separation at cross-folds. Other items with light wear. Overall, very good.

 

An interesting archive relating to the early operations of the Chickaloon Coal Company of Chickaloon, Alaska.  Chickaloon, 
located some seventy-five miles up the Matanuska River from Anchorage, remains an area of interest to those who would 
mine coal there.  The company was founded in 1917 by a Californian who leased the land for his mines from the federal 
government.  The collection documents the formation of the company and its capitalization, and includes maps of the 
area.  The largest of the maps is a USGS “Topographical Map of Lower Matanuska Valley Alaska,” dated 1918 and based 
on surveys done in 1909 and 1913.  The location of the “Anthracite Ridge” is printed on the maps, and lots 10, 11, and 
12 of the Chickaloon Coal Company are highlighted in red ink, as are a couple other areas of concern to the company.  
The two larger blueprint maps show the progress of prospecting in Leasing Unit No. 11, one of them corrected to April 
7, 1918, the other to June 1, 1918, with shading showing the work done in various months.  The smaller blueprint map, 
dated June 13, 1918, shows the proposed wagon road from Chickaloon to King River.  The cross-section shows the “fold-
ing of measures” in the Chickaloon area.

 

The three printed legal documents were all executed in California.  The earliest is dated 1917 and early 1918, being an 
indenture describing the actions of Lars Netland of Oakland and his wife, in leasing coal land in Alaska from the U.S. 
government.  The second document, dated Feb. 15, 1918, records the loan of $4000 by M.J. Fontana to the Chickaloon 
Coal Company in return for stock in the company.  The third document, dated ten days later, pertains to the issuance of 
shares in the company.  Fontana is the largest shareholder by far, followed by Lars Netland, A.L. Brizzolara, and W.A. 
Gompertz, the manager of the company.  The photographs show an outcrop of coal disclosed by railway cuttings, and 
three others that show a ship, one of the pictures a cyanotype.  The typed letter is dated June 27, 1918 and is addressed 
to W.A. Gompertz, manager of the company.  The subject is the drilling process, and different techniques, locations, and 
angles that might work, including the use of diamond drill bits.  Also included is a copy of a 1920 government-issued 
pamphlet entitled MINING IN THE MATANUSKA COAL FIELD AND THE WILLOW CREEK DISTRICT ALASKA 
by Theodore Chapin, which discusses the work of the Chickaloon mining company.  $850.

 The Alien and Sedition Acts
 

4. [Alien and Sedition Acts]: ACTS PASSED AT THE FIRST SESSION OF THE FIFTH CONGRESS OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, BEGUN AND HELD AT THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, IN THE STATE 
OF PENNSYLVANIA, ON MONDAY THE FIFTEENTH OF MAY, IN THE YEAR M,DCC,XCVII. AND OF THE 
INDEPENDENCE OF THE UNITED STATES, THE TWENTY-FIRST. [bound with:] ACTS PASSED AT THE 
SECOND SESSION OF THE FIFTH CONGRESS.... [bound with:] ACTS PASSED AT THE THIRD SESSION 
OF THE FIFTH CONGRESS.... Philadelphia: Richard Folwell, [1799]. 50,[3],[52]-240,vii,[4],[244]-561,[4],[4]-26,iv,[48]
pp. Contemporary calf, blind ruled, neatly rebacked in matching style. Contemporary ownership inscriptions on front free 
endpaper and titlepage. Light foxing. Very good.

 

The scarce official printing of the collected laws passed by the Fifth United States Congress, which include the notorious 
Alien and Sedition Acts, passed in 1798.  “There are three Alien acts, which grew directly out of the XYZ Affair and the 
failure of the embassy to France.  Debate began in April 1798, as the story was reported to Congress.  The first bill, the 
Naturalization Act, was signed into law on June 18, 1798.  It increased the residency requirement for American citizen-
ship from five to fourteen years and created other hurdles to citizenship (the majority of emigrants were supporters of 
the Jeffersonian Republicans).  The second, the Alien Friends Act, was passed on June 25.  It allowed the President to 
imprison or deport aliens considered ‘dangerous to the peace and safety of the United States.’ On July 6 the Alien Enemies 
Act passed, authorizing the President to imprison or deport any male, whether an alien or American citizen, related to 
an enemy nation in times of war.  The first two acts expired in March 1801, at the end of the Adams presidency, but the 
Alien Enemies Act is still in effect, and was the basis for the confinement of Japanese and German ethnic groups during 
World War II.  Its use has been raised as a possibility in modern times.

 

“Far more important to domestic politics of the era was the Sedition Act, passed on July 14, 1798.  This made it a crime 
if ‘any person shall write, print, utter, or publish, or shall cause or procure to be written, printed, uttered, or published... 
any false, scandalous and malicious writing or writings against the government of the United States, or either house of 
Congress of the United States, or the President of the United States... to bring them, or either of them, into contempt or 
disrepute....’  A number of individuals were prosecuted under the Sedition Act, notably Representative Matthew Lyon, the 
aggressive Congressman from Vermont; the political writer James Callender; and some ordinary citizens.  The majority 
prosecuted were Republican newspaper editors such as Benjamin Franklin Bache.  The Sedition Act provoked an angry 
reaction from many, and contributed to the Federalist collapse at the polls in the 1800 election.  It expired at the end of 
1800, and Jefferson pardoned those still imprisoned under it when he took office in March 1801” - Reese.

 



Several printers in different cities took up the publication of the laws of the Fifth Congress.  Richard Folwell, one of the 
printers in Philadelphia, printed the acts of each session as it finished from 1797 to 1799, and then an omnibus edition in 
1799, the present work.  This edition is quite scarce, and is not in Evans or Bristol.  The ESTC locating copies at only 
three institutions - the Advocates Library in Great Britain, the American Antiquarian Society, and the Library Company of 
Philadelphia.  Further copies are held by the Library of Congress, the U.S. Military Academy, Cincinnati, Case Western, 
and Brown.
ESTC W14661. EVANS 32952, 34688, 36479 (ref). REESE, FEDERAL HUNDRED 70 (ref).  $3750.

 Remarkable Photographs of the German Antarctic Expedition of 1901-1903
 

5. [Antarctica]: [Gauss Expedition]: [ALBUM OF FORTY-EIGHT SILVER-GELATIN PHOTOGRAPHS DOCU-
MENTING THE GERMAN ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION OF 1901 - 1903]. [Antarctica. 1901-1903]. Forty-eight 
photographs on twelve leaves. Images each 4 x 5½ inches. Folio. Contemporary brown cloth, stamped in blind and silver, 
titled “Südpolar-Expedition” on cover. Minor wear to corners and spine ends. A few photos with negligible soiling and 
rumpling. Images generally sharp with good tones. Very good plus.

 

A fantastic, bespoke album of silver-gelatin photographs from the first German expedition to the South Pole, years be-
fore the Scott expedition.  The expedition was led by veteran Arctic explorer and geology professor, Erich von Drygalski 
(1865-1949), aboard the ship Gauss, which had been specially fitted for the trip.

 

“In 1898, in response to the ‘Antarctic fever’ that had broken out amongst other European nations, the German South 
Polar Commission decided that a national expedition should be sent to Antarctica under Drygalski’s leadership. Central 
in the formation of the expedition was the veteran geographer and expedition promoter, Georg Balthasar von Neumayer.  
Generous funding was immediately forthcoming, and instead of providing two modified ships as had been requested by 
Drygalski, a purpose-built ship was constructed at Bremerhaven and christened the Gauss.  The expedition’s objective 
was to first establish a scientific station on Kerguelen Island, then approach the Antarctic coast in about 90E, where the 
party would overwinter.  On the assumption that the vessel might be trapped in ice for long periods, and that it would 
be difficult to occupy and sustain a large crew, Drygalski selected only five naval officers and twenty-two crew members, 
the minimum required” - Howgego.

 

The Gauss left Kerguelen Island on Jan. 31, 1902, sighting her first bergs a week later.  The expedition entered the ice 
floes near the Shackleton Ice Shelf, and became solidly trapped about eighty kilometres from the coast on February 3rd.  
The ship and her crew were well-prepared for this eventuality, however; there were provisions for thirty men for 1,000 
days, and the cabins and mess-rooms had been prepared with comfort in mind.  Thus, accommodations were quite cozy, 
if confining.

 

The Gauss was trapped in the ice nearly a year, during which time the expedition collected numerous data and scientific 
observations.  When, several weeks later, it looked like the ship might be trapped for another season, Drygalski turned 
for warmer waters, reaching Cape Town on June 9, 1903. “There Drygalski telegrammed Berlin requesting another season 
in the Antarctic, but the reply, received on 02.07.03, ordered him to return immediately.  The Gauss returned to Kiel 
on 24.11.03....The expedition brought back such a vast quantity of new scientific material that a final evaluation was not 
completed for another twenty-seven years.  Twenty volumes of reports by Drygalski and other members of the team filtered 
out between 1905 and 1931. Although the Kaiser was disappointed that no significant geographical discoveries had been 
made, the expedition had at least confirmed the existence of the Antarctic mainland at about 66S, in a region where the 
line of demarcation between ice shelf and continental ice cap had not been defined by previous approaches” - Howgego.

 

This wonderful album contains forty-eight photographs depicting life on board the Gauss, out on the Antarctic ice, and 
at sea among the floes.  The first few images show the ship locked firm in the ice.  There are photographs of the crew at 
work and play - including two photos of some sort of revels, with the men dressed in drag and other outlandish costumes.  
Some of these photographs appear to be candid, while others are more formally posed groups. The less formal portraits 
provide a real sense of life aboard the ship. There are images of scientific work being done, photographs of the dogs, and 
several engaging photos of interactions with the local penguins.  All told, it is a splendid group of photographs of Ger-
many’s first Antarctic expedition, clearly produced by and for someone on the expedition.
HOWGEGO III:D14.  $25,000.

 Australian Criminal Trial
 

6. [Australia]: [Crime]: TRIAL OF THE CASE, MUDIE V. KINCHELA, FOR HORSEWHIPPING THE PLAIN-
TIFF, IN THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW SOUTH WALES, ON MONDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1840. BEFORE 
THE HON. MR. JUSTICE WILLIS AND A SPECIAL JURY. Sydney: W.A. Duncan, Australasian Chronicle Office, 
1840. 52pp. Dbd. Minor toning, some loose leaves. Good.

 

A rare trial account of a peculiar, though perhaps an oddly-justified assault in Australia in 1840.  “James Mudie had in 
his book THE FELONRY OF NEW SOUTH WALES reflected upon the capacity of Kinchela’s father in his office as 
judge.  The younger Kinchela waited for Mudie, who had recently returned to the colony, and administered many lashes 
(one witness said 50) with a horsewhip.  The defence was that Mudie well deserved what he got as a common libeller and 



that Judge Kinchela was now aged and unable to take his own part. The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff in the 
sum of £50 - one pound for each stroke” - Ferguson.  Some might call the horsewhipping a simple case of frontier justice.

 

Together, Ferguson and OCLC locate only five copies, all in Australia.
FERGUSON 3104. OCLC 220294602.  $1750.

 Rare Account of Lower California by a German Jesuit
 

7. [Baegert, Jacob]: NACHRICHTEN VON DER AMERIKANISCHEN HALBINSEL CALIFORNIEN: MIT 
EINEM ZWEYFACHEN ANHANG FALSCHER NACHRICHTEN.... Mannheim: Churfurstl. Hof-und Academie-
Buchdruckerey, 1772. [16],358,[1]pp. plus two engraved plates (on one sheet) and folding map. Small octavo. Modern half 
vellum and marbled boards, spine gilt. A bit of light age toning, an occasional light fox mark. Three small purple ink spots 
in lower portion of map. Near fine.

 

First printing of this rare and important account of Lower California by the German Jesuit, Jacob Baegert.  Baegert lived 
in Baja California for seventeen years (1751-68) and spent most of his time at the Mission of San Luis Gonzaga, leaving 
after the expulsion of the Jesuits in 1767.  He provides some important details on the culture of the Indians of Baja Cali-
fornia, including the Pericues, Guiacuras, and Cochiemes.  Part one is an overview of California, its climate and products; 
part two describes the inhabitants; and the third part contains an account of the introduction of Christianity to California.  
Wagner states that the German Jesuits were especially dissatisfied toward the end of the Jesuit regime in California, and 
Baegert’s bitterness is evident in his book: “...it was a land full of ferocious beasts and even more ferocious Indians, the 
soil was poor, the water undrinkable and there was no fuel to be had.”

 

The fine and important map was made by fellow Jesuit Ferdinand Consak and is described by Streeter as “most helpful in 
giving the location of the many Jesuit missions in Lower California.  It also shows the route along the west coast of Mexico 
followed by Baegert in going to California in 1751 and his route out in 1768, after the expulsion of the Jesuits.”  The top 
right corner of the territory (present-day Arizona) is labeled, rather ominously, “Los Apaches Barbari.”  The excellent 
plates, which were apparently not issued with all copies, depict male and female California Indians.

 

A prime early account of Baja California, with an important map and plates of the region.
HOWES B29, “b.” HILL 46. COWAN, p.27. SABIN 4363. BELL B5.?? STREETER SALE 2442. BARRETT 129. WAG-
NER SPANISH SOUTHWEST 157. WAGNER, NORTHWEST COAST, pp.154-155 & item 631. MEADOWS, BAJA 
CALIFORNIA 1. GRAFF 137. PILLING PROOF SHEETS 203. PALAU 358393.  $10,000.

 A Classic of American Natural History and Travel
 

8. Bartram, William: TRAVELS THROUGH NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA, GEORGIA, EAST & WEST 
FLORIDA, THE CHEROKEE COUNTRY, THE EXTENSIVE TERRITORIES OF THE MUSCOGULGES, 
OR CREEK CONFEDERACY, AND COUNTRY OF THE CHACTAWS.... London: Re-printed for J. Johnson, 
1792. xxiv,520,[12]pp. plus seven plates (one folding) and folding map. Frontis. 19th-century three-quarter mottled calf 
and marbled paper boards, spine gilt with raised bands, gilt morocco label. Moderate rubbing at joints, raised bands, and 
corners. Very clean internally. Very good.

 

First British edition of one of the classic accounts of southern natural history and exploration, with much on the southern 
Indian tribes.  For the period, Bartram’s work is unrivalled.  “...[He] wrote with all the enthusiasm and interest with which 
the fervent old Spanish friars and missionaries narrated the wonders of the new found world...he neglected nothing which 
would add to the common stock of human knowledge” - Field. “Unequalled for the vivid picturesqueness of its descrip-
tions of nature, scenery, and productions” - Sabin.  The map illustrates the east coast of Florida from the St. Johns River 
to Cape Canaveral.  The portrait shows the Seminole warrior, Mico Chlucco.
HOWES B223, “b.” SABIN 3870. CLARK I:197. VAIL 849. FIELD 94. SERVIES 678. Coats, THE PLANT HUNTERS, 
pp.273-76. REESE, FEDERAL HUNDRED 33 (ref).  $6000.

 An Early Edition of Magellan’s Voyage
 

9. Boemus, Johann: OMNIUM GENTIUM MORES, LEGES & RITUS...PRÆTEREA, EPISTOLA MAXIMILIANI 
TRANSYLVANI...DE MOLUCCIS INSULIS. Antwerp. 1542. 123 leaves. Modern vellum. Some spotting and thumbing, 
some occasional dampstaining. Small erasure and old ownership inscription on titlepage. Good.

 

One of the classic works on the different races of mankind, first published in Venice in 1520 and here present in the first 
edition to include American material.  The most important addition to this edition is the text of Maximilianus Transylva-
nus’ DE MOLUCCIS INSULIS, first published in 1523, here in its sixth appearance in print, following the four separate 
editions of 1523-24 and an Italian translation of 1536.  All of the preceding editions are of the greatest rarity.  One of 
the 1524 editions sold for 68,500 Australian dollars some years ago.  The text is one of two contemporary narratives of 
the first circumnavigation of the globe, in this case an account dictated to an official of the Spanish court, Maximilianus.  
The present edition of Boemus also includes Jacob Ziegler’s DE REGIONABUS SEPTRIONALIBUS, first published in 
Strasbourg in 1532, describing Greenland and Canada.  An important collection.
EUROPEAN AMERICANA 542/3. SABIN 106330n. HARRISSE BAV ADDITIONS 136. PALAU 31246.  $13,500.



 The King of Spain Writes about Indian Revolts in New Spain, 1651
 

10. [California]: Philip IV of Spain: [AN EXCEPTIONAL LETTER, SIGNED, BY KING PHILIP IV TO THE 
VICEROY OF NEW SPAIN, WITH REFERENCE TO THE THREATENED REVOLT OF THE INDIANS OF 
SINALOA AND NUEVA VIZCAYA DURING THE COMMANDING OFFICER’S ABSENCE IN CALIFORNIA]. 
Madrid. March 27, 1651. [2]pp. Folio. Minimal edge toning, else fine.

 

An important letter from the King of Spain, Philip IV, regarding Indian revolts on the California border in the mid-17th 
century.  The King is also asking the Viceroy’s opinion as to whether it would be advisable to place the government of 
Sinaloa under that of Nueva Vizcaya or to agree to its complete separation.  Little is known of the thirty-year period in 
California before the arrival of Kino, making this letter of special interest to historians of the Golden State.  The letter 
reads, in part and in translation:

 

“...In a letter from Don Diego Guardo Faxardo, my Governor and Captain General of the provinces of New Vizcaya, 
dated 14th June, 1649, he gives an account of the intended rising of the Taraumares Indians who live in the midst of those 
provinces and that of Sinaloa; and, foreseeing the danger that might arise should the Indians retire towards that part, he 
decided - the officer commanding the garrison having set out for the Californias - to send a responsible person to com-
mand the troops and to catch the enemy in the midst of their preparations and make them my subjects...that he found the 
Captain of the Garrison showed much resistance because the said province was always under the Government of Nueva 
Vizcaya and their predecessors had refrained from nominating a commanding officer of the Garrison merely to please my 
Viceroys of New Spain, which had led to much inconvenience, for, not being under their command in military matters, 
the good effect gained in the other way was lost; because they do not wish to come under the rule of the Governors of 
the provinces of New Vizcaya....I therefore request you to make full investigations and notify me, together with your own 
opinion on the subject.”

 

Previously offered as item 4293 in Maggs Brothers’ BIBLIOTHECA AMERICANA V (1926).  $12,500.

 Vernacular Photos from 1940s California
 

11. [California Photographica]: [SPLENDID PHOTOGRAPHIC ALBUM FEATURING AN AMERICAN SOL-
DIER’S EXPERIENCES IN THE AMERICAN WEST, POSSIBLY ASSISTING IN HOLLYWOOD LOCATION 
SCOUTING, WITH SHOTS OF THE JAPANESE INTERNMENT CAMP AT MANZANAR]. [Various locations 
in California, Nevada, and Utah. ca. 1942]. 212 silver gelatin prints in mounting corners. Contemporary brown cloth 
photograph album, military insignia stamped in gilt on front cover. Extremities worn, mild scuffing to front cover. Light 
surface wear to a few photos. Overall very good.

 

A World War II-era vernacular photograph album documenting numerous points of interest in California.  Several images 
emanate from a Hollywood location set for one of the sixty-six Hopalong Cassidy feature films produced throughout the 
decade, likely BAR 20.  Present are several clear images of William Boyd (who played the titular character throughout its 
theatrical and television run) and also at least one image of future SUPERMAN star George Reeves, who starred in five 
Hopalong Cassidy pictures, the last of which was BAR 20.

 

The album also includes several shots of soldiers from the 322nd Military Police Escort Guard Company.  The 322nd 
MPs were tasked with guarding the Manzanar War Relocation Center, which we know today as the most notable Japanese 
internment camp of World War II.  Distant shots of the camp can be seen, and it is likely that some of the photos of 
soldiers’ barracks and other buildings feature locations inside Manzanar.  One photo even seems to picture two Japanese 
children in a group of people at a pool, indicating that this album might possibly date from just before the massive influx 
of Japanese-American citizens into Manzinar.

 

A healthy percentage of the photographs include human subjects in various roles on the film sets or in the military instal-
lations, sometimes in informal group shots or standing beside landmarks, buildings, or location signs. Locations on the 
signs include Death Valley, Furnace Creek, and Lone Pine (actually the one location handwritten in the album below one 
of the photographs).  There are also signs indicating the subjects were in Rhyolite, Nevada, and at least one photo places 
the group in the Great Salt Lake area.

 

In addition to the human subjects, a couple dozen photographs highlight the natural majesty of the western landscape 
encountered by the photographer. Several mountain scenes are included, along with numerous sweeping vistas of the 
desertscape of California, Nevada, and Utah.

 

A fascinating record of a serviceman’s (or possibly a Hollywood location scout’s) journeys in the American West around 
1942, with images from Hopalong Cassidy film sets and also shots of the most notorious American Japanese internment 
camp during World War II.  $900.



 Superb Illustrations of Natural History From the Wilkes Expedition
 

12. Cassin, John: UNITED STATES EXPLORING EXPEDITION. DURING THE YEARS 1838, 1839, 1840, 
1841, 1842. UNDER THE COMMAND OF CHARLES WILKES, U.S.N. ATLAS. MAMMALOGY AND ORNI-
THOLOGY. Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott & Co., 1858. Letterpress title and list of plates, otherwise engraved through-
out. Fifty-three engraved plates, with tissue guards, fifty handcolored (forty-two of birds, eleven of mammals), occasional 
heightening with gum-arabic, by W.H. Dougall and others, after T.P. Peale (32), G.G. White (12), W.E. Hitchcock (6), 
and E. Sheppard (3). Folio. Contemporary three-quarter green morocco and black cloth, rebacked, retaining the original 
spine labels, minor scuffing and rubbing. Endpapers renewed, two modern bookplates on front pastedown, closed marginal 
tear to wolves plate, minor foxing to text leaves, scattered occasional light foxing and minor spotting to plates. Very good.

 

“Masterpieces of hand-colored engraving” (McGrath): the plate volume to the first illustrated edition of this important 
and rare American natural history work, probably limited to no more than 150 copies.

 

The complete work forms Volume VIII of the full set of reports on the United States Exploring Expedition, published in 
twenty-four volumes between 1844 and 1874.  A text volume by Titan Ramsey Peale, published (without plates) in 1848, 
was suppressed, and, although “Peale was the chief zoologist of the expedition his work was utilized by J. Cassin (under 
Government instruction) and little credit was given him in the elaborate report...on Mammalogy and Ornithology” (Wood, 
p.606).  Bennett reports that “it is said that only 150 sets were issued. The number was certainly small” (p.21).

 

The government employed the best available engravers to work on the plates. The majority of the work was carried out 
by W.H. Dougall with other plates by Hinshelweed, McRae, W.G. Newton, the firm of Rawdon, Wright, Hutch & Edson 
and a number of other individual engravers.  Not surprisingly the majority of the original drawings were by Peale, but 
there were significant contributions from William E. Hitchcock, George C. White, and Edwin Sheppard.

 

This atlas includes Hawaiian content.  “The ornithology plates of Hawaii interest in this atlas are plate 4, ‘Pandion soli-
tarius (Peale)’ and plate 6 ‘Corvus Hawaiiensis (Peale).’  Plates 4 and 6 are after drawings by Titian Ramsay Peale.  Plate 4 
shows a bird with a fish in its claws and includes a background view of the Waialua Falls, Kauai; plate 6 has a background 
depiction of a thatch house and cliffs, probably at or near Kealakekua, Kona” - Forbes.

 

In the company of other great American 19th-century color plate works, the present work is described by Daniel McGrath 
as “typical of these Editions de Luxe....The best artists, the most skilled engravers and the most delicate colouring com-
bined to make these illustrations masterpieces of hand-coloured engraving.”
BENNETT, p.21. FORBES 2240. McGRATH, pp.19, 48-49. NISSEN (ZBI) 834. WOOD, p.607. ZIMMER, p.675. 
FERGUSON 3954. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 85 (note).  $27,500.

 A Wonderful George Catlin Letter
 

13. Catlin, George: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM GEORGE CATLIN TO AMERICAN ARTIST 
GEORGE HARVEY, RELATING AN OFFER FROM THE FRENCH EMPEROR TO BUY CATLIN’S AMERI-
CAN INDIAN PAINTINGS]. Ostende. Nov. 20, 1864. [4]pp. written on a single folded 8 x 10-inch sheet. Old stain 
along lower portion of center fold. One small tear in center fold expertly repaired, with no loss. Near fine.

 

An interesting and evocative letter from George Catlin regarding his life’s work and the future of his Indian paintings.  
Financial troubles plagued Catlin throughout his life, and in this letter, written to his close friend, artist George Harvey, 
he relates a plan by which he might sell his collections to the French government.  Catlin writes, in part:

 

“...by the enclosed letter from Paris [not included here, as Harvey apparently returned it to Catlin (see below)] - from the 
Emperor’s house, you will see I have a ‘nibble,’ a symptom.  This is a plan started without my knowledge (as this letter 
was the first I heard of it) in Paris by Monsieur Mérimeé, a member of Deputies, & Marshall Vaillant, Minister of the 
Emperor’s household, as you see, and, as you will say, ‘all the better.’  The gentleman who wrote the letter came expressly 
from Paris & spent a day with me to get my terms, inventory &c of my collections & has returned to Paris, to make his 
‘Rapport.’  I have furnished him the following items - to make them short - for 50,000 dollars I will agree to sell my entire 
collection of North Amn Indian paintings & Indian manufacturies, as exhibited in Paris (furnishing them the catalogue) 
together with my collections made west of the Rocky Mountains in 1856 & 1857.  I will agree to proceed immediately 
to N. York and take my collections all to Paris, spend an entire year in finishing up the paintings and arranging them, 
the gov’t - engaging to have ready at that time a hall sufficiently large to show to advantage the whole collections - with 
a central sky-light, lighting equally and clearly both walls, allowing me to arrange & classify the collections in my own 
way - the said hall - to perpetuate the collection in such hall [the previous three words struck through] under the title of 
‘Catlin’s N. Amn Indian Collection’ and the 50,000 dollars to be paid when the collection is finished and arranged.

 

“What may grow out of this I can’t tell - it may, possibly, result in the sale of my collection, though so un-like my luck, 
that I don’t believe it - yet ‘stranger things have happened.’  If it should so happen, none can better appreciate than your-
self, the satisfaction I should feel in seeing the works of my toilsome life thus treasured up and protected for the world 
to gaze at after I am off, - and the satisfaction it would afford me of being elevated for a little time, just at the end of my 
life, above the atmosphere of thieves and blackguards.  These gentlemen are setting a high value on my works, but I have 
not a particle of faith in the Emperor.

 



“The plan is so far in secrecy, not a soul here knowing anything of it, and I wish you, at present, to keep it close.  Be good 
enough in your next, to enclose the Paris letter.”

 

Catlin closes with a comment on the still ongoing American Civil War: “I have been so anxiously awaiting the news from 
N. York, and which we ought to have rec’d yesterday or today, that I am almost too nervous to write - I am imagining 
bloodshed & fires in the northern cities, at the time of the Election & I shall be thankful to Heaven if it has been avoided.”

 

George Harvey (1800-78), a British-born artist who moved to the United States in 1820, was best known for his portraits, 
landscapes, and “atmospheric views.”  In 1841 he published HARVEY’S SCENES IN THE PRIMITIVE FORESTS OF 
NORTH AMERICA in a very small edition.  He was one of George Catlin’s most loyal friends, and it was Harvey who 
arranged for the exhibition of Catlin’s paintings in New York when Catlin returned to the United States after thirty years 
abroad.  Harvey wrote a very sympathetic appreciation of Catlin for the NEW YORK EVENING POST in December 
1872 the day after Catlin died, in which he proposed a plan to permanently exhibit Catlin’s Indian paintings in New York.

 

As it turned out, Catlin’s paintings were not sold to the French government, nor were they permanently exhibited in New 
York.  Much of his work was saved by the intercession of Philadelphia locomotive tycoon Joseph Harrison, eventually 
finding its way to the Smithsonian Institution and the National Gallery of Art.  Any substantive letter from George Cat-
lin, especially one so clearly relating his ongoing frustrations with marketing and placing his work, is rare in the market.
  $7500.

 Voyage to California in 1769
 

14. Chappe D’Auteroche, Jean: A VOYAGE TO CALIFORNIA, TO OBSERVE THE TRANSIT OF VENUS...
ALSO, A VOYAGE TO NEWFOUNDLAND AND SALLEE, TO MAKE EXPERIMENTS ON MR. LE ROY’S 
TIMEKEEPERS.... London. 1778. [8],215pp. (final page misnumbered 315) plus folding frontispiece plan of Mexico 
City. Half title. 20th-century three-quarter calf and marbled boards, spine gilt, leather label. Minor scuffing to corners. 
Bookplate on front pastedown belonging to Frank S. Streeter, light occasional foxing, minor corner separations to map, 
with one tape repair on verso. Very good.

 

The Frank S. Streeter copy of the first English edition, translated from the French of 1772, and adding the account of 
the Newfoundland voyage. Considerable interest was taken in observing the 1769 transit of Venus, an important event for 
determining absolute measurements of, among other things, the distance from the earth to the sun.  Thomas W. Streeter 
calls this “a thrilling account of a race against time to reach lower California before the transit of Venus occurred.”  The 
party crossed Mexico en route, as the folding plan of Mexico City testifies.  “One of the earliest scientific journeys sent 
to the [Baja] peninsula” - Barrett.  Two days after the observation of the transit of Venus, Chappe D’Auteroche and other 
members of the party contracted yellow fever (the “black vomit”) and died.  The Canadian section is also fairly extensive, 
pages 109-160 discussing the cod fishery and methods of catching and preparing the economically important fish.

 

This copy previously sold as lot 104 at Christie’s as part of the Frank S. Streeter collection, Apr. 16, 2007.
HILL 279. COWAN, p.46. HOWES C299, “aa.” SABIN 12004. BARRETT 509. WAGNER, SPANISH SOUTHWEST 
158a. PALAU 67059 (French ed). STREETER 2443 (French ed).  $2000.

 With an Early Map of the New World
 

15. Chaves, Hieronymo de: CHRONOGRAPHIA O REPORTORIO DE LOS TIEMPOS EL MAS COPIOSO Y 
PRECISO QUE HAST AHORA HA SALIDO A LUZ. Seville: Juan Gutierrez, 1561. [9],219 leaves. Woodcut map of 
the New World on verso of leaf i4, woodcut map of Eastern Hemisphere on verso of leaf i1. Woodcut illustrations and 
initials throughout. Woodcut portrait of the author on the titlepage. Small quarto. Contemporary limp vellum. Fore-edge 
of titlepage worn and with several small closed tears but no loss of content. Institutional ink stamp of the Jesuit College 
at Cordoba on verso of titlepage. Several instances of neat, early ink notes and emendations. Very good. In a half morocco 
and cloth box.

 

The extremely rare fourth edition of Chaves’ important early work on chronography and astronomy, featuring an early 
map of the New World.  The first edition appeared in Seville in 1548, followed by editions printed in that same city in 
1550 and 1554.  Chaves (1523-74) was a distinguished mathematician, cosmographer, and poet living in Seville, and the 
first occupant of the chair for cosmography at the Casa de Contractacion.  He was one of the first cosmographers to pub-
lish a map of the New World, appearing on the verso of leaf 68 in this edition.  Chaves’ New World map is an early and 
notable map of North American and South America.  Burden notes that the map “does show knowledge of some of the 
latest geographical findings; the Gulf of California and Cartier’s expeditions in Canada.  The Yucatan is correctly shown 
as a peninsula.”  The map is surrounded by twelve named windheads.  The map of the Eastern Hemisphere names the 
continents of Europe, Asia, and Africa.  The illustrations include several representations of solar eclipses with their future 
dates of occurrence, as well as astrological symbols (with attendant tables).

 

EUROPEAN AMERICANA states that the first Gutierrez edition printed in Seville appeared in 1566, inexplicably neglect-
ing to note the present edition. The present edition is listed in Palau, who also locates a copy in the British Museum that 
is without a date but is assumed to be 1561.  OCLC and NUC together locate only four additional copies of this 1561 



edition, at the University of Arizona, Dartmouth, Indiana University, and the John Carter Brown Library.  Very rare, and 
with an important map.
ADAMS C-1422 PALAU 67452. MEDINA, BHA 186. BM STC (SPANISH), p.23. SHIRLEY 86A. BURDEN 15. JCB 
1:211. OCLC 2471493.  $35,000.

 The Primary Account of the History of Peru Before the Conquest
 

16. Cieza de León, Pedro de: LA CHRONICA DEL PERU, NUEVAMENTE ESCRITA, POR PEDRO DE CIEÇA 
DE LEON, VEZINO DE SEVILLA. Antwerp: Martin Nucio, 1554. [8],204 leaves, with forty-one woodcuts in the text. 
Woodcut vignette on titlepage. 12mo. Contemporary limp vellum, lacking ties. Vellum attached to text block with ties 
through foredges of pastedowns only. Slight age toning, occasional dampstaining, minor soiling on leaf 55. A very good 
copy. In a half morocco and cloth box.

 

One of two 1554 Antwerp editions of Cieza de León’s highly regarded history of Peru, and the earliest obtainable edition, 
following the first edition printed in Seville the previous year.  The author, the foremost soldier-chronicler of the conquest, 
served under Pedro de La Gasca in his campaign against Gonzalo Pizarro during the civil war in Peru in the years following 
the conquest.  “After the end of the civil war, he travelled extensively throughout Peru in order to collect information on 
both the conquest and the Inca world, with the clear intent of writing the first major history of Peru.  When he returned 
to Spain in 1550, he managed to publish only the first part of his work...a thorough description of the land and people of 
Peru.  It includes both the cities founded by the Spaniards, such as Lima and Quito, and the first documented descriptions 
of Inca cities and their customs.  His wealth of information is the result of personal observation, the scrutiny of reports 
and official papers, and oral reports from Quechua Indians” - Delgado-Gomez.

 

Considered the earliest history of the entire viceroyalty of Peru, LA CHRONICA... is illustrated throughout with forty-
one half-page woodcuts, several of which appear multiple times.  In addition to numerous images of building activities, 
possibly derived from earlier works on European architecture and monuments, the illustrations include images of the 
devil, indigenous animals, the former Inca capital of Cuzco, Lake Titicaca, and Potosí.  “A European vision of America 
sometimes enhanced by fantastic elements.  In one of them, the devil, believed to be hard at work in the New World, is 
shown as he keeps the inhabitants from leading a virtuous Christian life, and in another, Lake Titicaca, located on the 
desolate Andean altiplano, looks curiously like a canal in the city of Venice.  The illustration of the Cerro de Potosí, the 
fabled “silver mountain” of the Indies is an exception. Because it was based on an original drawing done by the chronicler 
himself, it more accurately depicts the real place” - Johnson.
EUROPEAN AMERICANA 554/15. SABIN 13045. MEDINA (BHA) 161. FIELD 314 (1553 ed.). JOHNSON, THE 
BOOK IN THE AMERICAS 32 (1553 ed). DELGADO-GOMEZ, SPANISH HISTORICAL WRITING ABOUT THE 
NEW WORLD 26 (1553 ed).  $32,500.

 Confederate Texas
 

17. [Civil War]: [Texas]: ATTENTION, PARTIZAN RANCERS [sic]! [caption title]. Washington, Ar. Aug. 15, 1862. 
Small broadside, approximately 11 x 8 inches. Previously folded. Two very short separation along old folds at right edge. 
Faint dampstaining in lower left corner, light tanning. Very good.

 

An extremely scarce Confederate broadside, calling for the mobilization of the First Texas Partisan Rangers and their 
assembly in East Texas near the Arkansas state line.  The Partisan Rangers Act was passed in the spring of 1862 by the 
Confederate Congress to encourage the formation of irregular military units.  Accordingly, Col. W.P. Lane raised the First 
Texas Partisan Rangers in June 1862.  The regiment spent all of its service west of the Mississippi River, and participated 
in more than twenty engagements, including those at Bayou Boeuf, Kock’s Plantation, Stirling’s Plantation, and Bayou 
Bourbeau. This broadside indicates that the regiment will be bound for Ft. Gibson, in Indian Territory.

 

The text of the broadside reads in full:
 

“Attention, Partizan Rancers [sic]! All persons who have enlisted for, or squads or companies raised by the authority from 
Col. W.P. Lane, or the undersigned, will report at once to Major Burns or the Senior officer at camp, close to the Arkansas 
state line a short distance from Rondo.  The regiment is under urgent marching orders for Ft. Gibson, en route to [...] 
Bring all the arms possible.  We have special orders by which we are not to be dismounted! Lt. Col. A. Neill.”

 

A rare Confederate Texan survival, with only two other copies located, at Yale and Duke University.
PARRISH & WILLINGHAM 4974.  $5000.

 With Substantial Additions
 

18. Coleridge, Samuel T., et al: POEMS ...SECOND EDITION. TO WHICH ARE NOW ADDED POEMS BY 
CHARLES LAMB, AND CHARLES LLOYD. Bristol: Printed by N. Briggs, for J Cottle ...and Messrs. Robinsons, 
London, 1797. xx,[4],[5]-278pp. 16mo. Contemporary calf, neatly rebacked to style, original gilt labels preserved. With 
the bookplate of Maurice Baring, and one other. Early ink name in upper margin of title, a few minor spots early and late, 
otherwise a very good copy. Half morocco slipcase and chemise.

 



Denoted the second edition (after the 1796 POEMS ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS), but in many ways a new book, includ-
ing a Preface and eleven new poems by Coleridge and revisions of others, as well as additions to and revisions of those by 
Lamb that appeared in the first edition, identified only by initials. The rare errata slip is not present.
WISE (COLERIDGE) 11. TINKER 679. HANEY 8. ESTC N11843.  $2750.

 The Second Omaha Directory
 

19. Collins, Charles: COLLINS’ OMAHA CITY DIRECTORY, EMBRACING A GENERAL RESIDENT AND 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY OF THE CITIZENS, HISTORICAL DATA, STATISTICS, AND FACTS. JULY 4th, 
1868. Omaha. 1868. [6],224pp. plus two leaves of advertisements in the text. Advertisements on pastedowns, including a 
photograph of Collins. Contemporary printed boards, rebacked with linen at an early date. Boards rubbed. First two leaves 
remargined and reinforced with tissue. Minor scattered foxing in text. Very good. In a cloth slipcase.

 

The second Omaha city directory, after the exceedingly rare first of two years earlier, containing numerous local adver-
tisements in addition to a listing of residents and businesses.  The compiler, Charles Collins, is billed as a compiler of 
gazetteers and directories for cities in Nebraska and Kansas, and as a publisher of “semi-annual trade circulars for cities 
in the west.”  A photograph of Collins is adhered to the center of his advertisement on the pastedown, with a credit to a 
local photography studio in Omaha.  Fewer than ten copies noted in OCLC.
HOWES C588.  $4500.

 Early Stereoviews of Colorado
 

20. [Colorado Stereocards]: [GROUP OF NINETEEN STEREOCARDS SHOWING SCENES IN DENVER, 
GLENWOOD SPRINGS, CANYON CITY, PUEBLO, ASPEN, AND OTHER COLORADO SIGHTS]. Littleton, 
N.H.: B.W. Kilburn, 1877-1890. Seventeen cards measure 3½ x 7 inches; the final two cards listed measure 4¼ x 7 inches. 
Penultimate card on the list cropped at top upper edge (dimensions listed below), else the group is unblemished. Some of 
the images are slightly faded. Very good.

 

A fine group of rare stereocards showing scenes in Colorado towns and forests, including several photographs of Denver 
and Glenwood Springs, early pictures of Pueblo and Aspen, and several views of the Rocky Mountains.  They offer inter-
esting views of street scenes and cityscapes of growing Colorado towns, as well as scenic views of the Rocky Mountains.  
Two are especially noteworthy for showing the interiors of churches, one a Methodist Episcopal church featuring a huge 
pipe organ, the other the more modest interior of a Catholic church.

 

The cards were produced by the B.W. Kilburn company of Littleton, New Hampshire, a prominent stereocard producer 
in the later 19th century.  Edward and Benjamin West Kilburn began operation in the 1860s as suppliers of views of New 
Hampshire scenes, especially the White Mountains.  Their business expanded, and in the late 1870s they began offering 
views of natural wonders in the West, including the Colorado Rockies and Yellowstone.

 

Such 19th-century stereocards of scenes in Colorado towns and the Rocky Mountains are quite rare.  The web site of the 
photographic collection at the Denver Public Library lists thirty-six stereocards of Colorado by the Kilburn Company, five 
of which match the images in the present group.  OCLC records only one listing for Colorado stereo views by the Kilburn 
Company, a group of five views dated 1890, located at the Bancroft Library at the University of California.  A comparison 
with those views, however, shows that they are different than any of the cards in the present group.

 

The final two cards in the group bear copyright dates of 1877 and are early photographs of Pike’s Peak and the “Garden 
of the Gods.”  Nine of the cards are dated 1890, and the other nine cards, similar in format and numbering pattern, were 
also likely produced around 1890.  Each card is numbered beside the caption, and that number is recorded in parentheses 
in each listing below. Two of the cards are duplicates (items 1 and 2 below).

 

1) “Court House, Denver, Col. U.S.A.” (5645)  A nice view of the massive courthouse in downtown Denver.  A man stands 
in profile in front of the building, and a telegraph pole is also visible.

2) “Court House, Denver, Col. U.S.A.” (5645)  A duplicate of the previous card.

3) “Interior of the Trinity M.E. Church, Showing the Great Organ, Denver Col.” (5650)  The church’s huge pipe organ 
is clearly depicted.

4) “Interior of Catholic Chapel, Denver, Col. U.S.A.” (5651)
5) “Bird’s-eye view of Denver, Col., U.S.A.” (5654)  A nice view of downtown Denver, showing many multi-story build-

ings and a few steeples.
6) “Bird’s-eye view of Denver, Col., U.S.A.” (5655)  Another view of downtown Denver, from a different perspective, 

showing a sizeable church with a steeple and large rose window, as well as many large homes and other buildings.
7) “Denver, from the Tower of the North Denver High School. Col. U.S.A.” (5662)  Taken from the outskirts of the city, 

looking toward downtown.
8) “The Boys Day, Glenwood Springs, Col. U.S.A.” (5623)  Shows a group of boys playing in a large pool, with a huge 

fountain in the center of it.



9) “D. & R. G. R. R., Tunnel, Glenwood Springs, Col. U.S.A.” (5626)  A view of a Denver & Rio Grande Railroad tunnel 
cut into the side of a large mountain.

10) “Our little picnic at Glenwood Springs, Col. U.S.A.” (5628)  Shows a man and a woman, their son, daughter, and 
family dog, with mountains in the distance.  The young daughter sits on a horse.

11) “Canyon City, from the Cliffs, Col. U.S.A.” (5603)  Depicts a group of day-trippers on the side of a hill with Canyon 
City down below.

12) “The Pride of Pueblo from the Bridge, Col. U.S.A.” (5599)  Shows a bustling main street in downtown Pueblo, with 
many buildings, people, carriages, and telegraph lines.

13) “Don’t be frightened, old Jenny is true Aspen, Col., U.S.A.” (5577) Shows two young children sitting on a donkey 
perched on a perilous hillside. The future resort town of Aspen, quite large even in 1890, is clearly visible in the 
background.

14) “The Sentinel, Garden of the Gods, Manitou, Col., U.S.A.” (5560)  An interesting rock formation which appears to 
be precariously balanced.

15) “Father Abraham and Uncompahgre Canyon, Col., U.S.A.” (5517)  A mountain scene.
16) “Our Trip to the Mines, Ouray, Col.” (5496)  Shows two men on horseback.
17) “The storm, Canyon of the Rio De Las Animas, D. & R. G. R. R., U.S.A.” (5611)
18) “Manitou and Pike’s Peak, Colorado.” (9) This card was originally 4¼ x 7 inches, but has had its upper edge trimmed 

off, and the dimensions are now 3¼ x 7 inches.  Shows the small town of Manitou, nestled in the foothills of Pike’s Peak.
19) “The Gateway, Garden of the Gods, Colorado.” (6)  A nice image showing three men in a carriage drawn by two 

horses passing through this distinctive rock formation.

OCLC 34275783 (ref).  $2250.

 The Final, Most Complete Edition
of the EXTRACTS...OF THE CONTINENTAL CONGRESS

 

21. [Continental Congress]: EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN 
CONTINENTAL CONGRESS, HELD AT PHILADELPHIA, SEPTEMBER 5, 1774. CONTAINING THE BILL 
OF RIGHTS, A LIST OF GRIEVANCES, OCCASIONAL RESOLVES, THE ASSOCIATION...TO WHICH IS 
ADDED THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE PROVINCIAL CONVENTION, HELD AT PHILADELPHIA, JANUARY 
23, 1775. PUBLISHED BY ORDER OF THE PROVINCIAL CONVENTION. Philadelphia: Printed by William and 
Thomas Bradford, 1775. 80pp. Gathered signatures, stitched. Minor toning, dust-soiling to outer leaves, mild occasional 
foxing. Near fine. Untrimmed and unopened. In a half morocco box.

 

The final and most complete version of the EXTRACTS..., condensing the most important proceedings of the First 
Continental Congress, and adding the proceedings of a Pennsylvania convention of January, 1775.  This final, complete 
version of the EXTRACTS... is significantly rarer than any of the versions published in later 1774.

 

The EXTRACTS... was first published on October 24, 1774 by Bradfords in Philadelphia, and contains the Declaration 
of Rights, passed Oct. 14, by which Congress asserts the colonists’ rights as Englishmen and claims they were violated 
by the Stamp Act, the Townsend Acts, and the Coercive Acts.  It further asserts their right to peaceably assemble and 
have their own legislatures.  The Declaration is followed by the Association, by which the colonies bound themselves to 
an agreement regarding non-importation, non-exportation, and non-consumption of British goods, and resolved to reas-
semble the following May if wrongs had not been redressed.  This is followed by two addresses, one to the people of Great 
Britain and the other to the inhabitants of the colonies, justifying the conduct of the Congress.  On October 27, 1774 a 
second version of the EXTRACTS... was issued, adding “The Petition To the King’s most excellent Majesty”, passed by 
the Congress on October 25.  This petition, drafted by John Dickinson, asserted loyalty to the King, and blamed Parlia-
ment for all of the issues between the colonies and Britain, appealing to the King to redress the grievances.  This version 
of the EXTRACTS... was then widely reprinted throughout the colonies.

 

This final version of the EXTRACTS... was published in late January 1775, again by the Bradfords.  It was “Published by 
order of the Provincial Convention,” a meeting of Pennsylvania representatives which took place in Philadelphia on Janu-
ary 23, 1775.  The meeting was attended by over 100 delegates from throughout the colony, and Joseph Reed was elected 
President. The convention resolved to support the actions of the Continental Congress, to pass a law prohibiting the 
importation of slaves into the colony, that the rural districts and counties would support Philadelphia if Parliament passed 
an act prohibiting its commerce (such as the Boston Port Act), and that it would take neccessary measures for its defense 
if the petition to the King of October 25, 1774 was disregarded.  This was followed by a long series of resolutions which 
essentially put the colony on a war footing; preserving footstuffs and manufactures such as livestock, salt, flax, gunpowder, 
nails, wool, glass, copper, and the like, and calling for an increase in other manufactured goods.  Interestingly, one of these 
resolutions notes “That as Printing Types are now made to a considerable degree of perfection by an ingenious artist in 
Germantown; it is recommended to the Printers to use such Types in preference to any which may be hereafter imported.”  
Finally, the Convention endorsed standing Committees of Correspondence in the city of Philadelphia and each county, 
and ordered this work to be printed.

 



OCLC locates just five copies of this final, complete version of the EXTRACTS... in institutions: the New York Public 
Library, the American Philosophical Society Library, the Pennsylvania Office of Commonwealth Libraries, the University 
of Illinois, and the Huntington Library.  Only one reprint of this edition was made, by John Holt in New York.  Howes 
and other bibliographers have overlooked this final, complete edition of this crucial document.
EVANS 14551. HILDEBURN 3208. ESTC W15207. OCLC 3758264, 228764561.  $45,000.

 Very Rare and Important Cook Item
 

22. [Cook, James]: Pringle, John: A DISCOURSE UPON SOME LATE IMPROVEMENTS OF THE MEANS 
FOR PRESERVING THE HEALTH OF MARINERS. DELIVERED AT THE ANNIVERSARY MEETING OF 
THE ROYAL SOCIETY.... London: Printed for the Royal Society, 1776. [4],44pp. Woodcut title device and headpiece. 
Half title. Small quarto. Modern half green morocco and cloth. A very good, clean copy.

 

Extremely rare.  One of the most significant of all the printed works relating to Cook’s voyages and their importance.  This 
is the first appearance in print of Cook’s epoch-making account of the successful measures taken against scurvy on his first 
two voyages.  There were several later versions and translations, but the original edition of this milestone publication has 
long been acknowledged as a major rarity.  The paper on scurvy was read to the Royal Society by its president, Sir John 
Pringle (in the absence of Cook himself, then just beginning his final voyage), as recipient of the Copley medal award for 
that year, and was immediately published in this form. Pringle’s long presentation address, quoting directly from Cook and 
other sources, is followed by Cook’s paper and an extract from a letter by Cook to Pringle written from Plymouth Sound 
in July 1776.  The paper subsequently appeared in the official account of the second voyage and in the PHILOSOPHICAL 
TRANSACTIONS of the Royal Society.  In 1783 a series of six of Pringle’s discourses at the annual presentations of the 
Copley medal was published in one volume.

 

“In Pringle’s discourse on preserving the health of mariners he includes the first printing of Captain Cook’s important 
paper entitled: ‘The Method taken for preserving the Health of the Crew of His Majesty’s Ship the Resolution during her 
late Voyage round the World.’  In this paper, which Cook communicated to Pringle, President of the Royal Society, Cook 
describes the supplies carried on the voyage and his maintenance of the cleanliness of his ship and crew.  It was included 
by Pringle in his discourse commemorating Cook’s receipt of the Copley medal” - Norman sale.  The winning of the battle 
against scurvy was one of the most important achievements in the general field of exploration.  It made possible the major 
voyages that followed.  As Robert Hughes has so aptly put it in THE FATAL SHORE, “malt juice and pickled cabbage 
put Europeans in Australia as microchip circuitry would put Americans on the moon.”

 

Very rare.  The NUC locates only four copies in American libraries, at Harvard, John Carter Brown, National Library of 
Medicine, and Naval Observatory Library.
STREETER SALE 2410. NORMAN SALE 378. GARRISON-MORTON 2156, 3714. BEDDIE 1290. HOLMES 20. 
KROEPELIEN 1065.  $34,000.

 Sporting Life in the Rockies
 

23. Cordier, Albert Hawes: A WYOMING BIG GAME HUNT. [Kansas City:] Union Bank Note Company, 1907. 
56pp. Profusely illustrated with photographs. Pictorial wrappers, sewn. Minor wear and dust-soiling, faint coffee ring to 
front cover and front blank. Very good. In a tan burlap chemise and slipcase, gilt leather label.

 

A rare, privately-printed, and handsomely-illustrated account of sport and adventure in the wilds of Wyoming.  “It is 
considered by authorities as among the scarcest of hunting narratives.  Dr. Cordier records in interesting fashion the trek 
into the heart of the Wyoming country; amusing incidents of the trip; mountain trails; pack trains; elk and wolf fighting; 
Tetons; snow storms, etc.” - Eberstadt.  Streeter described it as “a very interesting narrative, illustrated with photographs, 
of a hunting trip which took place in September, 1905.”  Only ten copies are listed in OCLC, and it is far rarer still to 
encounter in the marketplace.  In 1937, Eberstadt stated that no copy had ever appeared at auction; only three have ap-
peared since.
HOWES C774, “aa.” STREETER SALE 4125. EBERSTADT 109:34. OCLC 9630936.  $3750.

 Fine California Gold Mining Prospectus
 

24. [Delavan, James]: ROCKY-BAR MINING COMPANY, CALIFORNIA. CIRCULAR, ARTICLES OF ASSO-
CIATION, RESOLUTIONS, etc. 1850 [wrapper title]. [New York. 1850]. 12pp. Original blue wrappers printed in 
gold. Old vertical center fold, a few light fox marks, else very good and fresh. In a half cloth and paper archival folder.

 

An early and quite rare California mining stock promotion prospectus. The Rocky-Bar Mining Company was organized 
in July 1849 as an association of forty miners digging for gold on the Big-Bar on the middle fork of the American River, 
some seventy miles from Sacramento.  From the text:

 

“The Rocky and the Big Bars are considered by the old miners as the richest, or to say the least, among the very richest 
portions of the gold region in California....It is in the first place freely admitted, that all calculations heretofore made on 
this subject, are wholly speculative.  It is however not impossible that the wildest estimates may be fully realized.”

 



“Over 100 pounds of gold were taken out of the river in less than three weeks.  President Philo D. Mickles and Secretary 
James Delavan wrote the first segment.  It is dated November 4, 1850.  Delavan...contributed the remainder of the text.  
Included are two resolutions, dated July 22, 1850, from Big-Bar, and July 29, 1850, from Sacramento City” - Kurutz.  
Delavan, whose name appears in print at the end of this report, was the author of NOTES ON CALIFORNIA AND 
THE PLACERS (1850), in which he recounts his experiences of 1849 as part of the Feather River Party.  “In this scarcely 
known brochure Delavan gives his narrative of the little band of miners, consisting of himself and 39 others, who went up 
the Feather River in 1849 and took out upwards of 100 pounds of gold in less than three weeks.  Of the forty who started 
out, only twenty-five were able to withstand the hardships involved, during which they suffered ‘everything but death 
itself from privation, disease and sickness’” - Eberstadt.  Wheat refers to the Rocky-Bar Mining Company as “the first 
organized project for mining quartz in California.”  The only published California mining promotion preceding this was 
the report of the American Quicksilver Company of California.  Handsomely printed.  This is the Jay Snider copy, with 
his bookplate on the inside front cover of the archival folder.

 

The Streeter copy sold to Howell for $150 in 1968.
HOWELL 104 (this copy). COWAN, p.539. VAIL, p.22. SABIN 72456. WHEAT GOLD RUSH 58 (note). KURUTZ 
541. STREETER SALE 2645. EBERSTADT 104:39. RANDALL 413.  $6000.

 Copy “A” of the Limited Edition
 

25. Dobie, J. Frank: THE MUSTANGS. Boston: Little, Brown and Company, [1952]. xvii,376pp. Illustrations by Charles 
Banks Wilson. Original red and white colt hide with the hair out, morocco label stamped in gilt, t.e.g. Light rubbing near 
one corner, else fine. In publisher’s pictorial cloth slipcase.

 

The very rare “Pinto edition,” limited to 100 numbered copies signed by Dobie and Wilson, with an original ink and wash 
drawing of a bucking bronco by Wilson tipped-in opposite the limitation page.  This is the rarest of Dobie’s many books, 
and perhaps the most desirable copy in the run, designated as number “A” on the limitation page, and thus the first copy 
retained by either the author or the publisher.  Copy “B” was inscribed and signed by Dobie to Carl Hertzog, and sold 
in 2001 by Dorothy Sloan.

 

“Certainly the best book on range horses, with much on cattle work.  Dobie drew on previously published material from 
TALES OF THE MUSTANG (1936) and MUSTANGS AND COW HORSES (1940).  Many feel this to be one of Dobie’s 
best books.  Dobie says, ‘The author has tried to blend vividness with learning.’” - SIX SCORE.
REESE, SIX SCORE 33. ADAMS HERD 696. DOBIE, pp.132,151. GRAFF 1100. McVICKER A14a(1). DANIEL 14. 
44&44, 66. DYKES, MY DOBIE COLLECTION, p.7. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 250 (note).  $4500.

 “First American history of the whole country” - Howes
 

26. Douglass, William: A SUMMARY, HISTORICAL AND POLITICAL, OF THE FIRST PLANTING, PRO-
GRESSIVE IMPROVEMENTS, AND PRESENT STATE OF THE BRITISH SETTLEMENTS IN NORTH 
AMERICA.... London. 1755. Two volumes. [2],[viii],568; [6],416pp., plus folding color map. 19th-century speckled calf, 
gilt morocco label. Hinges cracked, repaired at head and tail of first volume; light chipping at head of spines. Very good.

 

The first English edition.  “First American history of the whole country” - Howes.  Wroth comments: “Modern critics of 
the SUMMARY have overlooked the fact that its author was the first to attempt this story from the viewpoint of a resident 
American....”  Various contemporaries recognized it for bringing together more facts on the American colonies and their 
history than any previous publication, John Huske commenting that it was “the best collection of facts in general, for a 
future historian, that was ever made or published.”
HOWES D436. WROTH AMERICAN BOOKSHELF, pp.87-91 (ref). CLARK I:226. SABIN 20727.  $3750.

 The Rarest Pacific Voyage in the ZAMORANO 80
 

27. Duhaut-Cilly, Auguste B.: VOYAGE AUTOUR DU MONDE, PRINCIPALEMENT A LA CALIFORNIA ET 
AUX ILES SANDWICH, PENDANT LES ANNÉES 1826, 1827, 1828, ET 1829.... Paris: Chez Arthus Bertrand...Chez 
D. Lemarchand, 1834-1835. Two volumes. [14],409; [4],438pp., plus errata in each volume. Folding table. Four lithographed 
plates on India paper. Contemporary three-quarter calf and marbled boards, spine gilt, edges marbled. Hinges cracked, but 
solid. Spines rubbed, corners slightly worn. An occasional light fox mark, otherwise internally clean. Nearly very good.

 

A lovely set of the first edition of the rarest Pacific voyage in the ZAMORANO 80.  A primary source on Mexican Cali-
fornia and including an early view of Hawaii.

 

Duhaut-Cilly was a French trader who arrived in Yerba Buena from Mazatlan in 1827 in command of the ship Heroes.  
He spent most of that year along the California coast.  “This commercial enterprise, although a financial failure, resulted 
in the first foreign account of Spanish California by a literate and observant French trader, who, while trying to sell his 
goods, visited most of the missions, presidios, and pueblos of Alta California, and wrote the best contemporary account of 
the region.  He had a splendid opportunity to observe affairs and took advantage of it, being the first outsider to become 
intimately acquainted with the then thriving area.  His ship also visited Valparaiso, the Galapagos Islands, Hawaii, Macao, 
and Java” - Hill.

 



“[Duhaut-Cilly] was accompanied by Dr. Paolo Emilio Botta, later to gain renown as an archeologist and writer.  Duhaut-
Cilly recorded his California observations interestingly, accurately and intelligently in some 300 pages of his VOYAGE” 
- ZAMORANO 80.  Three of the plates illustrate Monterey, San Luis Rey, and Fort Ross, and one depicts Honolulu.

 

No edition in English has ever been published of this invaluable account. This first edition is so rare that in his catalogue 
50 (item 64), Howell surmises that only about a dozen complete copies are known.
HILL 499. HOWES D547, “b.” SABIN 21164. ZAMORANO 80, 31. HOWELL 50:64. STREETER SALE 2472. COWAN, 
p.186. LIBROS CALIFORNIANOS, p.25. Van Nostrand & Coulter, CALIFORNIA PICTORIA, pp.28-29. LC, CALI-
FORNIA CENTENNIAL 18, 40. FORBES 882. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 82 (note).  $35,000.

 Limited, Signed
 

28. Eliot, T.S.: RELIGIOUS DRAMA: MEDIAEVAL AND MODERN. New York: House of Books, 1954. Cloth. Small, 
tasteful bookplate in corner of front pastedown, otherwise fine in original glassine (large chip from front panel). Custom 
cloth slipcase and chemise (bearing another tasteful bookplate).

 

First edition.  Published as the twelfth volume in the Crown Octavo series.  One of three hundred numbered copies, in 
addition to twenty-six lettered copies for presentation, all signed by the author.
GALLUP A65.  $850.

 The First Navigational Guide to the Americas,
the First Navigational Guide Printed in Spain,

and the First Book in Spanish Relating to America
 

29. Enciso, Martín Fernandez de: SUMA DE GEOGRAPHIA Q[UE] TRATA DE TODAS LAS PARTIDAS Y 
PROVINCIAS DEL MUNDO: EN ESPECIAL DE LAS INDIAS. Y TRATA LARGEMENTE DEL ARTE DEL 
MAREAR.... Seville: Andres de Burgos, 1546. lviii [i.e., lxx] leaves. Woodcut illustration of an armillary sphere and woodcut 
borders on titlepage, woodcut initials. Small folio. 19th-century crushed red morocco, boards ruled in gilt, spine tooled in 
gilt, ornately gilt turn-ins, a.e.g., bound by Niédrée. Two bookplates on front pastedown, early 19th-century ownership 
inscription on verso of titlepage. One paper flaw on leaf C6, slightly affecting printed marginalia, remnants of stamps 
in margin of B10v, a few very minor paper repairs. Light tanning and occasional faint foxing. Overall, an excellent copy.

 

The third edition, with additions, of a work of surpassing importance, comprising at once the first practical guide to 
sailing in American waters, the first navigational manual printed in Spain, and the first book printed in Spanish relating 
to America.  It is also the first account of explorations of the Americas based on extended experiences.  This book is an 
important cornerstone for any serious collection on sailing and navigation to the New World.

 

Martín Fernández de Enciso (ca. 1470-ca. 1528), geographer and conquistador, was a native of Seville, and would have 
been aware of the details of the earliest voyages to the Indies as a young man.  Although he probably went earlier, he 
can be definitely placed, well established as a lawyer and trader, in Hispaniola by 1508.  In 1509 and 1510, Enciso joined 
expeditions of Alonso de Hojeda along the north coast of South America and then to Panama (it was on this expedition 
that Balboa first saw the Pacific).  He continued to be involved in the Spanish conquest of the area, and served as an aid 
to the first governor there, a position he occupied in 1514.  Sometime after this he returned to Spain, and published the 
SUMA DE GEOGRAPHIA in 1519.

 

Enciso was the first writer to narrate the history and navigation of the New World based on broad personal experience 
of himself and others.  Columbus and Vespucci had briefly told the story of their coastal voyages, and Peter Martyr had 
published, in 1516, the first of his collection of accounts which had come back to him in Spain, where he was an official 
of the Spanish court.  But Enciso’s book was based on his extensive personal experience of perhaps a decade of living and 
voyaging in the Indies, and the gathering of much oral information from others, possibly including Columbus’ pilot, Juan 
de la Cosa. “Using a great variety of both oral and written sources plus his own experience, Enciso compiled a practical 
book with useful information, especially for pilots” - Delgado Gomez.

 

Enciso’s work was immediately recognized as invaluable, and it was used to instruct the young Charles I, who ascended 
the Spanish throne the year after its publication.  A second edition followed in 1530, then a third in 1546, represented 
by the present copy.  The fact that it was republished again twenty-seven years after the first edition demonstrates in 
continued usefulness and appeal, and numerous writers on New World history have praised it both as a navigational guide 
and an historical work.  “A great hydrographer and explorer, his work is invaluable for the early geographical history of 
this continent” - Harrisse.

 

This copy has quite a distinguished provenance.  It bears the bookplate of the celebrated 19th-century Havana collection, 
the Museo de Montino, which was sold by New York auctioneers George A. Leavitt & Co. in 1877, and prior to that be-
longed to early 19th-century Spanish bibliographer B.J. Gallardo.  It is also the copy that belonged to Harrison D. Horblit, 
the famed American collector of photography and books on natural science, mathematics, and navigation.

 

All editions of Enciso’s work have been extraordinarily rare in the market in the past fifty years.  In that time, only three 
copies of the first edition have changed hands, including the Harmsworth-Horblit-Frank Streeter copy, which brought 



$288,000 at the Frank Streeter sale in 2007.  The third edition is rarer still, and the present copy is apparently the only 
one to have circulated publicly since Rosenbach offered it in a 1938 catalogue, describing it as “A fine copy of an extremely 
rare and most important book.”  In the intervening years it was acquired by Horblit before it appeared in his famous sale 
in 1974.  Furthermore, the USTC locates copies of the first edition at over thirty institutions worldwide, but copies of 
the third at just twelve.

 

A foundational work in the history of navigation and the history of the Americas, and a fine copy that belonged to one of 
the great American book collectors.
CHURCH 42 (ref). EUROPEAN AMERICANA 546/9. HARRISSE, BIBLIOTECA AMERICANA VETUSTISSIMA 
272. HOWGEGO I:E24. JCB (3)I:146. PALAU 88433. SABIN 22553. USTC 336199. BRINLEY SALE 25. HORBLIT 
SALE 370 (this copy). Angel Delgado-Gomez, SPANISH HISTORICAL WRITING ABOUT THE NEW WORLD (John 
Carter Brown Library, 1992), item 5 (ref). This important catalogue has the armillary sphere from the Enciso titlepage 
stamped on its front cover.  $175,000.

 Important Arctic Geography
 

30. Engel, Samuel: MÉMOIRES ET OBSERVATIONS GÉOGRAPHIQUE ET CRITIQUES SUR LA SITUATION 
DES PAYS SEPTENTRIONAUX DE L’ASIE ET L’AMÉRIQUE. Lausanne: Antoine Chapuis, 1765. Title in red and 
black, engraved vignette on dedication page. Two engraved folding maps. Quarto. Contemporary mottled calf, gilt stamp 
on upper cover. Minor repairs to top and tail of spine. Very good. Provenance: Marinens Bibliothek; deaccessioned by 
the Garnisions Biblioteket in 2017.

 

Engel availed himself of the most up-to-date geographic intelligence on the region by explorers and cartographers such as 
Kirilov, Buache, Delisle, and Gmelin, evaluating each in order to come to a more accurate picture of the Arctic.  He stated 
definitively that California was not an island but rather a peninsula and rejected the fantastical Sea of the West asserted by 
Buache and Delisle.  On the other hand, his critiques of Müller’s map of Siberia were unfounded, and his understanding of 
the rivers of Western North America was described by Wagner as characterized by remarkable imagination. The maps are 
by the Swiss cartographer Jacques Antony Chovin. “Contains accounts of the Cabrillo, De Fonte and De Fuca exploring 
voyages up the Pacific coast and definitively refuted the conception of Californian insularity” - Howes.

 

Lada-Mocarski notes that  Engel “examined diligently the maps and writings of Kirilov (the compiler of the first Russian 
atlas), Buache, Delisle, Muller, Gmelin, and others - and invariably, with some justification, found something wrong with 
each of them.  He examined these works with regard to the northern parts of both Asia and America.  Most of the ques-
tions he raised were valid and the present-day student of these regions would profit by reading his work with a modern 
maps before him, to see who was right or wrong - and when wrong, how wrong.  A valuable part of Engel’s present work 
is his rejection of the persistent belief held by many of his contemporary geographers and cartographers that California 
was an island. He unequivocally asserted...that (in translation), ‘California is not an island but a peninsula.’”
HOWES E149. LADA-MOCARSKI 18. SABIN 22571. STREETER SALE 3460. WICKERSHAM 3542.  $10,000.

 Editio Princeps
 

31. Euripides: [Title in Greek] ...EURIPIDIS TRAGŒDIÆ SEPTENDECIM, EX QUIB QUÆDAM HABENT 
COMMENTARIA .... Venetiis: Apvd Aldvm, February 1503. Two volumes bound in one. [268;190] leaves. Thick octavo 
(165 x 98 mm). Full red morocco, spine heavily gilt extra, gilt Aldine anchor device on each board, a.e.g. (unsigned). Italic 
(preface) and Greek letter. Aldine anchor device at end of each volume. Small shallow discoloration at extreme lower edge 
of 11 leaves in the second volume, occasional traces of foxing, minor rubbing at crown of spine, otherwise about fine. 
Cloth slipcase and chemise.

 

First collected edition of the Greek texts of the tragedies of Euripides, preceded only by an edition of four of the plays 
printed in Florence in 1496.  Although the title lists seventeen plays,  Aldus added an eighteenth, the HERCULES FU-
RENS, and in his prefatory dedication to Demetrius Chalcondylas, a distinguished professor of Greek at Padua, Aldus 
indicates the edition consisted of one thousand copies. Euripides was the last of the trio of great classic Greek tragedians, 
and although he is known to have written a significantly larger body of plays than are preserved here, many of the others 
are known only through incomplete fragments. The other titles included here include some of the masterpieces of classic 
drama, including MEDEA, HECUBA, ORESTES, IPHIGENIA IN TAURUS, ALECESTE, BACCHAE, etc. With the 
bookplates of Arthur Atherley and George Warren Vernon.  “...recherchée, et les beaux exemplaires se trouvent difficile-
ment” - Brunet. A small number of copies were printed on vellum.
BM (ITALIAN), P.239. RENOUARD 43:10. GOLDSMID 63. ADAMS E1030. BRUNET II:1095.  $40,000.

 “Hoping that none of her descendents will be sad young men...”
 

32. Fitzgerald, F. Scott: ALL THE SAD YOUNG MEN. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1926. Green cloth, let-
tered in gilt and blind. Expert restorations to spine extremities and joints, light foxing to prelims, small discoloration at 
top edge of first several leaves, but a good, sound copy. Half morocco slipcase.

 



First edition of this collection of short stories (presumably the earliest printing, with no signs of type deterioration on pages 
38, 90 and 248). Inscribed by Fitzgerald on the front free endsheet: “For Anne Ober [/] Hoping that none of her descen-
dents will be sad young men [/] F. Scott Fitzgerald.” With the ink signature of Harold Ober on the opposite pastedown. 
Harold Ober served as F. Scott Fitzgerald’s literary agent beginning in November 1919, and until the end of Fitzgerald’s 
career, as his confidant and friend.  Anne and Harold Ober were particularly significant in providing support for Scottie 
Fitzgerald after Zelda was hospitalized.  There are a few small pencil notes in the table of contents. A fine association copy.
BRUCCOLI A12.I.A.  $35,000.

 An Important Report to Charles IV from His Primary Minister
 

33. Floridablanca, Moñino y Redondo, Jose Conde de: GOBIERNO DE ESTADO DEL CONDE DE FLOR-
IDABLANCA [manuscript title]. Spain. Nov. 6, 1789. [128]pp. In Spanish. Folio. Contemporary vellum, pigskin loop 
closures. Minor soiling to binding. A few small tears, minor scattered soiling. Written in a neat and legible humanist-style 
hand. Bookplate of Dr. Don Vicente Bas de Tejada on final leaf. Very good.

 

A manuscript report addressed to King Charles IV of Spain from his chief minister, detailing the state of Spanish affairs, 
including involvement in the Americas.  An impressive report, providing unique insight into Spanish, European, and 
world history.  The Count of Floridablanca served as the reformist chief minister to both Charles III and IV, and is now 
regarded as one of Spain’s most effective statesmen.  He undertook a complete reform of the government, revamped the 
educational system after successfully lobbying the Pope’s support to expel the Jesuits from Spain, established commercial 
freedom in the American Colonies, and deftly maneuvered Spain’s involvement in both the American Revolution and the 
French Revolution.

 

The report details, among numerous other topics, the negotiations between Portugal and Spain relating to the boundaries 
in the New World (including the United States, Brazil, Paraguay, Mexico, Africa, and Asia).  The report documents the 
treaty of 1777, which redistributed land between Spain and Portugal, including the return of la Colonia de Sacramento 
to Spain.  It likewise enumerates the successful achievements of the junta of state formed in 1787.  It also discusses the 
intervention of various European courts, including those of France and England; and an extensive discussion of the Ameri-
can Revolution, the support of the “insurgents” by the French in 1778, including the Franco-American Alliance, and the 
position of several European courts related to the American independence, describing in great detail the events and names 
of people involved.  The report was clearly of extreme secrecy, only one known copy was made: “...executado muy reserv-
adamente y a puerta cerrada” [executed very discreetly and behind closed doors] and sent to Pedro Rodrigues, the Conde 
de Campomanes (1723-1802), who was serving as the president of the council of Castile at the time.

 

A highly significant manuscript.  $21,000.

 A Guide for Youth from Ben
 

34. Franklin, Benjamin: MEMOIRES DE LA VIE PRIVEE DE BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, ECRITS PAR LUI-
MEME, ET ADRESSES A SON FILS.... Paris: Chez Buisson, 1791. [2],vi,156,[207]pp. (pp.204-207 misnumbered 360-
363). Contemporary mottled calf, neatly rebacked, with original boards and original label laid down. Minor abrasions to 
boards. Mild occasional toning. Very good.

 

First edition, preceding any English-language printing, of Franklin’s autobiography.  This is certainly Franklin’s best known 
book, and a classic Americanum in which he tells the story of his climb, through thrift and frugality, from poverty to suc-
cess and influence.  It is also one of the best pictures of life in Philadelphia during his youth and middle age.  Franklin 
is remarkably candid throughout the work about people with whom he was involved and his own motives for his actions.  
The first British edition appeared in 1793, followed by the first American printing in 1794.
HOWES F323, “b.” STREETER SALE 4171. FORD 383. GROLIER AMERICAN 100, 21. SABIN 25549.  $3500.

 Tax Revolt or Treason?
 

35. [Fries, John]: THE TWO TRIALS OF JOHN FRIES, ON AN INDICTMENT OF TREASON; TOGETHER 
WITH A BRIEF REPORT OF THE TRIALS OF SEVERAL OTHER PERSONS, FOR TREASON AND INSUR-
RECTION, IN THE COUNTIES OF BUCKS, NORTHAMPTON AND MONTGOMERY, IN THE CIRCUIT 
COURT OF THE UNITED STATES.... Philadelphia: William D. Woodward, 1800. 4,226,51pp. Modern quarter calf and 
marbled boards, gilt leather label. Institutional ink stamp on titlepage. Moderate tanning, occasional faint foxing. Very good.

 

The scarce account of the two trials of John Fries, leader of the “Fries Rebellion” in northeastern Pennsylvania in 1798 
and 1799, the last of three American tax revolts of the late 18th century (preceded by Shays’ and the Whiskey Rebellions).  
The resistance developed in response to first direct tax on land, housing, and slaves levied by the federal government 
after the XYZ Affair and in anticipation of war with France.  Fries and his supporters contended that these taxes did not 
constitute legitimate action by a republican government, and in February 1799 seized a number of prisoners without firing 
a a shot from a U.S. Marshal who had been making arrests in the area.

 

“In the months that ensued, the Federalist president John Adams’s administration sent federal troops into the region under 
the command of General William MacPherson to apprehend Fries and thirty others.  They were taken to Philadelphia 



and charged with crimes ranging from obstruction of process to treason.  Fries and two of his neighbors, William Get-
man and Frederick Heaney, were charged with treason, tried, and convicted with considerable public attention in April 
and May 1799.  The convictions were thrown out with the revelation of a biased juror.  A yellow fever epidemic delayed 
their subsequent trials for treason for another year, but once again they were convicted and sentenced to hang by Judge 
Samuel Chase, who was later a Supreme Court justice.  President Adams had used the preceding year to inquire into the 
matter for himself and was convinced that, while illegal, Fries’s actions did not amount to treason.  On 21 May 1800, 
forty-eight hours before the scheduled execution, Adams pardoned the three condemned men.  The Federalist party was 
already disintegrating, but the president’s leniency so outraged the followers of Hamilton that the pardon completed the 
split just months prior to Adams’s bid for reelection” - ANB.

 

An important account of one of the significant events of the tumultuous end to the 1700s in America, and rare on the 
market, with only one copy having appeared at auction in the past century.
COHEN 14175. ESTC W29631. EVANS 37104. SABIN 25961. ANB (online).  $2500.

 The Final Addition of Land to the Continental United States
 

36. [Gadsden Purchase Treaty]: SECRETARIO DE ESTADO Y DEL DESPACHO DE RELACIONES EXTERI-
ORES. S.A.S. EL GENERAL PRESIDENTE SE HA SERVIDO DIRIGIRME EL DECRETO...QUE HABIÉN-
DOSE CONCLUIDO Y FIRMADO EN ESTA CAPITAL EL DIA DE 30 DE DICIEMBRE DEL AÑO PRÓXIMO 
PASADO DE 1853, UN TRATADO ENTRE LA REPÚBLICA MEJICANA Y LOS ESTADOS-UNIDOS DE 
AMÉRICA...[caption title and beginning of text]. Mexico City. July 20, 1854. [8]pp. Folio. Dbd. Minor foxing. Very 
good. In a half morocco box.

 

The first Mexican printing of the Gadsden Purchase agreement, known in Mexico as Venta de la Mesilla.  The Gadsden 
Treaty involved the purchase of territory from Mexico to the United States which had been in dispute since the conclusion 
of hostilities in 1848.  It included a large portion of what became southern Arizona (most notably Tucson) and a smaller 
portion of southern New Mexico.  The United States gained the land, and Mexico received ten million dollars and an end 
to covetousness from her neighbor to the north.  It was the last addition to the continental United States.  The treaty 
was signed on Dec. 30, 1853, ratified by the United States Congress with some changes on April 25, 1854, and with the 
approval of Santa Anna went into effect on June 30. The agreement was ordered to be printed by Santa Anna on July 20.  
This is the official printing of that date by the Mexican Secretary of State Manuel Diez de Bonilla’s office (signed in type 
by him, with his manuscript paraph below), with text in parallel columns of Spanish and English.

 

A rare original document, with only five copies in OCLC over several records, recording examples at the Huntington 
Library, Harvard Law School, the University of California, Berkeley, and Yale (two copies).  This is the first copy ever 
handled by this firm.
MALLOY, p.1121 (ref). OCLC 28040763, 54232008, 702681415, 13163879.  $12,500.

 The Signet Library Copy
 

37. Gage, Thomas: THE ENGLISH-AMERICAN HIS TRAVAIL BY SEA AND LAND: OR, A NEW SURVEY OF 
THE WEST-INDIAS [sic], CONTAINING A JOURNALL OF THREE THOUSAND AND THREE HUNDRED 
MILES WITHIN THE MAIN LAND OF AMERICA.... London. 1648. [10],220,[12]pp. Small folio. 18th-century 
speckled calf, gilt stamp on front board, expertly rebacked in antique matching calf, boards re-gilt, leather label, spine 
gilt. Binding a bit worn at corners and edges. Faint stain on leaves B2 and B3. A few contemporary notes in text, some 
later pencil notes in margins. Very good.

 

The Signet Library copy, with their gilt stamp on the front board.  One of the most celebrated travel books of its day.  
Gage was an Englishman raised in Spain.  He entered the Dominican Order and set out for the New World, traveling 
by way of the Philippines and across the Pacific.  He spent most of the next twelve years in Central America, the West 
Indies, Mexico, Guatemala, Nicaragua, and Panama.  When he finally returned to England and converted to the Church 
of England, he wrote this book to urge British seizure of the Spanish empire in America.  Since the Spanish had jealously 
guarded foreign access to their dominions, this was the first detailed description to reach Europe of the regions visited by 
Gage, and it was widely reprinted and translated.

 

The Streeter copy sold for $250 in 1966.
HILL 665. PALAU 96480. STREETER SALE 193. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 648/68. JCB (3)II:369. SABIN 26298. 
WING G109. BEINECKE LESSER ANTILLES COLLECTION 38.  $5800.

 “The Magna Carta of Industrial America” - Howes
 

38. [Hamilton, Alexander]: REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, ON THE SUBJECT OF 
MANUFACTURES, MADE THE FIFTH OF DECEMBER, 1791. Washington: R.C. Weightman, 1809. 109pp. Modern 
red leather, tooled in gilt. Light toning and foxing. Very good.

 

The second American edition of Hamilton’s famed report on manufactures, one of his most important State Papers.  Howes 
calls it “the Magna Carta of industrial America.”  In this report Hamilton first set down in a formal way the economic 



principles by which he expected to see the new nation expand its manufacturing base.  “As the successive reports of the 
Secretary were studied, the scale of his ideas gradually became evident.  He was not merely planning a fiscal system, but 
doing it in such a way as to strengthen the central government and develop the resources of the country, to stimulate trade 
and capitalistic enterprises, and to bring about a more symmetrical balance between agriculture and industry” - DAB.  
Hamilton’s report can now be seen as the genesis of American manufacturing might.

 

Rare.  This edition is not in Goldsmiths or Kress.  The first edition of 1790 is a legendary rarity in the marketplace, and 
the last copy to appear for sale realized more than $250,000.  A foundational piece of Americana.
SHAW & SHOEMAKER 19064. FORD 204. HOWES H123. REESE, FEDERAL HUNDRED 38 (ref).  $12,500.

 First Edition of PILGRIM’S PROGRESS in Hawaiian, in a Hawaiian Binding
 

39. [Hawaii]: Bunyan, John: KA HELE MALIHINI ANA MAI KEIA AO AKU A HIKI I KELA AO; HE OLELONANE 
I HOOHALIKEIA ME HE MOEUHANE LA. Honolulu: Mea paipalapala a na Misionari, 1842. 418pp. plus eight wood-
cut plates (including frontispiece). 12mo. Contemporary Hawaiian sheep, boards and backstrip tooled with triangular and 
diamond-shaped pattern; rebacked, original spine neatly laid down. Very clean and fresh internally. Very good.

 

A significant association copy of the rare first edition in Hawaiian of Bunyan’s PILGRIM’S PROGRESS, and the first 
printing in Hawaiian of an English literary classic.  This copy bears a presentation inscription on the front free endpaper 
to the Rev. E.S. Hopkins from the Rev. Elias Bond, dated at Kohala, Sandwich Islands, June 12, 1844.  Reverend Bond 
translated at least seven books for the Mission Press between 1859 and 1868.

 

The Hawaiian title translates as THE TRAVELER FROM THIS WORLD TO THAT WHICH IS TO COME.  In 1840 
the American Tract Society in Honolulu hoped to publish an abridged edition of Bunyan if a translator could be found, 
and in 1841 Artemas Bishop took on the task, promising the Society that “it will prove one of the most popular works in 
the Hawaiian Language.”  Unfortunately for Artemas and the Society, the book flopped and the 10,000 copies that were 
printed were remaindered in unbound sheets, most of which were disposed of to Chinese vegetable peddlers for wrap-
ping produce.  For copies that survived this, the rate of attrition, as with all early Hawaiian works of this type, remained 
very high, and the book is quite scarce today.  The work failed to impact the Hawaiians, as the English allusions lost all 
meaning when translated.  The names of the extensive cast of characters became incomprehensible: Mr. Lechery became 
Kekowale (literally, lust + only), and Mrs. Filth became Pelapela (decayed flesh).

 

Some of the surviving unbound sheets of this book were bound into limp suede in 1910.  This copy, on the other hand, is 
in a contemporary Hawaiian sheep binding of the mid-19th century (complete with its distinctive triangular and diamond-
shaped tooling), which is most unusual and notably rare.  See David Forbes’ BUNIANA (San Francisco, 1984) for an 
extensive discussion of the book. An important association copy in a handsome contemporary binding.
FORBES 1351. JUDD 237. DAB IX, p.381.  $4500.

 First Hawaiian Bible Issued as a Single Publication
 

40. [Hawaiian Bible]: KA PALAPALA HEMOLELE A IEHOVA KO KAKOU AKUA O KE KAUOHA KAHIKO 
A ME KE KAUOHA HOU I UNUHIIA MAILOKO MAI O NA OLELO KAHIKO.... Oahu & Honolulu: Na Na 
Misionari I Pai, 1843. 1451pp. Large, thick octavo. Contemporary ruled Hawaiian sheep. Binding rubbed, minor wear at 
extremities of joints. Small insect track in extreme lower edge of first eight leaves. Ink stamp of the American Board of 
Commissioners for Foreign Missions Library on front pastedown, verso of titlepage, and final text page. Scattered foxing 
and age toning. Very good, in original condition. In a half morocco box.

 

The first joint publication of the Old and New Testaments as an entity in the Hawaiian language, printed for the American 
Bible Society at the Mission Presses in Oahu (Old Testament) and Honolulu (New Testament).  A number of printings of 
various books or groups of books of the Bible were printed as early as 1827, and the first Hawaiian printing of the New 
Testament appeared in 1835, with the Old Testament following in 1838.  These printings are frequently found bound 
together, although issued separately.  This is the first publication of the complete approved text as an entity, paginated 
continuously, and issued as one book.  The New Testament has its own titlepage (p.1129) and imprint.  The verso of the 
first titlepage bears the words, “Ka lua o ke pai ana” (the second printing), referring to the only other printing of the en-
tire Old Testament in 1838 at the same press.  A second printing of the entire Bible was made later in 1843; but curiously 
enough, Judd, et al, record no other complete printing of the Bible in the Hawaiian language through 1899.

 

A handsome copy of an important Hawaiian Bible, in a Hawaiian binding.
JUDD 265. FORBES 1416. HUNNEWELL, pp.24-25.  $7500.

 With the Elusive Map
 

41. Heap, Gwin Harris: CENTRAL ROUTE TO THE PACIFIC, FROM THE VALLEY OF THE MISSISSIPPI 
TO CALIFORNIA: JOURNAL OF THE EXPEDITION OF E.F. BEALE...IN 1853. Philadelphia. 1854. 136pp. plus 
thirteen handsome lithographed plates (some tinted) and 46pp. of advertisements, and a folding map. Half title. Original 
cloth, stamped in blind. Cloth faded, neatly rebacked with original spine laid down. Map neatly backed by lightweight 



linen. Small tear in lower edge of front free endpaper. An occasional light fox mark, but quite clean internally. Very good. 
In a cloth slipcase.

 

This copy bears the ownership signature of John Russell Bartlett on the titlepage.  Bartlett was a bookseller in New York 
in the 1830s and 1840s, and then was appointed to survey the boundary between the United States and Mexico in the early 
1850s.  He published his own PERSONAL NARRATIVE..., describing his experiences in the West in 1854, and went on 
to become Secretary of State of Rhode Island, and produced valuable bibliographies relating to that state and the private 
library of John Carter Brown.  The present copy of Heap’s work is odd for having forty-six pages of advertisements at the 
end, more than the usual complement of thirty-two.

 

E.F. Beale and Gwin Heap were greatly influenced by Senator Benton in their choice of a route across Colorado and 
Nevada.  The party travelled from Westport (Kansas City) southwest on the Santa Fe trail to Bent’s Fort, then to the 
short-lived Fort Massachusetts, the Rio Grande Valley, the Grand River, and then to the Uncompahgre.  They returned 
to Taos for supplies, and then continued southwest via Utah to California.  The map, which is present here, was issued 
with only a few copies.  Wheat lauds the map and spends several pages discussing the journey, saying that it has received 
less attention than it deserves.  He notes that it is the earliest published map to show the middle Rocky Mountain region, 
through what is now southern Colorado, the first to depict several streams and rivers, and the first attempt to chart a 
route through Death Valley.  This book is one of the first detailed examinations of the “Central Route” from Missouri to 
the Pacific, and a basic piece of Western Americana.
COWAN, p.273. HOWES H378, “b.” MINTZ 562. SABIN 31175. WAGNER-CAMP 235. FLAKE 3934. RITTENHOUSE 
290. WHEAT TRANSMISSISSIPPI 808. STREETER SALE 3177. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 133.  $6500.

 First Book
 

42. Hemingway, Ernest: THREE STORIES & TEN POEMS. [Paris]: Contact Publishing Company, 1923. Publisher’s 
pale blue wrappers, printed in black, fore and bottom edges untrimmed. Hint of slight tanning at edges, minuscule nick 
(no loss) in upper wrapper at spine, otherwise about fine. Half morocco folding case and fleece-lined chemise.

 

First edition of the author’s first book -- although only the sequential nature of the volumes in the Three Mountains “In-
quest” series prevented _in our time_ from preceding it. One of 300 copies printed in Dijon by Maurice Darantiere. Six 
of the poems had seen prior publication in POETRY (Jan. 1923). The short stories -- “Up in Michigan,” “Out of Season,” 
and “My Old Man” -- are here first published. “Up in Michigan” was not reprinted until 1938, and then in somewhat 
revised form. The other two stories were reprinted in the 1925 Boni & Liveright IN OUR TIME. “No other writer ...[in 
the Modern Movement] stepped so suddenly into fame, or destroyed with such insouciance so many other writers or ways 
of writing or became such an immediate symbol of an age” - Cyril Connolly, The Modern Movement.
HANNEMAN A1a.  $55,000.

 A Classic Early Travel Narrative
 

43. Hesse, Johannes Witte de: ITINERARIUS IOANNIS DE HESE PRESBYTERIA HIERUSALEM DESCRIBENS 
DISPOSITIONES TERRARUM INSULARUM.... Paris: Robert Gourmont for Olivier Senant, [ca. 1505]. [20] leaves. 
Small quarto. Early 20th-century speckled calf, tooled in blind, spine gilt, leather label. Extremities lightly worn. Minor 
soiling. Very good.

 

A rare edition of this early travel narrative, giving an account of the journey of Johannes de Hesse, encompassing the 
Holy Land and other regions, in 1389.  In a similar vein with Mandeville’s travels, Hesse’s work provides the reader with 
a fantastic and extremely engaging narrative - he encounters cannibals, pygmies, and a unicorn; sees a parting of the sea, 
which enables him to reach a holy shrine; finds and visits the Garden of Eden; and spends a significant amount of time 
visiting the legendary (and mythical) Prester John in his oriental palace.  Like Mandeville’s travels, Hesse’s ITINERARIUS 
is significant for its place in the development of travel literature.  It was popular enough to have been printed in seven 
editions from about 1490 to 1500, in Cologne, Antwerp, and Deventer.  Includes a full-page woodcut printer’s device on 
the verso of the final leaf.
GW M07739. GOFF H-148. TOBLER 1389.  $18,500.

 Rare Series of Civil War Lithographs by Winslow Homer
 

44. [Homer, Winslow]: [LIFE IN CAMP]. [Boston: Published by L. Prang & Co., 1864]. Twenty-four uncolored litho-
graphs, each 4¼ x 2½ inches, printed on three conjoined sheets. Bound accordion-style into original red cloth, stamped 
in blind on the front board, “MILITARY ALBUM 1861 TO 1865,” with a wreath motif. Cloth a bit soiled and chipped 
along the backstrip. A bit of light soiling and a few light fox marks. Very good. In a red half morocco and cloth clamshell 
case, spine gilt.

 

Winslow Homer’s second series of lithographs from his formative Civil War period, and a defining moment in his career 
as a printmaker.  This series follows Homer’s seminal CAMPAIGN SKETCHES (1863), and furthers the artist’s talent for 
communicating the war experience on an intimate and personal level.

 



This set is particularly interesting for being printed on three conjoined sheets (eight illustrations to a sheet), and bound 
accordion style into a cloth binding.  Homer’s illustrations for this series are most often encountered as individual cards, 
usually affixed to larger sheets.  This accordion-style printing is quite unusual.  The binding is stamped MILITARY AL-
BUM 1861 TO 1865, but it is presumed that the illustrations were printed in 1864.  Homer’s lithographs were produced 
in colored and uncolored versions; this set is uncolored.

 

In 1854, Homer began his career as an apprentice for the famed Boston lithography firm of John H. Bufford, and in the 
course of several years there he learned the techniques of lithography which he later employed in making LIFE IN CAMP.  
Most of his published work from this period is illustrated sheet music.  In 1859 he moved to New York, creating illustra-
tions for publications such as BALLOU’S MAGAZINE and HARPER’S WEEKLY.  It was as an illustrator for the latter 
publication that Homer made his first contact with the Civil War.  In the fall of 1861, and again in the spring of 1862, 
Homer joined the encampment of McClellan’s Army of the Potomac near Washington.  He afterwards embarked with 
the troops from the port of Alexandria and spent five weeks with them on the Peninsular Campaign to reach Richmond.  
During this period he produced a number of sketches and watercolors which appeared in HARPER’S WEEKLY, bringing 
him considerable recognition.  Significantly, Homer had no control over the final images, which were rendered by Harper’s 
woodblock cutters from his originals.  Julian Grossman demonstrates the significant changes wrought by these artisans in 
his book on Homer and the Civil War.

 

Like Homer’s previous CAMPAIGN SKETCHES, LIFE IN CAMP was published by the energetic Boston lithographer, 
Louis Prang.  Prang and Homer probably knew each other from the 1850s, when Prang was beginning in business while 
Homer was still apprenticing at Bufford’s.  Prang later became famous as the greatest chromolithographer in America and 
a masterful innovator in printing technology, but he was young and unknown in 1863, and full of ideas of what might be 
marketable.  Homer, gaining fame but unhappy with the crude distortions of his work in HARPER’S WEEKLY, prob-
ably jumped at the chance to create graphic images in which he could control the medium.  Though only the first part of 
CAMPAIGN SKETCHES was produced (a planned second part never followed), Prang and Homer decided to issue the 
LIFE IN CAMP series as a holiday gift item for 1864.

 

Like CAMPAIGN SKETCHES, LIFE IN CAMP focuses, as much of Homer’s Civil War works do, on incidents in the daily 
life of soldiers, rather than battle scenes.  Also like CAMPAIGN SKETCHES, the images were produced in lithography 
and chromolithography.  It is possible that Homer, drawing on his apprenticeship as a lithographer, drew the images on 
stone directly himself, because a letter from him to Prang survives, from December 1863, in which he states that he has 
“received the stones” and “shall commence it very soon.” The images were most commonly issued in two twelve-card sets.  
The images are as follows:

 

1) “The Rifle Pit.”  A Zouave soldier surrounded by gabions holds his rifle at the ready.
2) “Home on a Furlough.”  A young soldier enthusiastically enjoys a ballet.
3) “The Field Barber.”  A Zouave soldier administers a haircut while another looks on.
4) “The Girl He Left Behind Him.”  A young woman holding a letter.
5) “In the Trenches.”  A Black soldier hoisting a gabion over a trench wall. Wood & Dalton write this “back-breaking” 

task was assigned to black workers by both armies.  The role of Blacks in the war was a favorite subject of Homer, 
treated in such other works as ARMY TEAMSTERS, “Our Jolly Cook” from CAMPAIGN SKETCHES, and more.

6) “Good Bye.”  A young girl kisses a soldier.
7) “Fording.”  Three unhappy soldiers crossing a river with their boots suspended from their bayonets.
8) “Extra Ration.”  A Zouave soldier roasting a pig.  According to Neely & Holzer, this image may have been inspired 

by Currier & Ives’ LIFE IN THE CAMP.
9) “A Deserter.”  An equally unhappy Zouave soldier sits with his chin in his hands.
10) “Our Special.”  A self-caricature, Homer shows himself seated on what looks like a cannon barrel, sketching away.
11) “Drummer.”  A simple profile of a young drummer boy with his instrument hung from his shoulder.
12) “Teamster.”  A soldier, possibly black, shown from behind, drives a wagon mule.
13) “Water Call.”  A soldier dumped in the drink by his horse.
14) “Surgeons’ Call.”  A soldier sitting on a box having his tongue examined by a doctor.
15) “Tossing a Blanket.”  Five soldiers toss a sixth by snapping a blanket held between them.
16) “An Unwelcome Visit.”  Two soldiers sleeping in a tent awakened by the intrusion of a mule.  The tips of the mule’s 

ears are visible at the bottom of the card, giving an indication of how they were printed.
17) “Riding on a Rail.”  An unhappy soldier being carted about on a board suspended between the shoulders of two other 

soldiers - a form of punishment.
18) “Stuck in the Mud.”  A soldier floundering on his back in a mud puddle.
19) “The Guard House.”  Two soldiers being punished standing on barrels while shouldering heavy logs as mock rifles.
20) “Upset His Coffee.”  Two soldiers standing over a coffee pot accidentally spilt by a third.
21) “Building Castles.”  A soldier daydreaming and smoking a pipe.
22) “A Shell is Coming.”  Two soldiers hiding behind a tree.
23) “Late for Roll Call.”  A soldier dashing out of his tent.
24) “Hard Tack.”  A caricature of a diminutive soldier chomping on an enormous piece of hard tack.

 

A fine, uncolored set of one of the rarest works by one of America’s greatest artists.



PETERS, AMERICA ON STONE, p.223-24. ANB 11, pp.113-14. Julian Grossman, ECHO OF A DISTANT DRUM, 
WINSLOW HOMER AND THE CIVIL WAR (New York, 1974). Lloyd Goodrich, THE GRAPHIC ART OF WIN-
SLOW HOMER (New York, 1968), reproductions of the 24 images, pp.21-24. Peter H. Wood & Karen C.C. Dalton, 
WINSLOW HOMER’S IMAGES OF BLACKS (Austin, 1988), p.130. Mark E. Neely & Harold Holzer, THE UNION 
IMAGE (Chapel Hill, 2000), pp.69-73. OCLC 45392562.  $37,500.

 Important Account of Joseph Smith’s Death
 

45. Hunt, James L.: [Mormons]: MORMONISM: EMBRACING THE ORIGIN, RISE AND PROGRESS OF THE 
SECT, WITH AN EXAMINATION OF THE BOOK OF MORMON; ALSO, THEIR TROUBLES IN MISSOURI, 
AND FINAL EXPULSION FROM THE STATE...WITH AN APPENDIX, GIVING AN ACCOUNT OF THE 
LATE DISTURBANCES IN ILLINOIS, WHICH RESULTED IN THE DEATH OF JOSEPH AND HYRUM 
SMITH. BY G.W. WESTBROOK. St. Louis: Printed by Ustick & Davies, 1844. v,[1],[5]-304,36pp. plus errata. Original 
black ribbed cloth, expertly rebacked with original backstrip laid down. Titlepage reinserted, lower blank margin a bit 
trimmed. Overall just about very good. In a half morocco box.

 

Second edition, but the first edition to contain Westbrook’s important appendix, which makes a large contribution to the 
history of the events which led to the Smiths’ assassinations.  Hunt felt the Mormons had slandered the citizens of Mis-
souri by making charges against them in Mormon accounts of their difficulties in the state.  Hunt casts a cold eye on the 
origins of THE BOOK OF MORMON, the Mormon Church, and the activities of the sect from its inception to their 
present state.  The errata leaf cited by Howes and present in the Graff copy is also present in this copy, though lacking 
from others we have seen.
HOWES H805, “b.” MISSOURI IMPRINTS 408. GRAFF 2013. FLAKE 4142. WOODWARD 101.  $4000.

 New York Protests the Boston Port Act
 

46. [Intolerable Acts]: NEW-YORK. THE FOLLOWING DIALOGUE BEING CONCEIVED, IN SOME MEASURE, 
CALCULATED TO ADVANCE THE CAUSE OF FREEDOM, IN THE PRESENT CRITICAL SITUATION OF 
AFFAIRS, IS FOR THAT PURPOSE PRESENTED TO THE PUBLIC [caption title]. [New York: Printed by John 
Holt, May 20, 1774]. Broadsheet, approximately 12½ x 8 inches. Printed in two columns. Lightly silked. Inscribed in later 
ink in lower margin of p.[2]: “Printed by John Holt.” Very good. In a half brown morocco and cloth folding case, spine gilt.

 

A protest of the Boston Port Act, passed by Parliament on March 31, 1774.  The act, designed to punish Boston for the 
Tea Party, ordered the port of Boston closed until the inhabitants reimbursed the East India Company and King’s treasury 
for the tea destroyed and customs duty lost on Dec. 16, 1773. “Because Boston alone was punished, Lord North believed 
the colonies would not ‘take fire.’  It was a costly mistake: the cry was raised in America that the Port Act was merely a 
prelude to a ‘Massacre of American Liberty’; the colonies rallied to Boston’s aid; and the Continental Congress was called 
to concert opposition to the mother country” - DAH.  The present copy is apparently a variant of the broadsheet recorded 
by Evans, in which “Affairs” is spelled “Affaires.”  Evans ascribes printing to the press of John Holt. ESTC locates only 
three copies, at the Massachusetts Historical Society, John Carter Brown Library, and New-York Historical Society.  Rare.
EVANS 13489. ESTC W24574. DAH I, p.224.  $17,500.

 With the Map of Virginia
 

47. Jefferson, Thomas: NOTES ON THE STATE OF VIRGINIA. Philadelphia. 1801. [4],436,56pp. plus three maps 
(one folding), folding plate and frontispiece portrait. Thick octavo. Modern calf, gilt leather label. Moderate tanning, 
browned in places, scattered foxing, light offsetting from plates. Good.

 

One of the most handsome American editions of Jefferson, and the first issued after his accession to the presidency, noted 
on the title as the “First Hot-Pressed Edition.”  The portrait, pictured and described in Cunningham’s THE IMAGE OF 
THOMAS JEFFERSON IN THE PUBLIC EYE..., was engraved by William Harrison, Jr., after a print by Mathew Carey.  
It is one of the relatively few engraved images of Jefferson. This edition adds Jefferson’s famous first inaugural address 
(“we are all Republicans, we are all Federalists”).  An appendix adds his correspondence relating to the Logan massacre, a 
horrific frontier tale of the murder of a friendly Indian family in southwest Virginia during Lord Dunmore’s War in 1774.

 

This copy also contains a large folding map, A MAP OF THE STATE OF VIRGINIA, described as “Compiled for Rawle’s 
Hot-pressed Edition of Jefferson’s Notes.” The folding plate is “A View of the Natural Bridge in Virginia.”
HOWES J78. CLARK I:262. Noble E. Cunningham, Jr., THE IMAGE OF THOMAS JEFFERSON IN THE PUBLIC 
EYE, p.51. REESE, FEDERAL HUNDRED 6 (ref).  $6000.

 Rasselas
 

48. [Johnson, Samuel]: THE PRINCE OF ABISSINIA.  A TALE. London: Printed for R. and J. Dodsley ..., 1759. Two 
volumes. viii,159,[1];viii,165,[1]pp. Small octavo. Original calf, raised bands, gilt title labels. Ink ownership inscriptions (see 
below), bound without terminal blank M4 in the second volume, otherwise a very pretty set. Cloth slipcase and chemise.

 



First edition of Samuel Johnson’s only novel, written in the evenings of one week in an effort to raise funds for his mother’s 
care, and eventually, to pay for her funeral. The first edition consisted of 1500 copies. A2 in the second volume is in the 
second, corrected state; p.106 is signed D4, and the reading ‘indiscerpible’ appears at II:161:2. Nonetheless, this is a rela-
tively early copy: formal publication took place on 19 April, and each volume bears on the free endsheet the inscription: 
“John Auld Goodford  July 19. 1759.”  In each case, the inscription has been neatly lined through on an early occasion, 
and ownership transferred to “Maria Goodford Junr.”
FLEEMAN 59.4R/1. COURTNEY & SMITH, p.87. ROTHSCHILD 1242-4. ESTC T139510.  $5850.

 A French Mercenary in the British Service in the American Revolution
 

49. Joly de St. Valier, Le Sieur: HISTOIRE RAISONÉE DES OPÉRATIONS MILITAIRES ET POLITIQUES 
DE LA DERNIÈRE GUERRE, SUIVIE D’OBSERVATIONS SUR LA RÉVOLUTION QUI EST ARRIVÉE 
DANS LES MOEURS & SUR CELLE QUI EST SUR LE POINT D’ARRIVER DANS LA CONSTITUTION 
D’ANGLETERRE. Liege. 1783. xii,235,[1]pp. Without the ten page supplement, which is not always present. Half title. 
Handsomely bound in contemporary French mottled calf, raised bands, spine richly gilt, gilt morocco label. Light shelf 
wear. Quite clean internally. A near fine copy. In a cloth chemise and slipcase, gilt leather label.

 

A firsthand account of the Revolution, by a little-known but fascinating French soldier of fortune who fought for the British.  
A disputatious and critical man, Joly de St. Valier condemns the British conduct of the war, especially in naval matters, but 
also heaps some scorn on the French and De Grasse.  The ten-page supplement, not included here, was issued separately 
and is found in only a few copies of the work.  It was likely printed later, and continues Joly’s war of words with Sir Joseph 
Yorke, former British Ambassador at the Hague, who was quite involved in British naval strategy during the war.  A very 
rare work on the market, with much important firsthand material on the military history of the American Revolution.

 

The Streeter copy realized $450 to Nebenzahl in 1967.
SABIN 36428. HOWES J182, “aa.” STREETER SALE 802. GRAFF 2230.  $7500.

 Very Rare Early Photographically Illustrated Work
 

50. [Kentucky]: Garrett & Nickerson, photographers: SKETCHES OF CAMP BOONE. THE FIRST ENCAMP-
MENT OF THE KENTUCKY STATE GUARD; HELD NEAR LOUISVILLE, FROM AUGUST 23rd TO AUGUST 
30th, 1860. ALSO, PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS OF THE CAMP, AND PORTRAITS OF THE GENERAL’S STAFF. 
Louisville: Published by G. T. Shaw for Garrett & Nickerson, Photographists, 1860. 27,[1]pp. plus nine oval salt paper 
print photograph portraits mounted on one sheet with printed captions and eleven salt paper print photographic views of 
the camp, with rounded corners mounted on eleven sheets. Quarto. Contemporary red morocco, gilt titles on front cover, 
floral blindstamping on both covers. Rebacked, with original spine laid down, hinges repaired. Some toning and scattered 
minor foxing to text. Overall very good.

 

An exceedingly rare and early photographic work concentrated on the Kentucky State Guard in the lead-up to the Civil War.  
On March 5, 1860, foreseeing the coming of an armed conflict, the Kentucky State Legislature organized the Kentucky 
State Guard.  By early spring the officers had received their commissions, with Simon Bolivar Buckner named inspector-
general with the rank of major general.  On Aug. 23, 1860 the Kentucky State Guard assembled for the first time on the 
grounds of the South-Western Agricultural Association in Louisville, naming their camp for famed Kentuckian Daniel 
Boone.  Seeing a commercial opportunity, Louisville photographers Garrett & Nickerson captured the week-long event.

 

The preliminary text in this work gives a detailed record of all the orders given during the first encampment, as well as a 
complete roster of the officers.   The illustrations within the work are all salt paper prints from collodion glass negatives 
by Louisville photographers C. Alfred Garrett and George H. Nickerson.  The nine officers depicted on the first page 
of photographs are: Maj. Gen. S. B. Buckner, Col. Frank Tryon, Col. Benjamin Hardin Helm, Col. Isaac W. Scott, Col. 
Charles D. Pennebaker, Col. Samuel Gill, Maj. James A. Beattie, Capt. Philip Vacaro and Rev. James Craik.  The views 
comprise (titles as per captions listed on the final page of text):

 

1) “First View of Camp Boone, looking North”
2) “Second View of Camp Boone, looking North-East”
3) “Dress Parade”
4) “Guard Mounting”
5) “Visit of the Governor to Major Hunt”
6) “Street Scene after Parade [#1]”
7) “Visit of Commissioned Officers to Capt. Hayes”
8) “Street Scene after Parade [#2]”
9) “Visit of the Governor to Col. Frank Tryon”
10) “Meeting of Officers after Parade”
11) “Street Scene after Parade [#3]”

 

At the start of the Civil War, border-state Kentucky vowed to stay neutral. It was not long, however, before the state leg-
islature moved to side with the Union.  Nevertheless, many of its citizens, and many of the soldiers in the Kentucky State 



Guard, sided with the Confederacy.  Indeed, the Confederates formed their own Camp Boone in Tennessee to attract the 
well-trained Kentucky militiamen.  This included Buckner, as well as Captain John Hunt Morgan, the infamous leader 
of the Morgan Raiders.  Interestingly, the final image within the work would seem to depict Morgan’s men, as one of the 
crates in the foreground is labeled “Lex. Rifles” after the name of Morgan’s company (the Lexington Rifles).  Thus the 
present work, depicting the Kentucky State Guard in August of 1860, inadvertently captures the images of many soon-to-
be soldiers in the Confederate Army.

 

Photographically illustrated works from this early period were seldom printed in large quantities.  That fact, coupled with 
the destruction caused by the Civil War in the years immediately following the publication, has made this work very rare, 
and was missed by the otherwise-thorough authors of THE TRUTHFUL LENS.  OCLC cites but two known examples 
(University of Chicago and University of Kentucky); an additional example is held in the Gilder-Lehrman Collection at 
the New-York Historical Society, and we know of one other copy.

 

A significant photographic incunable, and a proto-Confederate imprint.  $32,500.

 A Profession of Faith by the Most Famous Missionary of the American Southwest
 

51. Kino, Eusebio Francisco: [MANUSCRIPT JESUIT PROFESSION OF FAITH, WRITTEN AND SIGNED BY 
FATHER EUSEBIO KINO]. San Bruno, Baja California. Aug. 15, 1684. [1]p., with docketing on verso, approximately 
10 x 7¾ inches. Previously folded sheet, slightly cropped at right edge. Very faint scattered foxing. Very good.

 

A quite rare and early manuscript document signed by and in the hand of Jesuit missionary Eusebio Francisco Kino, dating 
to his first year in Spanish America.  Kino (1645-1711) began his career in Baja California in 1683, and went on to pioneer 
European settlement in what is now southern Arizona.  His first mission was San Bruno in southern Baja California, which 
he founded in 1683.  After eight months of complete isolation from European society, a relief ship finally arrived on Aug. 
10, 1684, bearing another Jesuit missionary, Jean-Baptiste Copart, as well as supplies, letters, and twenty additional men.  
Five days later, Copart led Kino in his formal profession of faith, the vows which made him a true Jesuit.

 

This document, written entirely in Latin, is written under Father Copart’s authority by Kino, transcribing his vows, with 
his signature at bottom right. It discusses the Jesuit vows of poverty and obedience (pauperta and obedientia), and con-
cludes “Sancti Brunonis Insularum Californiarum,” with the date spelled out in Latin.  It is docketed on verso: “Profes’n 
del P. Eusebio Fran’co Kino 1684.”

 

Any manuscript material by Father Kino is extremely rare on the market.  $25,000.

 An Important Pacific Atlas, with a Presentation Inscription from Krusenstern
 

52. Krusenstern, Ivan Fedorovich: ATLAS DE L’OCEAN PACIFIQUE. St. Petersburg: Par Ordre de Sa Majesté 
Impériale, 1824. Engraved titlepage, dedication leaf, and fifteen engraved maps by S. Froloff (six double-page, nine single-
page); some plates with more than one map, some with inserts, one with a folding extension, all dated 1824. Modern 
three-quarter red morocco and cloth boards, ruled and lettered in gilt. Contemporary presentation inscription on front 
endpaper and scattered contemporary ink annotations. Expertly remargined at plate fore-edges, not affecting map images. 
Light tanning at edges. Otherwise internally clean. Near fine.

 

The very rare first French edition of this great atlas of the South Pacific, the first of its type and one of the most important 
of all Pacific atlases, with a superb presentation from Krusenstern to Admiral Count Login Hayden.  A companion atlas 
to the North Pacific was published some three years later.

 

Dedicated to Tsar Alexander, this magnificent atlas by the great Russian explorer and cartographer Krusenstern is a great 
rarity in either its original edition in Russian or in this first French edition of the same year.  The charts are drawn on a 
large, detailed scale, and represent the first systematic attempt to chart the islands of the Pacific, including a map of the 
whole of New Zealand and most of the eastern coast of Australia, with a detailed plan of Sydney Harbor.  The first chart is 
a general map of the Southern Pacific, showing discovery dates and including, in this particular copy, some supplementary 
contemporary handwritten information dated up to 1825.  It covers the ocean from Borneo to Cape Horn, showing all of 
Australia, the Solomon Islands, Polynesia, New Zealand, the Galapagos Islands and the western coast of South America.

 

Krusenstern compiled these maps from information gathered on his world voyage of 1803-1806 and from earlier and 
subsequent voyages.  “Krusenstern is the Hydrographer of the Pacific....It is difficult to speak in sufficiently high terms 
of this noble work...Krusenstern...embodied everything that had previously been observed in the Pacific, and in the most 
masterly manner he has reconciled the discordant materials at his command, and placed its hydrography upon an entirely 
new basis” - A.G. Findlay, quoted by Forbes.  The fifteen maps included are as follows:

 

1) “Carte Générale de l’Océan Pacifique Hemisphere Austral.” Double-page.
2) “Carte de la Nouvelle Guinée du Détroit de Torrès. – Plan de Port Dory.” Double-page.
3) “Carte de la Mer du Corail.” Double-page.
4) “Carte de la Côte Sud Est de la Nouvelles-Galles Méridionale. – Plan de Port Jackson.”
5) “Carte de la Terre de Van Diemen et du Détroit Dd Bass. – Plan du Port Philip.”



6) “Carte des Iles de l’Amirauté. – Carte de la Nouvelle Irlande. – Plan du Port Gower.”
7) “Carte des Isles de la Nouvelle Bretagne. – Cart de l’Archipel de Santa Cruz. – Plan de l’Anse Byron.”
8) “Carte de l’Archipel de la Louisiade. – Carte de l’Archipel de Mendana. – Plan du Port Chichagoff.”
9) “Carte Systematique de l’Archipel des Isles de Salomon. – Plan de la Baie Choiseul. – Plan du Port Praslin.” Double-page.
10) “Carte de l’Archipel des Nouvles. Hebrides. – Plan du Port de la Resolution.”
11) “Carte de la Nouvelle Caledonie. – Plan du Port St. Vincent.”
12) “Carte de la Nle. Zélande, et du Détroit de Cook. – Carte du Détroit du Cook. – Plan de la Baie Dusky.” Double-

page, with folding addition.
13) “Carte de l’Archipel des Isles des Amis. – Carte de l’Archipel des Isles de la Societé. – Plan de la Baie Matavai.”
14) “Carte de l’Archipel des Isles Fidgi. – Esquisse de Sandal Wood Bay. – Carte de la Isles des Navigateurs. – Plan de 

l’Anse du Massacre.”
15) “Carte de l’Archipel des Isles Basses.” Double-page.

 

The “Carte de la Mer Corail” is dedicated to Matthew Flinders, and indeed the “Carte Générale” bears the name “Austra-
lia,” which was the name championed by Flinders and which appeared on his map of Australia published ten years earlier.  
Despite its importance to the cartographic history of Australia, the bibliographer Ferguson did not know of the Russian 
nor French editions of the atlas until he had started work on the second volume of his BIBLIOGRAPHY, where in the 
addenda to Volume I, he describes only a French reissue of 1835, which he could cite only from an entry in a London 
bookseller’s catalogue of 1940: “This atlas, the first attempt at a Systematic Cartographical representation of the islands 
of the Pacific, is of the greatest rarity.  The charts are drawn on a large scale and give far more detail than those of Ar-
rowsmith and Admiral Espinosa...” (Ferguson 1130a).  Only in the 1986 volume of ADDENDA is reference finally made 
to this first French edition (972a; still with no copy seen).  Phillips and Lada-Morcarski likewise do not note this edition.

 

This copy contains a presentation inscription from Krusenstern to the Admiral Login Hayden, the victor at the Battle of 
Navarino and the future military governor of Kronstadt and Reval-Tallinn.  Hayden was Dutch but offered his services to 
Catherine the Great in 1795, the last year of her reign, and by 1826 commanded the Russian fleet in the Mediterranean.  
In 1827, he defeated the Turko-Egyptian fleet at Navarino during the Greek War of Independence, and was later made 
Admiral and military governor by Nicholas I along the Baltic Sea.

 

A excellent copy of an extremely rare atlas, with an outstanding association.
ARCTIC BIBLIOGRAPHY 9375. FERGUSON 972a. FORBES HAWAII 581. HOWES K270 (ref). LADA-MOCARSKI 
91 (ref). SABIN 38329.  $65,000.

 One of the Most Important of the Las Casas Tracts
 

53. Las Casas, Bartolomé de: AQUI SE CONTIENE UNA DISPUTA O CONTROVERSIA; ENTRE EL OBISPO 
DÕ FRAY BARTHOLOME DE LAS CASAS...Y EL DOCTOR GINES DE SEPULVEDA.... Seville: Sebastian 
Trugillo, 1552. [61] leaves, lacking final blank. Titlepage printed in red and black, with text surrounded by a four-panel 
woodcut border; text printed in black letter. Small quarto. Contemporary mottled calf, spine gilt tooled, edges sprinkled 
red. Front hinge rubbed, head of spine slightly chipped. Scattered contemporary manuscript annotations, occasionally 
trimmed. Faint dampstaining along lower edge, light tanning. Very good.

 

During the 16th century the question of the legitimacy of enslaving American Indians and black Africans occupied several 
Spanish writers, the most famous of whom was Bartolomé de las Casas.  His disputations with Ginés de Sepúlveda on the 
subject were sponsored by the Crown and were more than just show, for in the end, the king adopted the drastic change 
in policy that Las Casas advocated.

 

Las Casas, the first great historian of the New World, arrived in Cuba in 1502 and spent most of the ensuing years in the 
Caribbean and Mexico until his return to Spain in 1547, so his arguments are based on personal observation and not on 
Aristotelian theory, as were Sepúlveda’s.  He had witnessed firsthand the destruction of the American Indian population 
via the diseases the Spaniards brought with them and through mistreatment and war, things he continually fought against 
as a priest.  After his return to Spain and throughout his old age, he launched a series of attacks on Spanish policy.  He 
engineered the publication of his arguments against Sepúlveda in a series of nine tracts printed in Seville in 1552 and 1553.  
The first and most famous of these tracts is BREVISSIMA RELACION DE LA DESTRUYCION DE LAS INDIAS, 
which describes the numerous wrongs inflicted upon the Indians, mainly in the Antilles.

 

This is first edition of Bartolomé de las Casas’s fifth tract advocating the better treatment of Amerindians by the Spanish.  
In it he offers his account of his epochal disputation with Gines de Sepulvéda on the topic of the morality and legitimacy 
of enslaving the American Indian.  Sepulvéda did not have the sagacity or self-promotion savvy of Las Casas, so his side 
of what happened at the disputation is inferred from Las Casas’ account.

 

All of the tracts are of great significance, both for their immediate effect in reforming the Spanish colonial system to some 
degree, and as an extremely early example of European concern with the human rights of native people.
EUROPEAN AMERICANA 552/13. SABIN 11234. MEDINA, BHA 147. CHURCH 91. JCB (3)I:168. USTC 335514.
  $22,500.



 Ledyard’s Rare Account of Cook’s Third Voyage
 

54. Ledyard, John: A JOURNAL OF CAPTAIN COOK’S LAST VOYAGE TO THE PACIFIC OCEAN, AND IN 
QUEST OF THE NORTHWEST PASSAGE, BETWEEN ASIA & AMERICA; PERFORMED IN THE YEARS 
1776, 1777, 1778, AND 1779.... Hartford: Printed and sold by Nathaniel Patten, 1783. 208pp. 12mo. Expertly bound to 
style in tree calf, red morocco label. Small areas of restoration to two leaves. Very good. Without the folding map, as usual.

 

The first American book on Hawaii and the northwest coast of America, and the only American account of Cook’s third 
voyage.

 

John Ledyard was the only American to serve on Cook’s third voyage, aboard the Resolution, as a corporal of marines, 
and witnessed Cook’s death in Hawaii, as he was one of the oarsmen of the boat Cook took ashore.  On the expedition’s 
return all the journals were retained by the British Admiralty, but after he returned to his family in Connecticut, Ledyard 
was persuaded to rewrite his journal from memory, which was then published.  Although believed by some to be based 
partially on Rickman’s narrative, Ledyard’s journal contains information not available elsewhere, including the first pub-
lished description of the Russian settlement at Unalaska.

 

“Ledyard is an important figure in the history of American contacts in the South Seas.  Not only was he the first New 
Englander in the Pacific, but he went there with the great Captain Cook, and was with him when Hawaii was discovered.  
Ledyard visualized in the minutest detail the northwest coast-China trade” - Hill.  He went on to carry out some remark-
able overland journeys before accidentally killing himself in Cairo by drinking vitriol.

 

Ledyard’s JOURNAL is a noted rarity and copies with the map are almost unknown in today’s market (and possibly not 
issued with all copies).
HOWES L181, “d.” STREETER SALE 3477. EVANS 17998. SABIN 39691. WICKERSHAM 6556. LADA-MOCARSKI 
36. FORBES 52. HILL 991. SABIN 39691. BEDDIE 1603. JUDD 108. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 14 (note). 
 $25,000.

 One of the Great Classics of Early Americana
 

55. López de Gomára, Francisco: PRIMERA Y SEGUNDA PARTE DELA HISTORIA GENERAL DE LAS INDIAS 
CON TODO EL DESCUBRIMIENTO Y COSAS NOTABLES QUE BAN ACAECIDO DENDE QUE SE GAN-
ARON ARA EL AÑO DE 1551. CON LA CO[N]QUISTA DE MEXICO Y DE LA NUEVA ESPAÑA. Zaragoza: 
Miguel Çapila, 1553. 122,139,[1] leaves. Titlepage printed in red and black, with large woodcut arms of Castile; titlepage 
verso with contents information within a woodcut border. Secondary titlepage with large coat of arms and title reading “La 
Conquista de Mexico.” Text in black letter, with woodcut initials. Folio. 18th-century mottled calf, spine gilt with raised 
bands and gilt leather label, edges painted red. Slight wear to top of spine, corners bumped and slightly worn. Some light 
tanning. Lacking the woodcut map, as usual. Near fine.

 

The exceedingly rare first edition of one of the most important early chronicles of the Spanish conquest of the New 
World, and one of the two chief accounts of Cortés’ conquest of Mexico.  This copy is from the second issue of the edi-
tion, with titlepage cancels altering the date of publication from 1552 to 1553.  The sheets are otherwise those of the first 
issue, with the same errors in foliation.  Any copy of this edition is made virtually unobtainable by the order, for reasons 
unclear, of the Council of the Indies in 1554 to prohibit the book and to seize as many known copies as possible, though 
later editions nevertheless flourished.

 

“The work consists of two parts....The first part relates to the subjugation of Peru.  The second part gives an account of 
the Conquest of Mexico, and it is that portion of the work by which the author is best known.  It was translated into most 
of the European languages, and was constantly reprinted during the sixteenth century” - Church.

 

López de Gomára was Cortés’ secretary and chaplain for a number of years and made use of his unparalleled opportunity 
to gather information from the primary source relating to the extraordinary exploits surrounding the overthrow of the 
Aztec empire.  “Contains the first printed accounts of the Cortes expeditions to California, the expeditions of Francisco 
Ulloa, Marcos de Niza, Coronado, the subsidiary expeditions resulting from the last, and the voyage of Cabrillo” - Wagner.  
The work quickly went through a number of editions in Spain, Italy, and the Low Countries.

 

A work of the utmost rarity and importance, with no copies appearing at auction since 1967.  Of the ten copies of this 
issue recorded by the USTC, only four are in North America, at the New York Public Library, the Newberry Library, the 
University of Virginia, and Princeton.  H.P. Kraus, in his AMERICANA VETUSTISSIMA catalogue in 1991, listed the 
last copy to appear in the marketplace (the Harmsworth copy), which he described as the only copy of this issue to appear 
in the market in the 20th century.  It includes the first mention of California and a woodcut containing the first depiction 
of a buffalo.  “The work is indispensable to the student of Spanish affairs in America after the conquest” - Sabin.
CHURCH 97. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 553/30. HARRISSE, p.317n. JCB (3)I:175-176. MEDINA, BHA 153. PALAU 
141135. SABIN 27724. USTC 337703. WAGNER, SPANISH SOUTHWEST 2a.  $135,000.



 Rare Gold Rush Narrative
 

56. Lyman, Albert: JOURNAL OF A VOYAGE TO CALIFORNIA, AND LIFE IN THE GOLD DIGGINGS. AND 
ALSO OF A VOYAGE FROM CALIFORNIA TO THE SANDWICH ISLANDS. Hartford. 1852. 192pp. including 
in-text illustrations. Original illustrated wrappers. Spine and corners renewed. Internally clean. Very good. In a cloth box, 
leather label.

 

Lyman, member of the Connecticut Mining and Trading Company, sailed to Sacramento in August 1849 to participate in 
the California Gold Rush.  As with many who went west during the gold rush, he made much more money as a merchant 
than as a miner, helping to establish stores at Sacramento and at the Mormon Island diggings.  He relates his experiences 
there, as well as his impressions of the mines.  Lyman also includes a list of the members of the Connecticut Company, 
steamboat routes to California and from Stockton to the various diggings, and an approximation of the total gold extracted 
from the mines in 1849-50.  The final thirty pages comprise the journal of a voyage to Hawaii which he undertook in 
January 1850.  “The narrative is of particular interest for its accounts of short visits to the islands of Kauai and Niihau” 
- Forbes. A rare gold rush narrative and Pacific voyage.
STREETER SALE 2715. HILL 1047. HOWES L577, “b.” KURUTZ 411. COWAN, p.145. WHEAT GOLD RUSH, 
129. ROCQ 15926. EBERSTADT 115:661. FORBES 1887.  $4000.

 Uncommon Triple Decker
 

57. Melville, Herman: MARDI:  AND A VOYAGE THITHER. London: Richard Bentley, 1849. Three volumes. Oc-
tavo. Turn of the century three-quarter olive calf and marbled boards, spines gilt extra, gilt labels, by Larkins. Extremities 
a bit rubbed, but a handsome, very good set, with the half-titles in the 2nd and 3rd volumes (none called for in the first).

 

First edition, preceding the U.S. edition. One of one thousand sets printed. Apart from THE WHALE, Melville’s only 
other three volume novel, and while a difficult set indeed in original cloth, even sets in bindings such as that in hand are 
uncommon.
SADLEIR (EXCURSIONS), p.225. BAL 13657.  $7500.

 Crowning Infamy of the Ages
 

58. Mercer, Asa S.: THE BANDITTI OF THE PLAINS OR THE CATTLEMEN’S INVASION OF WYOMING 
IN 1892 (THE CROWNING INFAMY OF THE AGES.). [Denver. 1894]. Preliminary leaf printing ordering informa-
tion, 139pp. Original black cloth. Slight fraying and wear at extremities, inner front hinge cracked. Neat book label and 
ownership signature on endsheets. Else very good. In a cloth slipcase, leather label.

 

One of the most famous books on the cattle industry, growing out of the Johnson County War in Wyoming in 1892, which 
pitted the large, established members of the Wyoming Stockgrowers Association against the smaller cattlemen and squatters 
on the range.  In the course of the bloody conflict Mercer, editor of the NORTHWESTERN LIVESTOCK GROWER, 
published in Cheyenne, took the side of the small growers and produced this vitriolic work.  The book is said to have been 
suppressed, and may have been to a certain extent, but a fair number of copies exist today, although it certainly remains 
rare.  The book is often listed as being printed in Cheyenne, but Mercer’s children maintain that it was printed in Denver, 
where Adams agrees it was bound.  Its importance is great, chronicling one of the last major upheavals of frontier violence 
in the wars for the open range against fencing.  It has since appeared in many later editions.
ADAMS HERD 1474. ADAMS SIX-GUNS 1478 (“exceedingly rare”). DOBIE, p.111. GRAFF 2750. HOWES M522, “b.” 
SMITH 6735. REESE, SIX SCORE 79. STREETER SALE 2385. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 216.  $6000.

 Early Broadside of the Mexican Inquisition, 1602
 

59. [Mexican Imprint]: CONSTITUCION DE NUESTRO SANTISSIMO SEÑOR CLEMENTE POR LA DIVINA 
PROVIDENCIA PAPA OCTAVO...[caption title]. Mexico: Henrico Martinez, [1602]. Broadside, 17 x 12¼ inches. Old 
fold lines. Reinforced with silk along central horizontal fold. Two spots of minor loss along central vertical fold, minutely 
affecting text. Some minor discoloration. Very good.

 

An early Mexican broadside proclaiming the power of the Spanish Inquisition in the New World.  The Inquisition had 
formally begun in New Spain in 1569, when Philip II established tribunals of the Holy Office at Mexico and Lima.  It was 
specifically charged with vigilance against Moors, Jews, and New Christians.  The great privileges it exercised and the 
dread with which Spaniards generally regarded the charge of heresy made the Inquisition an effective check on dangerous 
thoughts, be they religious, political, or philosophical.  The Inquisition largely relied on denunciations by informers and 
employed torture to secure confessions.  The local natives were originally subject to the jurisdiction of Inquisitors, but 
were later exempted because, as recent converts of supposedly limited mental capacity, they were not fully responsible for 
their deviations from the faith.  The first execution in the New World took place in 1574, and the tenth in 1596.  Many 
of the victims of the Holy Office were amongst the Portuguese settlers who were persecuted for political rather than 
religious reasons.

 

The present broadside reads, in translation:
 



“Constitution of our most blessed Lord Clement by the Divine Providence Pope the Eighth against those who, not having 
been promoted to the sacred order of Priesthood, boldly take the authority of the Priests, dare to pretend to celebrate 
the Mass, and administer to the faithful the Sacrament of Penance....Although at other times Pope Paul, our predecessor 
of happy memory, in order to refrain and repress the evil and sacrilegious temerity of some men, who not having been 
ordained priests, take daringly the priestly powers and presume the authority to celebrate the Mass and administration 
of the Sacrament of Penance; having determined that such delinquents should be delivered to the Judges of the Holy In-
quisition, to the Curia and secular body so that due punishment would be administered to them; and after Pope Sixth the 
fifth of venerable memory, also our predecessor, had ordered that the so-mentioned decree be renewed and be kept and 
followed with all care; but the audacity of these men has gone so far that giving the pretext of ignorance of these decrees, 
the penalties, as has been stated, should be imposed against the transgressors who think they are not subject to them, and 
who pretend to liberate and exonerate themselves from them.

 

“For this reason we consider these persons to be lost and evil men, who not having been promoted to the Holy Order of 
Priesthood, dare to usurp the right to the celebration of the Mass; these men not only perform external acts of idolatry, 
in regard to exterior and visible signs of piety and religion, but inasmuch as it concerns them, they deceive the faithful 
Christians (who accept them as truly ordained and believe that they consecrate legitimately), and because of the faithful’s 
ignorance they fall into the crime of idolatry, proposing them only the material bread and wine so that they adore it as 
the true body and blood of Our Lord Jesus Christ; and that the same hearing the Sacramental Confession not only do not 
appreciate the dignity of the holy Sacrament of Penance, but also deceive the faithful, perversely taking the priestly role 
and the authority of absolving the sins with great danger, and causing the scandal of many.

 

“For this reason, so that the ones who commit these very serious heinous deeds be punished with due penalty, in the proper 
manner and with our scientific certainty and mature deliberation, and with the fullness of the Apostolic power, in accor-
dance with the conscience of the Judges of the Holy Inquisition, and so that from now on no one can doubt the penalty 
that has to be imposed on those such delinquents, following the steps of our predecessors, for this constitution of perpetual 
value, we determine and establish that anyone, who without being promoted to the Sacred Order of Priesthood, would 
find that he who has dared to celebrate Mass or to hear Sacramental Confession, be separated from the Ecclesiastic body 
by the judges of the Holy Inquisition, or by the seculars, as not deserving of the mercy of the Church; and being solemnly 
demoted, from the Ecclesiastic Orders, if he had achieved some, is later to be turned over to the Curia and secular body, 
in order to be punished by the secular judges with the due penalties....”

 

The proclamation is certified in manuscript at the bottom: “By order of the Sacred Office of the Inquisition of New Spain 
and its Provinces.”  This region encompassed Spanish Florida, as well as Mexico.  The history of the first half of the 16th 
century in Florida was marked by conflicts and various unsuccessful settlements by the Spanish, French, and English, who 
were all vying for possession of the peninsula.  In 1656 a colony of Protestant Huguenots established on the St. Johns 
River was wiped out by Spaniards, who boasted of slaughtering the French, not for their nationality, but for their religion.  
This Spanish expedition founded St. Augustine, near the site of the annihilated French settlement.
MEDINA, MEXICO 205.  $12,500.

 Vernacular Photos of Mexico City
 

60. [Mexico Photographica]: [ALBUM CONTAINING OVER ONE HUNDRED TWENTY VERNACULAR PHO-
TOGRAPHS OF MEXICO CITY AND ITS ENVIRONS AT THE TURN OF THE 20th CENTURY]. [Mexico 
City. ca. 1900s]. 124 silver gelatin photographs, each 3¼ x 4¼. Oblong octavo. Black cloth album, slightly rubbed and 
scratched, bookseller’s label on rear pastedown. Photos mounted directly to black card stock, with tissue guards. A few 
photos lightly faded or with slight mirroring, but mostly sharp, clean images. Very good.

 

A lively and well-composed vernacular photograph album containing over one hundred twenty pictures of Mexico City 
and the surrounding areas. Evidently from an early 20th-century American vacation, the album depicts a wide variety of 
street scenes, landscapes, architecture, and events.

 

The photographer’s recorded journey begins outside Mexico City in a small town, and the album contains several of the 
local buildings, including a restaurant, some religious edifices, and the railroad station, where the traveling party’s train 
awaits.  An image of Mexico City from the hills above announces their arrival, and there are a myriad of busy street 
scenes, including outdoor markets, restaurants and storefronts.  There are also photos of the city landmarks, such as the 
Cuauhtémoc statue, the Paseo de la Reforma, the Caballito monument, Zocalo, the Catholic cathedral and other religious 
buildings.  Further photos show gardens, street trams, hotels and other architecture.  The group attends a bullfight, of 
which there are a series of photographs, and travels out to the canal district, Xochimilco.  In the final section of the album 
the party has traveled back out into the nearby countryside, and there are photos of the train journey, town architecture, 
and gardens, as well as a view of the volcano Popocatépetl.

 

A cohesive and engaging photograph album, showing Mexico City and the vicinity at the turn of the 20th century. 
 $3500.



 Rare and Important Mexican Incunable, from the Second Press in the New World
 

61. Molina, Alonso de: VOCABVLARIO EN LENGVA CASTELLANA Y MEXICANA. Mexico: Antonio de Spinosa, 
1571. Two parts bound in one volume. [4],121,[1]; [2],162 leaves. Large woodcuts on titlepages and final leaves of each part, 
woodcut initials throughout. Folio. Slightly later full sprinkled calf, gilt ruled, gilt leather label; recased with 19th-century 
marbled endpapers, original endpapers preserved. Hinges rubbed but solid, edges and corners bumped. First titlepage re-
margined, with repaired losses not affecting image or text. Titlepage of second part lacking lower margin containing imprint 
information, supplied in facsimile. Final leaf with some loss at edges, similarly repaired with minor text loss supplied in 
facsimile. A few other small paper repairs to initial leaves, sometimes affecting text. Scattered contemporary manuscript 
annotations, consisting predominantly of manicules. Text trimmed close, occasionally affecting foliation numbers. A few 
small, marginal worm holes, an occasional light fox mark or small patch of dampstaining. Overall, a very good copy of an 
often well-used book, almost always found imperfect.

 

Fray Alonso de Molina, a noteworthy Franciscan scholar, compiled the first dictionary in the New World and saw the 
first edition printed in Mexico in 1555.  That is a legendary rarity.  The present work is the second edition, and the first 
complete one, containing the second part, a Nahuatl-to-Spanish section that the first edition of this dictionary, consisting 
only of a Spanish-to-Nahuatl word list, did not have.  This is the first edition that the Spaniards could have used, not only 
to speak with the Nahua peoples, but also to understand them.  It is one of the most noteworthy and important works 
produced in the first generation of printing in the New World.

 

Nahuatl, the language of the Aztecs, was the chief imperial tongue of pre-conquest Mexico.  The Aztecs spread its use as 
they expanded out of central Mexico, conquering neighboring people after neighboring people.  The Spanish religious 
scholars who arrived almost coevally with the Spanish military conquest of Mexico began studying Nahuatl as a medium of 
religious conquest, and spread its use even further than had the Aztecs.  Various works, including catechisms, collections 
of sermons, and other doctrinal publications, were written and printed in Nahuatl.  All are now rare and much sought 
after, but none are so rare and coveted as the works of the 16th century.

 

Books printed in Mexico before 1601 are often labeled “Mexican incunables,” and they represent some of the finest printing 
from the earliest presses in the New World.  The work at hand is from the shop of Antonio de Espinosa, a Spanish-born 
artisan who worked for Juan Pablos, the first printer in the New World, from 1550 until 1558, serving Pablos as a type-
cutter and general pressman.  With royal permission in 1599 he became the second printer in the New World.

 

This work is a handsome example of Espinosa’s typographic skill.  It is printed in a clear roman type in double-column, 
folio format, and each section of the alphabetic divisions of the dictionary begins with a handsome and large woodcut 
initial.  While this example contains several noticeable repairs, it demonstrates well the heavy use and tribulations virtually 
all copies of this important book suffered, and the work is almost always encountered in a much more dilapidated state 
than the present one.  Indeed, this is the most complete copy yet handled by this firm.  A wonderful survival, covetable 
as a worthy example of scholarship, missionary zeal, and early New World typography.

 

A fine representation of early New World printing.
MEDINA, MEXICO 65. GARCIA ICAZBALCETA XVI, 68. CHURCH 116. SABIN 49867. WAGNER, NUEVA BIB-
LIOGRAFIA 60. STOLS, ANTONIO DE ESPINOSA 13. VALTON, IMPRESOS MEXICANOS DEL SIGLO XVI, 13. 
GARCIA ICAZBALCETA, LENGUAS 49. LEON-PORTILLA, TEPUZTLAHCUILOLLI 1898. NEWBERRY LIBRARY, 
AYER COLLECTION, NAHUATL 143.  $85,000.

 An Early Classic of California History
 

62. Morse, John F., and Samuel Colville: ILLUSTRATED HISTORICAL SKETCHES OF CALIFORNIA, INCLUD-
ING GENERAL REFERENCES TO ITS DISCOVERY, EARLY MISSIONS, REVOLUTIONS, AND SETTLE-
MENT BY THE UNITED STATES; TOGETHER WITH A MORE AMPLE HISTORY OF SACRAMENTO 
VALLEY AND CITY, AND BIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES TO PROMINENT INDIVIDUALS. Sacramento: 
Printed for the Publisher at the Democratic Sate Journal Office, 1854. 46,8pp., including frontispiece and a portrait of 
John Sutter. Original pictorial wrappers. Small areas of expert restoration to wrappers, minor dust-soiling. Light toning. 
Very good. In a half brown morocco slipcase and chemise.

 

Though dated as “No. 1. March. 1854” this is the only number that ever appeared in a projected series of historical sketches 
of California.  The main portion of the text consists of a history of the California missions, followed by a history of the 
Sacramento Valley and a biographical sketch of John Sutter.  The text is by John Morse, whose history of California is early 
and significant; he was “assisted” by the publisher, Samuel Colville.  Howell bought the Streeter copy for $275 in 1968.
HOWELL 50:656 (“very scarce”). GREENWOOD 482. ROCQ 6584. COWAN, p.444. GRAFF 2909. HOWES M844, 
“b.” STREETER SALE 2768.  $4000.



 Gouverneur Morris’ Copy
 

63. Müller, Gerhard Friedrich: [Morris, Gouverneur]: VOYAGES ET DÉCOUVERTES FAITES PAR LES RUSSES 
LE LONG DES CÔTES DE LA MER GLACIALE & SUR L’OCÉAN ORIENTAL, TANT VERS LE JAPON QUE 
VERS L’AMÉRIQUE. ON Y A JOINT L’HISTOIRE DU FLEUVE AMUR ET DES PAYS ADJACENS.... Amsterdam. 
1766. Two volumes. x,[2],388; iv,207,[24]pp., plus folding map and [3]pp. of advertisements. 12mo. Contemporary mottled 
calf, spines gilt, marbled edges. Corners and edges worn, hinges cracking but solid, slight spine chipping. Bookplates on 
front pastedowns. Light tanning, scattered light foxing. Map with some very faint dampstaining. Overall, very good.

 

Gouverneur Morris’ copy of the first French language edition of Müller’s work on the Northeast Passage, originally pub-
lished in 1758 as NACHRICHTEN VON SEEREISEN....  This work represents the best geographical knowledge of the 
time.  “Contains the original account of Captain Behring’s Polar Expedition, and discovery of the strait which bears his 
name, and the western limits of North America...” - Sabin.  The attractive engraved map shows the Hudson and Baffin 
bays, and the eastern Russian coastline and northern regions of that continent.

 

Morris was a key Founding Father, helping to draft the Constitution and authoring the preamble, and signing the document 
as a member of the Pennsylvania delegation to the Constitutional Convention.  He was also an important political figure 
in New York, where his ideas led to the adoption of the grid system for New York City streets and to the construction of 
the Erie Canal.  Morris served as the United States ambassador to France during the height of the French Revolution, 
and it is very likely he acquired this copy during the two years he spent in Paris.
TOURVILLE 3235. HILL 1201. HOWES M875, “aa.” STREETER SALE 3462. LADA-MOCARSKI 17 (ref). SABIN 
51286.  $9500.

 Rare Biography of Eskimo Franklin Search Participant
 

64. Murray, Thomas B.: KALLI, THE ESQUIMAUX CHRISTIAN. A MEMOIR. New York. 1861. 70,2pp. includ-
ing frontispiece portrait. Original publisher’s cloth, stamped in gilt. Light soiling and wear to boards. Bookplate on front 
pastedown. Minor dampstain to lower edge of text block. Very good.

 

The Church Book Society edition of this description of an Inuit member of the Franklin Search.  Kallihirua joined the 
expedition under Horatio Thomas Austin searching for the lost Franklin team, acting as an interpreter and eventually 
sailing back to England with the Assistance - becoming the first Greenlander to visit Europe.  He was enrolled at St. 
Augustine’s missionary college in Canterbury, where he also helped Captain John Washington to revise his Esquimaux-
English vocabulary.  Captain Ommanney continued to act as his mentor and was present at his baptism.
SABIN 51542.  $2500.

 A Major Wagner-Camp Rarity
 

65. Olmstead, Samuel R.: THE GOLD MINES OF KANSAS AND NEBRASKA [cover title]. New York. 1859. 16pp. 
plus folding map, with a contemporary leather wallet. 16mo. Original printed wrappers, sewn as issued. Some separation 
along lower portion of spine, light staining and stray pencil marks to wrappers. Scattered foxing. About very good.

 

The very rare first edition, with contemporary provenance, of this ephemeral pamphlet on Kansas and Nebraska mining 
opportunities.  “This little guide is one of a handful not recorded by LeRoy Hafen in his PIKE’S PEAK GUIDE BOOKS.  
A brief introduction is followed by letters or extracts from letters written in the late fall from Cherry Creek.  The guide 
was apparently sponsored by the Toledo, Wabash and Great Western Railroad whose lines are described on pp.14-16” - 
Streeter.  The folding map at the rear of the pamphlet depicts that company’s rail line from Toledo to St. Joseph, Missouri.

 

Olmstead was editor of THE NEW YORK SUN and his introduction answers questions relating to the “new El Dorado 
just coming to notice on the borders of our Western civilization.”  He notes that the same spirit of enterprise which pos-
sessed Columbus, Sir Walter Raleigh, and De Soto is now inherited by the “sons of New England” who “are willing to 
take upon themselves the struggles and difficulties that ever attend upon the track of the pioneer.”

 

This copy belonged to Andrew J. Crane of Waterbury, Vermont, a member of the Vermont 10th Volunteer Regiment dur-
ing the Civil War and later the inventor of a “new and improved meat grinder,” and is accompanied by his leather folding 
wallet in which the pamphlet was stored.

 

One of the most elusive Wagner-Camp titles, this pamphlet brought $2200 at the Streeter Sale and has appeared at auction 
only twice since, most recently at the Snider sale in 2005, where his copy realized $60,000.
STREETER SALE 2126. WAGNER-CAMP 337a. WHEAT TRANSMISSISSIPPI 989.  $52,500.

 The First French Edition of RIGHTS OF MAN
 

66. Paine, Thomas: DROITS DE L’HOMME; EN RÉPONSE A L’ATTAQUE DE M. BURKE SUR LA RÉVOLU-
TION FRANÇOISE...TRADUIT DE L’ANGLOIS, PAR F. SOULÉS. AVEC DES NOTES & UNE NOUVELLE 
PRÉFACE DE L’AUTEUR. Paris. May 1791. viii,148pp. Original salmon colored boards, remnants of later spine label. 
Slightly rubbed, else a fine copy.

 



A lovely copy in contemporary condition of one of the most important editions of Paine’s great polemic, RIGHTS OF 
MAN.  This is the first French edition of the book, following the first English publication by about six weeks and reprint-
ing the original text as it appeared in the suppressed first English edition.  This edition thus preserves Paine’s original 
language before it was toned down by later British publishers, as well as publishing for the first time a preface written 
solely for this edition.

 

Paine was moved to write this work in response to Edmund Burke’s REFLECTIONS ON THE REVOLUTION IN 
FRANCE, which describes the destruction of the old order in France and voices fear of the danger of wholesale revolu-
tion.  Paine replied with RIGHTS OF MAN, in which he “laid down those principles of fundamental human rights which 
must stand, no matter what excesses are committed to obtain them...[it is] the textbook of radical thought and the clearest 
of all expositions of the basic principles of democracy” (PMM). Arguably it is Paine’s most important work, even more 
influential, in the end, than COMMON SENSE.

 

The first edition of RIGHTS OF MAN was published by Johnson in London on Feb. 22, 1791, a date chosen to honor 
the (unwilling) dedicatee, George Washington; however, the publisher, intimidated by government agents, suppressed it 
on the day of publication, and only a few copies escaped destruction.  The next British editions, although heated enough 
to raise a storm of debate, were toned down.  This first French edition is thus the second edition of Paine’s original text, 
as well as the first to directly address the revolutionaries he was applauding.  The titlepage gives the date of May 1791 
in the imprint.  This edition would seem to precede another edition with a collation of xii,227pp. and without a month 
specified, which was issued by the same publisher.  The NUC locates only two copies of the present edition.

 

A rare and significant edition of one of the greatest political works.
PRINTING AND THE MIND OF MAN 241. HOWES P31 (not citing this ed).  $4500.

 A Highly Important California Missionary Letter
 

67. Palóu, Francisco: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM FRANCISCAN MISSIONARY FRANCISCO 
PALÓU TO FATHER FRANCISCO PANGUA AT THE COLLEGE OF SAN FERNANDO, CONCERNING 
CHURCH BUSINESS]. San Carlos de Monterey. July 1775. [2]pp. In Spanish. Some professional reinforcement, mod-
erate staining, costing some letters in the margins. Very good. Accompanied by a typed English translation. In a buckram 
folder, paper label.

 

One of the earliest California mission letters in private hands, written only five years after the founding of the mission, 
by one of the most important figures in the development of 18th-century California.  Documents signed by Palóu are rare 
in the market, especially from this early period in his California career.

 

Father Francisco Palóu (ca. 1722-89) was a student of Father Junipero Serra and followed his teacher to California, where 
the two men, in conjunction with other missionaries, labored to build a system of missions in Upper and Lower California.  
Father Palóu and Capt. Juan Bautista de Anza established mail service over the Anza Trail from mission to mission from 
Mexico City to Monterey in 1774, along what is now called El Camino Real.  This letter refers to “that which was carried 
by Juan Bautista de Anza....”  Palóu participated in Captain Rivera’s expedition to San Francisco Bay in late 1774, arriving 
at Lobos Creek in early December, just months before he wrote this letter.

 

Palóu founded numerous missions in and around San Francisco, and was at one time or another the superior of the mis-
sions of Upper and Lower California, briefly succeeding Serra as president of the Upper California missions in 1784.  He 
retired the next year and became guardian of San Fernando College until his death around 1790.  He is best known as the 
author of the first great California biography, RELACION HISTORICA DE LA VIDA Y APOSTOLICAS TAREAS DEL 
VENERABLE PADRE FRAY JUNIPERO SERRA, and standard works on early mission history, including NOTICIAS 
DE LA NUEVA CALIFORNIA.

 

The present letter reads, in part, and in translation:
 

“Through the hands of Father Vincente Santa Maria I received the letter of Your Reverence of November 24, last, in 
which you told me you had received the letter which Don Juan Bautista de Anza brought, and that you would gladly send 
the power of attorney to Don Manuel de Monte Aoyda, resident of the town of San Miguel de Horcasitas.  In this matter 
I thank you for the benefits that can come from this for the ministers of these missions, having a brother on the frontier 
of Sonora who aids us in the needs from which we suffer.  This is the first notice I have had that the Holy Community 
with great wisdom has elected Your Reverence as our Guardian...I place myself from that time on in obedience to Your 
Reverence as one of your subjects, though unworthy, and I await your precepts and lightest wishes in order to express my 
complete obedience.  I am grateful for your kind words and for the ardent desires you have to aid in the growth of these 
new missions.  The knowledge I have of your well-known zeal and affection tells me this and I do not doubt that you will 
aid in so far as you can in their progress as well as in the great credit that will accrue to this Apostolic College.  Please 
bear with patience the impertinences of the ministers of these missions, with which it is their custom to trouble you.  They 
are motivated at least by the purpose of a heart-to-heart contact with their religious superior....”

 

An exceptionally early Palóu letter, from a man vital to the development of the mission system throughout the Baja Cali-
fornia peninsula and Alta California in the 18th century.  $25,000.



 The British Proconsul in Argentina Reports to His Majesty’s Government,
Leading to the First Recognition of Nationhood in South America by Any European Power

 

68. Parish, Woodbine: GENERAL REPORT ON THE RISE & PROGRESS OF THE PRESENT FREE GOVERN-
MENT OF BUENOS AYRES [manuscript title]. Buenos Aires. 1824. 80pp. autograph manuscript with one manuscript 
note and eight printed items tipped to six pages. Quarto. Contemporary three-quarter morocco and marbled boards. Covers 
faded, spine lightly abraded, paper label chipped. Internally very clean, report and appendix in a clear, legible hand in ink; 
additional contemporary notes throughout the text in pencil. Text preceded by twenty-six blank leaves, with tabs for the 
letters of the alphabet, one indented on each leaf (one blank leaf has pasted remnant of printed text). In fine condition. 
In a half morocco and cloth box.

 

This manuscript report prepared by British consul-general Woodbine Parish for the British government regarding the po-
litical and economic situation in Argentina in the mid-1820s was a crucial step in the recognition of Argentina’s statehood 
by any European power.  Parish was an experienced British diplomat who, prior to going to South America, had served in 
diplomatic roles in Sicily, Naples, Paris, Aix-la-Chapelle, and the Ionian Islands.  “In 1823 the government determined 
to send out political agents to the Spanish American States, and Parish was appointed commissioner and consul-general 
to Buenos Ayres....After he had sent home a report upon the state of the people and their newly constituted government, 
full powers were sent to him in 1824 to negotiate with them a treaty of amity and commerce. This was concluded on 2 
Feb. 1825 at Buenos Ayres, and was the first treaty made with any of the new states of America, and the first recognition 
of their national existence by any European power” - DNB.  The present manuscript is evidently that report, which per-
suaded the British Government to recognize Argentina and impressed the Foreign Office sufficiently that they promoted 
Parish to negotiate it.

 

Parish’s account begins with a brief critical history of the colonies under Spanish rule.  He writes:
 

“The origin of the events which have separated the colonies from Spain may be traced to a variety of well known causes: 
oppressed, misgoverned and misguided as they long had been, it was not to be expected that in this enlightened and liberal 
age they would much longer continue in the state of degraded and odious subjection in which they had been hitherto held.”

 

In regards to the vice royalty of Buenos Aires declaring independence from Spain, he adds that internal “public opinion 
was long undecided as to the course to be adopted….But, though the doctrines of liberty were declared, it was…found to 
be no easy task to establish a government for a people brought up in such a state of servility and debasement as hardly to 
have a distant notion of the blessings of free institutions.”

 

Parish mentions various military operations between 1815 and 1820, leading to a state of disorganization and disorder.  
It was under these conditions that a government was formed in 1821 which focused on affairs in Buenos Aires and good 
provincial administration.

 

“A radical and systematic reform commenced which has produced in little more than three years results beyond the most 
sanguine expectations: From a state of anarchy and confusion the people of Buenos Ayres are now raised to a prosper-
ity hitherto unknown to them, and are at present in the enjoyment of the blessings of a good, well organized, and stable 
government.”

 

The remainder of the report is devoted to institutions which have been “established or promoted, and which give them 
a claim to the eternal gratitude of their countrymen.”  These include a representative system of government, executive 
power, a law on the inviolability of private property (extended to foreigners residing in the country), a general amnesty, 
and the official gazette “in which all the acts of the government were laid before the public. This was a new measure and 
obtained for them a very general degree of confidence.”  For all of these institutions, additional documentation is provided 
in the appendix in the original Spanish and often in English translation.

 

Parish is particularly impressed with cultural changes under independence.
 

“But the most striking change which has been effected at Buenos Ayres is that with respect to religious opinions: the power 
of the priesthood under the dominion of Spain was almost absolute and the most intolerant doctrines of the Catholic 
Religion alone were promulgated and severely maintained.  Freedom of conscience and of opinions has arisen out of the 
revolution.”

 

The author is equally impressed with the state of education, writing that “no measure however of this government is of 
greater consequence than the exertions for the promotion of education.”  He notes the establishment of public schools, 
colleges for the moral and natural sciences and a university for the clergy.  Parish adds that a library of approximately 
20,000 volumes “has been opened to the public which is well arranged and is daily increasing and several scientific societ-
ies have been formed....It is a new feeling in this country and acts with the greater forces after the state of ignorance and 
seclusion in which this people had been so long kept under the old Spanish system under which even the importation of 
books excepting upon religious subjects was utterly prohibited.”

 

The report includes descriptions of liberty of the press, administration of justice, confederation and population of the 
provinces, finances (additional information for which is provided in the appendix and the addenda), the Banda Oriental, 
the war department, and the country’s foreign relations.  Regarding international relations, the report indicates that “the 



foreign relations of Buenos Ayres have been confined to treaties of alliance and defence with some of the other free states 
of South America [‘Chile and Colombia only’ is added in pencil] and to an exchange of diplomatic missions with the United 
States.” Parish notes that for other countries, only official representatives authorized by their governments can negotiate 
with the newly independent government of Buenos Aires.

 

In concluding, Parish provides a positive review of the current conditions in Argentina and the potentials for British in-
volvement in the future.

 

“The errors of the past will be shunned for the future; and the benefits of a good government which has been at last 
established are now quite sufficiently known and understood to ensure the support of all classes of the people.  Every 
day adds to its more and physical strength, as education advances so will the state, as foreign commerce increases, so will 
the prosperity and resources of the country.  Nature has done her utmost in climate and situation, and it only remains 
for civilized man in these regions to make the most of those inestimable blessings which providence on the one hand has 
bestowed upon him and a paternal government on the other is anxious by all possible means to improve.”

 

After this report was received by the British government for internal consideration, Parish was charged with negotiating 
a treaty of amity and commerce, in which Great Britain recognized Argentina, the first formal recognition of any of the 
former Spanish colonies in the Americas by a European power, and the second country in the Western Hemisphere with 
which England had diplomatic relations (the other being the United States).  “As a mark of his Majesty’s gracious approba-
tion” Parish was appointed chargé d’affaires to the new republic, a position he held from 1825 until 1832.  His clear and 
well documented report, including appendix and addenda, along with his positive impressions for British advancement, 
ensured his continued diplomatic service in Buenos Aires.  In 1838, his full account on Argentina’s history, geography, 
and geology, BUENOS AYRES AND THE PROVINCES OF THE RIO DE LA PLATA: THEIR PRESENT STATE, 
TRADE, AND DEBT, was published.  In 1837, Parish was knighted for his diplomatic services in Latin America.
DNB XV, pp.213-14.  $13,500.

 Thomas Paine’s Real Job While Writing COMMON SENSE,
with Highly Important Plates and Maps of the American Revolution:

The Copy of a Famous Revolutionary Printer
 

69. [Pennsylvania Magazine]: [Paine, Thomas, editor]: THE PENNSYLVANIA MAGAZINE: OR, AMERICAN 
MONTHLY MUSEUM. MDCCLXXV. VOLUME 1 [JANUARY 1775 TO DECEMBER 1775]. Philadelphia: Robert 
Aitken, [1775]. Twelve issues and one supplement, a complete run of the first year. 625,[5]pp., including title signature 
and the supplement, plus fifteen plates (plate of Charlestown lacking half). Without a leaf numbered 285-286, but the text 
uninterrupted and evidently complete (apparently a mis-pagination at the time of printing). Contemporary calf; rebacked 
preserving part of the original spine. Boards rubbed, neatly repaired at corners, stamped in blind on each board “F. Bai-
ley”. With the inscription, in a neat contemporary hand “Ready money for clean Linen Rags By the Printer hereof.” on 
the front flyleaf. Bookplate of the Library Company of Philadelphia, with early discard stamp, on front pastedown. Light 
foxing, soiling, and tanning to text. Half of the plan of Charlestown lacking. Overall, almost very good.

 

A run of the first twelve issues and the 1775 supplement of THE PENNSYLVANIA MAGAZINE..., the only magazine 
issued in the American colonies for most of the crucial year of 1775.  This copy belonged to the Revolutionary-era printer 
Francis Bailey of Philadelphia and Lancaster, Pennsylvania.  In the latter location Bailey was the printer of the first edi-
tion of the Articles of Confederation.  THE PENNSYLVANIA MAGAZINE is among the most important American 
Revolutionary-era publications for two primary reasons.  First, it was edited from February 1775 until May 1776 (all but 
the first and the last two numbers) by the famous radical, Thomas Paine, and his regular occupation, at the time he wrote 
COMMON SENSE, was as its editor. Secondly, it contains some of the most significant maps produced in America during 
the Revolution, including battle plans that became prototypes for oft-reproduced illustrations.  Only a small handful of 
similar maps were produced in America during the Revolution.  Ristow describes three of the maps and plans (numbers 8, 
9, and 10, below) as “the earliest revolutionary war maps printed in America.”  The present collection contains the first 
twelve of the total nineteen issues of THE PENNSYLVANIA MAGAZINE, a complete run for the year 1775.

 

THE PENNSYLVANIA MAGAZINE was conceived and founded by the Revolutionary printer, Robert Aitken, best known 
for his work as a printer for the Continental Congress.  Aitken launched the periodical himself, but soon found it too much 
work and hired Paine as editor at £50 a year.  Paine had only arrived in America a few months before, in December 1774.  
He quickly became the major contributor as well as editor, sometimes writing under the initials “A.B.,” and sometimes with 
no by-line.  “These initials he affixed to descriptions of mechanical devices, anecdotes, Addisonian essays, argumentative 
papers, and poems in some variety...the most imaginative and literary of the pieces have never been reprinted....

 

“Published on the eve of the American Revolution, and edited by one of the leading Revolutionary publicists, THE PENN-
SYLVANIA MAGAZINE is, of course, of paramount political interest...in December the magazine published ‘Reflections 
on the Duty of Princes,’ in which sovereigns are sharply warned against the exercise of arbitrary power.  This is signed ‘A.’ 
and is followed by an oratorical passage ‘On Liberty’ signed ‘Philo-Libertas.’  Both are in the accents of Paine....” - Mott.  
Mott also particularly mentions Paine’s famous “Liberty Tree” article in July 1775, Phillis Wheatley’s verses to Washing-
ton of April 1776, and Paine’s article on the abuse of texts in the supplementary number for 1775.  Paine also contributed 
much that was not political, and there are many articles on current events in that fast-moving period which may or may 



not come from his pen; however, writing for this magazine (often, it was said, under the influence of drink) was Paine’s 
primary work during this period, and all told a substantial part of each issue sprang from his genius, until his break with 
Aitken in May 1776.  The magazine chronicles, month by month, Paine’s sentiments before writing COMMON SENSE, 
which was published in mid-January 1776.

 

Many of the important maps and illustrations in THE PENNSYLVANIA MAGAZINE were engraved by the publisher, 
Robert Aitken.  The plates in the present volume are as follows:

 

1) “A New Electrical Machine” in the January 1775 issue.  A detailed illustration of a European-invented device for study-
ing electricity.

2) “Doctor Goldsmith” in the January 1775 issue.  A portrait of Oliver Goldsmith.
3) “A New Threshing Instrument” in the February 1775 issue.
4) “General Wolfe. A new Song Engraved for the Pennsylvania Magazine” in the March 1775 issue.  A folding plate of sheet 

music, with lyrics, on the death of General Wolfe in the French and Indian War.
5) “A New Invented Machine for Spinning of Wool or Cotton” in the April 1775 issue.  A quite detailed illustration, drawn 

and engraved by C. Tully, the inventor of the machine.  The plate is torn in the lower margin with a small bit of loss.
6) “Front View of a Frame House resembling Brick” in the April 1775 issue. A fine early American architectural illustration.
7) “[Description of a new invented Machine, for deepning [sic] and cleansing Docks, &c.]”, in the May 1775 issue.  This 

folding plate itself has no caption, but is thus described in the text.  An early Philadelphia invention of a dredger.  The 
plate is torn in the upper right corner, with loss of about one-sixth of the image, supplied in expert facsimile.

8) “A New Plan of Boston Harbour from an Actual Survey” in the June 1775 issue.  A fine detailed folding map of Boston 
harbor, showing Boston, Dorchester, Charlestown, Roxbury, and other towns, fortifications, and the several islands that 
dotted the harbor. WHEAT & BRUN 239. PHILLIPS MAPS, p.166. JOLLY, MAPS OF AMERICA IN PERIODI-
CALS BEFORE 1800, 266.

9) “A New and Correct Plan of the Town of Boston and Provincial Camp” in the July 1775 issue.  A fine and important 
folding plan showing the British battery on Boston Common, and the fortification of Boston neck.  Many streets are 
named and wharves identified. NEBENZAHL 2. WHEAT & BRUN 238. PHILLIPS MAPS, p.149. JOLLY, MAPS 
OF AMERICA IN PERIODICALS BEFORE 1800, 267. RISTOW, p.41.

10) “Exact Plan of General Gage’s Lines on Boston Neck in America” in the August 1775 issue.  This folding map is an-
other important American-engraved battle plan.  The accompanying text states that by using the map “it will be easy 
to form a perfect idea of the manner in which the General hath blockaded the entrances into [Boston].”  Guardhouses, 
fortifications, batteries, and more, are shown. NEBENZAHL 5. WHEAT & BRUN 237. RISTOW, p.41. PHILLIPS 
MAPS, p.149. JOLLY, MAPS OF AMERICA IN PERIODICALS BEFORE 1800, 268.

11) “A Correct View of the Late Battle at Charlestown June 17th 1775” in the September 1775 issue.  A  view of the Battle 
of Bunker’s Hill, showing action on land and at sea, and part of Boston in flames. Only the right half of the plate is 
present in this copy. RISTOW, p.41. DEÁK, PICTURING AMERICA 143.

12) “A Map of the Present Seat of War on the Borders of Canada” in the October 1775 issue.  Folding map showing the 
area from the St. Lawrence River and Montreal in the north, down the length of Lake Champlain, to Crown Point in 
the south. WHEAT & BRUN 89. PHILLIPS MAPS, p.193. JOLLY, MAPS OF AMERICA IN PERIODICALS 
BEFORE 1800, 269.

13) “Plan of the Town & Fortifications of Montreal or Ville Marie in Canada” in the November 1775 issue.  A very detailed 
map of Montreal, showing buildings, streets, squares, gardens, etc.  This folding plan has a fine inset: “View of the Town 
&c. of Montreal.” WHEAT & BRUN 91. PHILLIPS MAPS, p.451.JOLLY, MAPS OF AMERICA IN PERIODI-
CALS BEFORE 1800, 270.

14) “[Description of a New Machine for enabling Persons to escape from the Windows of Houses on Fire]” in the December 
1775 issue.  The plate has no caption, and the description is taken from the text.  An ingenious device, involving a large 
basket and pulley system, designed to help people escape from tall, burning buildings.

15) “A Plan of Quebec, Metropolis of Canada in North America” in the December 1775 issue.  This detailed map is keyed 
to a table identifying seventeen important buildings, citadels, and batteries in the town. WHEAT & BRUN 90. PHIL-
LIPS MAPS, p.735. JOLLY, MAPS OF AMERICA IN PERIODICALS BEFORE 1800, 271.

 

The provenance of this copy is of particular interest.  The volume is blindstamped on the front and rear boards: “F. Bai-
ley’s.”  This is Francis Bailey, who operated as a printer in Philadelphia until 1777, and then moved to Lancaster, Penn-
sylvania.  In the chaos that ensued after the English seized Philadelphia in the fall of 1777 and the Continental Congress 
retreated to York, Pennsylvania, Bailey became for a time the official printer to both the Congress and the government of 
Pennsylvania.  As such, he printed the first edition of the Articles of Confederation in Lancaster in November 1777, and 
a number of important Revolutionary decrees.

 



A lengthy run of THE PENNSYLVANIA MAGAZINE, especially with the scarce illustrations and plans, are virtually 
unknown in the marketplace.  A major Thomas Paine piece, and of great importance for his work and the American situ-
ation on the eve of the Revolution, as well as for the graphics and maps bound in.
MOTT, AMERICAN MAGAZINES I, pp.87-91. EVANS 14380. DEÁK, PICTURING AMERICA 143. FOWBLE, 
PRINTS AT WINTERTHUR 108.  $45,000.

 A Remarkable Confederate Imprint by a General Famous for His Role at Gettysburg
 

70. [Pettigrew, James Johnston]: NOTES ON SPAIN AND THE SPANIARDS, IN THE SUMMER OF 1859, 
WITH A GLANCE AT SARDINIA. By a Carolinian (J.J.P.). Charleston: Steam-Power Presses of Evans & Cogswell, 
1861. viii,430pp. Contemporary three-quarter calf and marbled boards, spine with raised bands, gilt morocco label. Boards 
edgeworn. Early discreet library stamps (properly deaccessioned), remnants of library pocket on rear pastedown. Author’s 
name supplied in ink on titlepage, with two dates written in ink below the imprint. Scattered light foxing. Withal, still a 
very good copy in original binding.

 

From an edition limited to 300 copies, printed “for private circulation.”  This is a rare, substantial, and interesting Con-
federate imprint, describing Pettigrew’s travels in Spain and his impressions of the land and its people two years before 
the outbreak of the American Civil War, one of the very few travel narratives published in the Confederacy.

 

James Johnston Pettigrew is best known for his service in the Confederate army, where he eventually reached the rank of 
brigadier general.  Born in North Carolina in 1828, he entered the University of North Carolina at age fifteen, eventually 
studied law, and settled in Charleston, South Carolina to practice.  At the outbreak of the war he was elected colonel of 
the 12th South Carolina and was commissioned a brigadier general in early 1862.  He is most famous for his prominent 
part in the attack on the third day of Gettysburg (Pickett’s Charge), in which he commanded one of the divisions that 
unsuccessfully assaulted the Union center.  Having survived that charge, he was fatally wounded in a rear guard skirmish 
during Lee’s retreat from Pennsylvania, and died on July 17, 1863.  In his pre-war travels through Spain, Pettigrew was 
much impressed by the beauty of the country and by the sophistication of Spanish culture.  On returning to America he 
felt the need to rectify the prevalent notion that the Spanish were ignorant, slothful, and filled with prejudice against non-
Catholics.  He privately published these extensive NOTES... for friends who had not had the opportunity to visit Spain.

 

Rare on the market: we are unable to locate any copies having appeared at auction in at least the past thirty-five years.  
One of the most interesting books published in the Confederacy.
PARRISH & WILLINGHAM 5713. THORNTON 10685. SMITH P65.  $6000.

 First Collection of Short Stories
 

71. Poe, Edgar Allan: TALES OF THE GROTESQUE AND ARABESQUE. Philadelphia: Lea and Blanchard, 1840. 
Two volumes. 243,[1];iv,[4],[5]-228pp. 12mo. Original publisher’s plum muslin, printed spine labels. Spines sunned and 
labels a bit rubbed, small nick at fore-edge of lower board of vol. II, loss (8mm at its deepest point) at crown of spine 
of vol. II extends 2cm along the top edge of the upper board, scattered light foxing, subtle early repairs to cloth along 
lower portion of joints of volume I, a few slight spots of dulling to upper board of volume II, slight starting to a couple 
of gatherings in volume II, gilt morocco bookplate in each volume; still, a good set, internally very good, of a title seldom 
seen in anything approaching fine condition.

 

First edition. Poe’s first collection of short stories, published in an edition recorded as having consisted of 750 sets only. 
In this set, II:213 is properly numbered; on p. II:219, the ‘i’ in ‘ing’ and the hyphen are still in proper alignment (varia-
tions of these features are a consequence of type loosening and have no relevance in terms of priority of issue). The four 
pages of “opinions” are present in the second volume, bound before the title. Among the stories here collected are some 
of Poe’s earliest triumphs, including “Ms. Found in a Bottle,” “The Fall of the House of Usher,” “William Wilson,” 
“Ligeia,” and others.
BAL 16133. BLEILER (SUPERNATURAL) 1313. WRIGHT I:2056. HEARTMAN AND CANNY pp. 49-54.  $35,000.

 Rare Deluxe Issue with Handcolored Plates
 

72. Portlock, Nathaniel: A VOYAGE ROUND THE WORLD; BUT MORE PARTICULARLY TO THE NORTH-
WEST COAST OF AMERICA: PERFORMED IN 1785, 1786, 1787, AND 1788, IN THE KING GEORGE AND 
QUEEN CHARLOTTE, CAPTAINS PORTLOCK AND DIXON. London: Printed for John Stockdale and George 
Goulding, 1789. xii,384,xl pp. Twenty engraved plates, charts, and maps (six folding charts or maps, two engraved portraits, 
twelve engraved plates [the five ornithological plates with contemporary hand-coloring, as issued]). Quarto. Contemporary 
tree calf, gilt, spine gilt, black morocco label, marbled endpapers. Very good. Provenance: Frederick E. Ellis (signature on 
title, bookplate); Martin L. Greene (book label).

 

Rare deluxe issue, with handcolored plates, of the first edition of a classic narrative of the early exploration on the North-
west Coast.

 

Portlock, a veteran of Cook’s third voyage, and Dixon were sent by the King George’s Sound Company to the Northwest 
coast of North America to investigate the economic possibilities of the fur trade there.  En route they had a long stay in 



Hawaii, and Portlock’s narrative of this visit is of particular interest since Portlock and Dixon were the first captains to visit 
the Hawaiian islands since the death of Cook.  He gives an important account of the situation there, already much altered 
by European contact.  The voyage then proceeded to the Northwest to survey the region.  Portlock and Dixon separated, 
with Portlock exploring northward up the Alaskan coast and Dixon proceeding southward to Nootka Sound.  Both Dixon 
and Portlock published accounts of the voyage, but Portlock is of greater value for his particularly vivid descriptions of 
the Native Americans and Russians in the region.

 

In addition to the lively narrative, the work is well illustrated with twenty plates and maps: these include a fine large 
folding general map of the Northwest Coast, and five maps of particular harbours along the coast.  In the regular issue 
the five bird plates are uncolored and the text is printed on laid paper.  A contemporary advertisement announcing the 
publication offers “a few copies...printed on fine paper, hot pressed and plates coloured.”  These deluxe issues, as here, 
are considerably rarer than the usual uncolored examples.  Besides the obvious benefit of handcolored illustrations, the 
paper used for the text of this deluxe issue is a higher quality paper.
FORBES 177. JUDD VOYAGES 147. HILL 1376. HOWES P487, “b.” LADA-MOCARSKI 42. SABIN 64389. STREETER 
SALE 3485. TPL 599. WAGNER NORTHWEST COAST 738-43. WOOD, p.523. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 16 
(note).  $17,000.

 With a Rare Paul Revere Engraving
 

73. [Revere, Paul]: THE ROYAL AMERICAN MAGAZINE, OR UNIVERSAL REPOSITORY OF INSTRUCTION 
AND AMUSEMENT. FOR OCTOBER, 1774. Boston: Greenleaf ’s Printing Office, October, 1774. [2],[363]-386pp. 
plus engraving. Dbd. Minor foxing and toning. Engraving separately matted.

 

An important issue of this American colonial periodical, as it includes an outstanding political cartoon by the American 
patriot Paul Revere, commenting on the Quebec Act.  The engraving is titled “The Mitred Minuet,” and is credited to 
“P. Revere  sc” at lower right.  The cartoon shows four Anglican bishops dancing hand-in-hand around a draft of the 
“Quebec Bill” while Lord Bute, Lord North, another lord, and the devil direct them.  The masthead illustration features 
a metal-type cut also by Revere, depicting an Indian presenting a calumet to “an ill-drawn figure representing the Genius 
of Knowledge” - Mott.

 

The periodical itself had an interesting history, having been proposed and founded by early American printer Isaiah Thomas 
in 1773.  From Thomas’s own THE HISTORY OF PRINTING IN AMERICA:

 

“A prospectus of this work appeared many months before the magazine; but the disordered state of public affairs, and the 
difficulties which individuals experienced from them, prevented it from being sooner put to press; and after a few numbers 
had been published, the distress occasioned to the inhabitants of Boston by shutting up and blockading their port, obliged 
its editor to suspend the publication.  The first number for January, 1774, was published at the close of that month...
The editor [Isaiah Thomas], after having been at considerable trouble and expense in bringing the work before the pub-
lic, published it six months, and then was obliged, first, to suspend, and afterward to relinquish it; but Joseph Greenleaf 
continued the publication until April following, when the war put a period to the magazine.  This was the last periodical 
work published in Boston before the revolution.  It had a considerable list of subscribers.”

 

A notable issue of a legendary Revolutionary-period magazine, with the Revere engraving (often lacking).  All original 
Paul Revere engravings are now rare on the marketplace.
EVANS 13590. BRIGHAM, p.88. MOTT, AMERICAN MAGAZINES, pp.83-86.  $5000.

 Presentation to Famed Western Pioneer J.W. Denver
 

74. Ringgold, Cadwallader: A SERIES OF CHARTS, WITH SAILING DIRECTIONS, EMBRACING SURVEYS 
OF THE FARALLONES, ENTRANCE TO THE BAY OF SAN FRANCISCO...STATE OF CALIFORNIA.... 
Washington: Printed by Jno. T. Towers, 1852. 48pp. plus eight lithographic plates including frontispiece, and six folding 
maps. Quarto. Original green cloth, gilt. Cloth stained, front hinge neatly repaired. Old stain along gutter of titlepage/
frontispiece, else generally quite clean internally. Three maps with long, closed splits, but with no loss. “Chart of Sacra-
mento River” laid in. Good. In a cloth clamshell case, leather label.

 

A presentation copy, inscribed on the titlepage: “For Hon. J.W. Denver of California, with the respects of the author.”  
James William Denver (1817-92) was born in Virginia and served in the army during the Mexican-American War.  He had 
a long and varied political career, serving as a member of the California State Senate in 1852-53, as California’s Secretary 
of State of from 1853 to 1855, and then as a U.S. Congressman from California in 1855-57.  In 1852 he engaged in a duel 
with newspaper editor Edward Gilbert, during which Denver killed Gilbert.  Denver went on to serve as secretary and 
governor of Kansas Territory in 1857-58.  It was while governor of Kansas Territory that land speculator William Larimer 
named the western Kansas town of “Denver” after him (the city would become capital of the state of Colorado).  During 
the Civil War, Denver was a general in the Union Army.

 

This copy also bears the small, early bookplate of Theodore D. Judah of Sacramento on the front pastedown.  Though it 
was published only a little more than a decade before his death, this would seem to be the engineer, Theodore D. Judah 
(1826-63), who launched the Central Pacific Railroad and was the driving force behind the construction of the Trans-



continental Railroad.  As chief engineer of the Central Pacific, he surveyed the route over the Sierra Nevada which that 
railroad would eventually take.  He lobbied tirelessly in Washington, D.C. for funding for the Transcontinental Railroad, 
eventually bringing together the “Big Four” railroad barons who would make the project a reality.

 

The “third edition, with additions,” after the first of 1851.  Ringgold, a U.S. Navy officer, undertook the survey of the 
area from the Farallones to Sacramento at the request of a group of prominent San Franciscans, and this guide was uti-
lized extensively during the peak years of the emigration and gold rush.  The frontispiece is a view of San Francisco from 
Yerba Buena Island.  The other plates show smaller, similar views of other areas, generally two to a plate.  This edition 
was issued the year after the first.

 

A copy with a remarkable provenance.
HOWES R303. SABIN 71425. COWAN, p.534. KURUTZ 536d. HILL 1454.  $4000.

 Early Geographical Description of the World
 

75. Rithaymer, Georg: DE ORBIS TERRARUM SITUA COMPENDIUM. Nuremberg: Johann Petri, 1538. [8],111pp., 
including a full-page map of the world and its zones. Small quarto. Modern calf, spine gilt, raised bands. A few instances 
of early manuscript notes in the margins. Minor, expert repair to the fore-edge of the titlepage. Light, even tanning. A 
very handsome copy.

 

The first and only edition of a geographical description of the world whose last chapter, “De Terris et Insulis nuper reper-
tis,” is devoted to the Americas.  Amerigo Vespucci is named as the discoverer of the New World, which Rithaymer dubs 
“America” in his honor.  The chapter also includes references to Temiscela (Mexico), Haiti, Cuba, and Brazil, and reports 
two islands discovered under the auspices of Ferdinand and Isabella, but with no mention of the discoverer.  There is also 
information on Java, Madagascar, and Zypangrus (Japan).  The map, a sphere with Europe, Africa, and Asia at its center, is 
not noted by Shirley.  Rithaymer, a native of Mariazell in Styria, relates much detailed information, based on his personal 
knowledge and observations, and on sources such as Vadianus, Ziegler, and Tornadel.  Not in Borba de Moraes, Church, 
or Medina.  OCLC locates only two copies, at Yale and the University of Minnesota.  Rare and significant.
HARRISSE, ADDITIONS 119. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 538/10. KRAUS, AMERICANA VETUSTISSIMA 45. SABIN 
71582. JCB (3)1:124-5. OCLC 40522276.  $16,000.

 A Pioneering Gold Rush Work
 

76. Robinson, Fayette: CALIFORNIA AND ITS GOLD REGIONS; WITH A GEOGRAPHICAL AND TOPO-
GRAPHICAL VIEW OF THE COUNTRY, ITS MINERAL AND AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES...WITH A 
MAP OF THE U. STATES AND CALIFORNIA.... New York: Stringer and Townsend, 1849. 144p. plus frontispiece 
engraving and large folding frontispiece map. Modern three-quarter polished calf and marbled boards, raised bands, gilt 
morocco label. Very minor foxing, early tear in inner margin of map, professionally repaired. Near fine.

 

According to Wheat, “One of the best of the early books on California printed for gold seekers.”  Robinson, who had 
produced a book on the Mexican War shortly before, drew on both official and unofficial sources for this book.  Kurutz 
calls this work “a fine anthology of several of the earliest reports of the gold discovery, conditions in California, history of 
the region, and ways to reach the diggings...The excellent map is important for delineating the various sea and overland 
routes to California.”  The gold region is tinted yellow on the map, as well as on the inset “Map of the Gold Region,” and 
the overland routes our drawn in blue.  Among the sources drawn on are reports by Mason, Fremont, Larkin, Emory, and 
Kearny; and newspaper accounts.  Robinson discusses several routes to California, recommending the northern Overland 
Trail as the best.  Howes, Kurutz, and Sabin note two issues, of 137 and 144 pages, of which this is the latter, printed 
with an appendix on pages 125-144.  This copy also includes the frontispiece view of San Francisco which Howes notes 
is “sometimes found, inserted, but was not issued with the book.”
HOWES R366, “b.” WHEAT GOLD RUSH 168. WHEAT GOLD REGIONS 70. WHEAT TRANSMISSISSIPPI 591. 
GRAFF 3527. COWAN, p.537. KURUTZ 539a. SABIN 72070.  $7500.

 The Most Famous Narrative of the French and Indian War
 

77. Rogers, Robert: JOURNALS OF MAJOR ROBERT ROGERS: CONTAINING AN ACCOUNT OF SEVERAL 
EXCURSIONS HE MADE UNDER THE GENERALS WHO COMMANDED UPON THE CONTINENT OF 
NORTH AMERICA, DURING THE LATE WAR. London: Printed for the Author, and sold by J. Millan, 1765. 
viii,236pp. Half title. Antique-style three-quarter speckled calf and marbled boards, spine gilt, leather label. Scattered 
light foxing. Very good.

 

First edition of this classic narrative of the French and Indian War. Rogers acted as a scout for the 1755 expedition against 
Crown Point, and in 1756 became captain of an independent company of Rangers.  He made scores of raids against the 
French in New York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, going as far west as the shores of Lake Huron.  His exploits, detailed in 
this book, made him the most romantic and famous figure of the war in America.  The book has served as the basis for 
much romantic fiction, most notably Kenneth Roberts’ NORTHWEST PASSAGE.  Rogers went on to briefly lead British 
rangers at the outset of the Revolution, raising recruits to fight against the American rebels.



HOWES R419, “b.” GAGNON II:1828. GREENLY MICHIGAN 16. BELL R366. JCB 1474. LANDE 760. WINSOR V, 
pp.592-93. CLARK II:58. THOMSON 996. SABIN 72725. TPL 393. VAIL 563. STREETER SALE1029. GRAFF 3555. 
FIELD 1315.  $12,000.

 First Book - Presented to His Son
 

78. Roosevelt, Franklin D.: WHITHER BOUND? Boston & New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1926. vii,34pp. Large octavo. 
Blue cloth, stamped in gilt and blind. Gilt morocco bookplate of Hannah D. Rabinowitz, light offset to endsheet gutters, 
as usual, otherwise a fine copy, in quite substantially chipped printed dust jacket. Half morocco slipcase and chemise.

 

First edition of the future President’s first book, printing the text of a lecture given for the benefit of the Alumni War 
Memorial Foundation at Milton Academy. Inscribed by Roosevelt on the occasion of publication (and within a month of the 
delivery of the lecture):  “For my son Elliott Roosevelt [/] This copy of his Dad’s [/] first book [/] Franklin D. Roosevelt [/] 
June 1926,” and signed again by him on the title-page.  Elliott (1910-1990) was the fourth of six Roosevelt children, and 
was acknowledged as Eleanor’s favorite among them. His future career included military service, involvement in aircraft 
procurement (including a difficult issue involving his association with Hughes Aircraft), and roles as author, rancher, radio 
station owner and Mayor of Miami Beach.  Although this book was published in a modest edition of only a thousand cop-
ies, it took a number of years for the edition to be exhausted. Laid in is a small clipping from the NYTBR about Elliott’s 
sale of books from the Hyde Park library to Rosenbach, mentioning this book in particular.  A highly desirable copy with 
a very personal association.  $12,500.

 The Mission at Goa in 1569
 

79. Santa Maria, Fernando de: EXEMPLAR LITERARUM EX INDIIS ORIENTALIBUS AD REVERENDISSI-
MUM P. MAGISTRUM ORDINIS, QUARUM HEC SUPERSCRIPTIO...[caption title]. Rome: Heirs of Antonio 
Blado, 1571. [4]pp. Quarto. Modern morocco, coat of arms on front and rear covers, board edges gilt, gilt inner dentelles, 
a.e.g., silk marker. Contemporary inscription on first page. A very fine copy.

 

The rare Latin translation of Santa Maria’s account of the mission in Malacca and Goa, and the life and martyrdom of 
Padre Jeronimo de la Cruz.  The original relation, completed on Dec. 26, 1569 in Goa, was addressed to the Dominican 
General in Rome.  The author was a Portuguese Dominican who studied theology at Coimbra.  He went to India as a 
missionary, eventually becoming the Prior of the Convent at Goa and Vicar-General of the Holy Congregation for India.

 

A very fine copy of an extremely rare missionary report.  OCLC records only the James Ford Bell Library copy.
STREIT IV:942. OCLC 17905640.  $9500.

 Communists Outside Dallas
 

80. Savardan, Augustin: UN NAUFRAGE AU TEXAS. OBSERVATIONS ET IMPRESSIONS RECUEILLIES 
PENDANT DEUX ANS ET DEMI AU TEXAS ET A TRAVERS LES ÉTAT-UNIS D’AMÉRIQUE. Paris: Garnier 
Férers, 1858. [4],344pp. Half title. 12mo. Contemporary green quarter leather and marbled boards, spine gilt. Minor fox-
ing. Very good.

 

A captivating account of the failed socialist utopian community at Reunion, written by the group’s physician.  “In 1853 
Victor Considerant and Albert Brisbane journeyed by horseback through Texas, and Considerant returned to Europe 
full of plans for creating a utopian socialist colony there.  He raised over a million francs and purchased 47,000 acres in 
Texas.  In 1855 he returned with colonists and established the settlement of La Reunion near Dallas.  Subsequently, close 
to 500 colonists settled there.  These included writes, musicians, artists, artisans, and free spirits, but only two farmers. 
As might be expected, a couple of years of utopian bickering and successive Texas droughts brought the experiment to a 
speedy collapse.  The colony was abandoned, and Considerant moved to San Antonio, where he lived until 1869 when he 
returned to France.  Many of the colonists at La Reunion were well-educated, and Julie Considerant organized a salon in 
a cedar brake along the banks of the Trinity, where the colonists met to discuss the ideas of Fourier, Proudhon, Cabet, 
Sue, Hugo, and other writers and philosophers.  Some colonists brought with them extensive libraries, several of which 
have found their way into university libraries in Texas” - Jenkins.

 

The experiment at Reunion was to be one of the first exercises in practical communism.  Considerant, well known in 
European progressive circles, was an intimate of Marx and some have suggested the latter may have even plagiarized from 
Considerant’s work.  Regardless, Considerant was among the first to establish a community on what could be called Marx-
ist principles, and he was widely successful at convincing others to join him.  Among the subscribers was Dr. Augustin 
Savardan, who became the leading physician of the colony and its chief magistrate.  But his stay in the colony was brief, 
and by 1857 several significant conflicts with Considerant prompted him to leave the venture and return to France.  In 
1858 he published this exposé, lambasting Considerant for his shoddy preparation and overall inadequacy as a leader.  
“This book is the only detailed record by a colonist of the day-to-day life in La Réunion” - HANDBOOK OF TEXAS.  
An essential Texas item.  Extremely rare.
BASIC TEXAS BOOKS 33 (ref). HANDBOOK OF TEXAS (online). HOWES S127, “aa.” SABIN 77268  $8500.



 Rare Antarctic and Pacific Account
 

81. Smith, Thomas W.: A NARRATIVE OF THE LIFE, TRAVELS AND SUFFERINGS OF THOMAS W. SMITH: 
COMPRISING AN ACCOUNT OF HIS EARLY LIFE, ADOPTION BY THE GIPSYS [sic]; HIS TRAVELS 
DURING EIGHTEEN VOYAGES TO VARIOUS PARTS OF THE WORLD, DURING WHICH HE WAS FIVE 
TIMES SHIPWRECKED; THRICE ON A DESOLATE ISLAND NEAR THE SOUTH POLE, ONCE ON THE 
COAST OF ENGLAND, AND ONCE ON THE COAST OF AFRICA. Boston. 1844. 240pp. Contemporary calf, 
spine gilt. Boards somewhat scuffed, light wear to edges and corners. Front hinge repaired, front free endpaper refreshed. 
Occasional light foxing and dampstaining. About very good.

 

Smith was born of respectable British parents, but after his father died he was sent to work as an errand boy at age seven, 
and not unlike other young men in his situation, he soon found himself at sea.  He participated in seven whaling voyages 
to the Pacific from 1816 to 1832, as well as numerous other sea adventures all over the world, including the South Pacific, 
the Atlantic coast of South America, Africa, and the Antarctic regions.  Rosove notes that the work has been missed by 
many bibliographers because it is “so rare and little known.”

 

Besides whaling, Smith took part in hunting elephant seals on South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands in 1816-18, 
and whaling and sealing on the South Shetland Islands in 1820.  This visit, only a year after the discovery of the islands, 
is the earliest account of sealing there, and an important early Antarctic narrative, with harrowing tales of surviving on 
penguin hearts and livers and contesting territory with other sealers.

 

Smith also describes a voyage from London to Cape Horn, then to Juan Fernandez and the Galapagos, Easter Island, and 
points in South America including Colombia and Panama.  Later, in New Zealand, he describes scrapes with natives, wit-
nessing battles between the Whorowrarians and Kivakivians. He also visited Japan, Guam, and other Pacific islands.  He 
gives details of whaling activities, including advice on “the most expeditious way of killing a whale” (pp.228-229).  Smith 
made further whaling voyages to the Pacific Ocean in the 1820s aboard the British whalers Spring, Grove, and Hibernia.  
He ended up trying to do good in New Bedford, but debt and a lung ailment prevented him from achieving his dream of 
becoming a minister.

 

A rare book, not in the Hill Collection.  The Brooke-Hitching copy realized approximately $21,000 at his sale in Sep-
tember 2015.
HUNTRESS 331C. FORSTER 86. SPENCE 1139 (listing an 1840 ed., an error in dating). ROSOVE 312. HOWES 
S679.  $6250.

 Important Classical Geography in a Contemporary Sammelband
 

82. Solinus, Caius Julius: Mela, Pomponius: IVLII SOLINI POLYHISTOR. CUM INDICE SUMMATIM OMNIA 
COMPLECTENTE. [bound with:] Mela, Pomponius: POMPONII MELAE GEOGRAPHIAE, LIBRI TRES. Vienna: 
Johann Singriener for Lukas Alantse, [1520]. [8],151,[32]pp.; [56] leaves. Contemporary green-stained vellum. Some light 
wear and soiling, ties lacking. Minor foxing and soiling. Very good, in unsophisticated original condition.

 

A contemporary sammelband containing a pair of works by two important early geographers.  Solinus (ca. 250 A.D.) was 
a Roman geographer of some repute.  His POLYHISTOR... was first published by Nicholas Jenson in Venice in 1473.  
Mela was the earliest Roman geographer, writing around 43 A.D.  Both works have extensive indexes.  Only four cop-
ies of either title are located by VD16 online.  An interesting and handsome volume combining the two most important 
geographical sources of the ancient world.
VD16 S6965, M2312.  $8500.

 The Editio Princeps
 

83. Sophocles: [Title in Greek:] SOPHOCLIS TRAGAEDIAE SEPTEM CVM COMMENTARIIS. [Venetiis: in Aldi 
Romani Academia mense Augusto 1502]. [196] leaves. Octavo. Full 19th century straight grain red morocco, elaborately 
gilt extra, a.e.g.  Greek letter. Aldine anchor on verso of terminal leaf. Bookplate of Henry Labouchere, 1st Baron Taunton 
(1798-1869). Some early and interesting manuscript annotations and highlighting in red ink, a few other annotations faded 
and occasionally a bit smeared, similar annotations eradicated from title, minute single wormhole in foremargins of final 
half of text block (in a few instances showing signs of early careful in-fill), otherwise a very good copy, neatly bound.

 

First edition in book form of the Greek text of seven of the Tragedies of Sophocles, edited by Marcus Musurus with a 
dedication to Jan Lascaris. This was the first of the classical Greek texts published by Aldus Manutius in this portable 
form, and it remained the most readily available source for study of Sophocles’s text until the 19th century, when superior 
manuscripts became the object of scholarly study. Like the copies noted by Brunet and regarded as the earliest printing 
of the first signature , the verso of the four-line title is blank, as is the facing recto. A high-water mark in the history of 
typography, classical texts and drama.
ADAMS S1438. RENOUARD 34:6. BM (ITALIAN), p.634. BRUNET V:445-6.  $30,000.



 The Elusive Limited Edition
 

84. Stanley, Henry Morton: THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF SIR HENRY MORTON STANLEY...EDITED BY 
HIS WIFE, DOROTHY STANLEY. With Sixteen Photogravures and a Map. London: Sampson Low, Marston and 
Co., Ltd., 1909. xvii,551,[1]pp. plus sixteen photogravures (including frontispiece portrait), one folding facsimile letter, 
and one folding map. Titlepage printed in red and black. Half title. Thick quarto. Original green morocco, spine lettered 
and ruled in gilt, raised bands, covers ruled and front cover stamped in gilt, gilt-ruled turn-ins, t.e.g. Moderate wear and 
minor fading to spine and extremities; minor scuffing to boards. Original printed tissue guards intact. Small ink ownership 
inscription on front free endpaper. Extremely light foxing on first few leaves, else fine internally. Very good.

 

Deluxe issue of the first edition, limited to 250 copies signed by Dorothy Stanley, this copy numbered 22.  Containing a 
finely detailed, folding two-color map of central Africa, with Stanley’s routes outlined in three colors and an accompanying 
outline of England and Wales drawn in the same scale for land size comparison.

 

Henry Morton Stanley, the most accomplished and celebrated 19th-century African explorer, was also one of his era’s 
greatest self-inventors, a feat both chronicled and extended in his posthumously published AUTOBIOGRAPHY. Stanley 
was born John Rowlands in 1841, the illegitimate son of a housemaid in Wales.  As a child, Rowlands suffered years of 
cruelty at the hands of his family and in the workhouse where he was raised from the age of six.  In 1859, Rowlands fled 
to America and came under the care of a New Orleans cotton merchant named Henry Morton Stanley, who informally ad-
opted Rowlands and gave him his name.  At the outbreak of the Civil War, the younger Stanley enlisted in the Confederate 
Army.  In 1862 he fought and was taken prisoner at Shiloh, where, to obtain his release, he enlisted in the Union Army.  
Soon thereafter, he became a ship’s clerk in the Union Navy and would become one of the few people to see battle from 
both sides of the Civil War (Hochschild, p.25). Following the war, Stanley was hired as a newspaper correspondent for the 
St. Louis MISSOURI DEMOCRAT.  He was assigned to Gen. Hancock’s army in the Indian campaigns and distinguished 
himself with dramatic dispatches to both the DEMOCRAT and various publications on the East Coast.  The entire first 
half of the book is devoted to Stanley’s adventures in the Civil War and the Plains Indian Wars.

 

In 1868 the NEW YORK HERALD hired Stanley to cover war in Abyssinia and in 1869 sent him to find Dr. Livingstone.  
For the next twenty years Stanley explored and charted much of the African interior, wrote several best-selling books, and 
helped establish the Congo Free State of Belgian King Leopold II, setting the stage for one of the darkest chapters in the 
history of European imperialism.  In the final years of his life, Stanley lectured widely on his adventures and defended 
Leopold’s massive project against international charges of mass murder and de facto slavery.  During this time he also 
worked on his AUTOBIOGRAPHY, “as he indicates, out of a desire to make his nature and character comprehensible to 
the world which knew him in the day of his fame” (DAB).  The book, which Stanley did not live to complete, was edited 
and prepared for publication by his wife, Dorothy.  Nearly half the work is devoted to Stanley’s early life in Wales and 
America, the formative years that molded the conquering figure of international renown.  “It was the American Stanley,” 
according to Constance Lindsay Skinner in the DAB, “the man who had seen the wheel-ruts of pioneer wagons on the 
western prairie and young sturdy towns on recent Indian battle-grounds, who looked at the Congo region and saw noth-
ing there to daunt determined men thoroughly equipped with the means and methods of civilization.”  Contemporary 
scholars write of Stanley and his AUTOBIOGRAPHY with a less celebratory tone, noting the excesses of his career as a 
Congo taskmaster and the various contradictory and probably fanciful elements in his memoirs (Hochschild, pp.23-25, 
235).  Nevertheless, Stanley’s life and his final book, here in its finest edition, stand as monuments to his era’s boldest 
notions of personal resolve and self-creation.
DAB XVII, pp.509-13. Adam Hochschild, KING LEOPOLD’S GHOST (Houghton Mifflin, 1998).  $4500.

 Colonial Texas Stock Certificate
 

85. [Texas]: GALVESTON BAY & TEXAS LAND COMPANY. NO. [803]. 4428 402/1000 ACRES. THIS CERTI-
FIES, THAT THE SUBSCRIBERS ARE THE TRUSTEES AND ATTORNEYS OF LORENZO DE ZAVALA, 
JOSEPH VEHLEIN, AND DAVID G. BURNET...[caption title]. [New York. 1830]. Printed broadside, approximately 
12½ x 8 inches, completed in manuscript. Previously folded, with slight wrinkling near fold lines. Light dust soiling at 
edges. Printed on light paper. Very good.

 

A handsome and most important Texas stock certificate of the colonial era, one of only a few copies of this denomination 
known, and with a detailed map of Austin’s colony and this grant.  Issued as scrip to raise money for the development of 
the Galveston Bay and Texas Land Company, this certificate only allows the holder the right to locate one “sitio” of land 
in the grant and does not sell a part of the company.  The terms of the contract cover an area of east Texas between the 
San Jacinto and Sabine Rivers, and from the Gulf Coast to twenty miles west of Nacogdoches.  Streeter describes a very 
similar certificate in detail, but for 177 136/1000 acres, or one “labor.”  He notes that there is a reference in the Company 
map of 1835 to scrip for a “sitio,” as here.  Like the scrip for the small amount, it is completed in manuscript and signed 
by the trustees, Dey, Sumner and Curtis, and the secretary, W.H. Willson.  The map, in the lower corner, shows northeast 
Texas, with the lands controlled by the company shaded.
STREETER TEXAS 1117 (ref). STREETER SALE 304 (ref).  $2250.



 A Famous Western Hunting Rarity: A Russian Duke Hunts with Custer
 

86. [Tucker, William M.]: HIS IMPERIAL HIGHNESS THE GRAND DUKE ALEXIS IN THE UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA DURING THE WINTER OF 1871-72. FOR PRIVATE DISTRIBUTION. Cambridge: Printed at the 
Riverside Press, 1872. [4],221,[1, index]pp. Original mounted albumen photographic portrait of Alexis as frontis. Original 
brown morocco, gilt, spine gilt, a.e.g., marbled endpapers. Near fine.

 

One of 212 copies printed for private distribution. “Tucker had been given the ‘Ordre de St. Stanislaus de 2d Classe.’”  
Pages 152-178 contain a description of the ‘great buffalo hunt’ the Grand Duke was treated to, with Buffalo Bill as his 
guide and General Custer, General Phil Sheridan and Sioux Chief Spotted Tail as his hosts” - Streeter.  One of the rarest of 
all books of Custeriana, printed for private distribution.  Tucker apparently wrote this book to be presented to his friends 
and the officials and citizens who entertained the Russian Grand Duke on his tour. The Grand Duke arrived in New York 
late in 1871 and visited Washington, Annapolis, Philadelphia, Boston, and Cambridge, Canada and back via Niagara Falls 
into Ohio, Illinois, Wisconsin, Missouri, and Nebraska. From Omaha by train and from North Platte by “ambulance” with 
Gen. Sheridan as host, he was off buffalo hunting, camping on Red Willow Creek, forty miles south of Fort McPherson. 
Riding with the Grand Duke was the guide, the “genial and daring Buffalo Bill,” Custer, and Chief Spotted Tail and his 
braves (who showed Alexis how to bring down a buffalo with an arrow). There was good hunting. One evening Spotted 
Tail & his men staged a Sioux powwow and war dance. After the hunt the party returned to St. Louis , then on to Denver, 
where the Grand Duke was entertained at a ball given by the Pioneer Club, “an organization composed exclusively of the 
early settlers of Colorado and the Rocky Mountain territory.”  He visited various Colorado high spots, hunting buffalo 
along the railroad right of way through Kansas, Missouri, Kentucky (Mammoth Cave. etc.), Tennessee, Mississippi, New 
Orleans for Mardi Gras, Alabama, and Florida, where at Pensacola he again boarded his ship.
HOWES A126. GRAFF 35. STREETER SALE 4098.  $22,500.

 Overland Twice
 

87. Udell, John: INCIDENTS OF TRAVEL TO CALIFORNIA, ACROSS THE GREAT PLAINS; TOGETHER 
WITH THE RETURN TRIPS THROUGH CENTRAL AMERICA AND JAMAICA.... Jefferson, Ohio: Printed for 
the author, 1856. 302pp. plus errata. Portrait. Original patterned cloth, spine richly gilt. Slight sunning to spine, minor 
edge wear. Modern bookplate on rear pastedown. Light foxing and spotting, some staining to a few leaves, light tideline 
in upper corner of some leaves. Overall, very good. In a cloth clamshell case.

 

This copy contains the portrait, which Howes notes is not present in all copies.  Udell has signed this copy below his 
portrait: “Your friend, John Udell.”  An important overland narrative.  Udell, a Baptist minister, travelled via South Pass 
in 1850, home by Nicaragua in 1851, to California again in 1852, back by Panama in 1853, out again in 1854, and home 
in 1855. The book describes his overland experiences in detail, including a trip through Salt Lake City and observations 
of Mormonism, as well as giving details of his life in California, including mining for gold.

 

The Streeter copy sold to Nebenzahl for $110 in 1968.
COWAN, p.648. HOWES U3. MINTZ 473. FLAKE 9068. STREETER SALE 3180. GRAFF 4230. KURUTZ 644. SABIN 
97663. WAGNER-CAMP 281. MATTES 995. NORRIS CATALOGUE 4042. WHEAT GOLD RUSH 213. HOLLIDAY 
SALE 1112. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 124 (note).  $2000.

 The Earliest Utah Printing:
A Great Salt Lake Valley Note, Signed by Brigham Young

 

88. [Utah]: Young, Brigham: [PRINTED “VALLEY NOTE” CURRENCY IN DENOMINATION OF $2.00, 
SIGNED BY BRIGHAM YOUNG WITH PRINTED HEADING: “G.S.L. CITY, JAN, 20, 1849”]. [Salt Lake City. 
1849]. Small printed paper slip, approximately 2 x 3¾ inches. Overall condition is excellent. Blindstamped with the official 
seal of the Twelve Apostles, and signed in manuscript by Brigham Young, Thomas Bullock, and Heber C. Kimball. N.K 
Whitney is named as payee in manuscript. No serial number.

 

This small piece of paper money printed by the Mormon Church in Salt Lake City is an example of the earliest recorded 
printing done in Utah. Called a “Valley Note” by Alvin E. Rust, this form of paper currency was printed in several de-
nominations using a font of script type of the style used for calling cards.  McMurtrie quotes a passage from a manuscript 
history of Brigham Young which describes the interesting circumstances under which this paper money was printed:

 

“They had gold dust, but many refused to take it, as there was a waste in weighing it for exchange.  To meet this want, 
we employed brother John Kay to coin the dust, but upon trial he broke all the crucibles and could not proceed.  I then 
offered the gold dust back to the people, but they did not want it.  I then told them we would issue paper till the gold dust 
could be coined.  The Municipal Council agreed to have such a currency, and appointed myself and President Heber C. 
Kimball and bishop N.K. Whitney to issue it. The first bill, for one dollar, was issued on the first of this month [January 
1849].  The bills were signed by Brigham Young, Heber C. Kimball, & Thomas Bullock, clerk.”

 

“...It is definite enough that the first use of the press by the Mormon settlers was in January, 1849, for the production 
of paper currency. Furthermore, it is gratifyingly definite that the first printer was Brigham H. Young, with the perhaps 



unskilled aid of Thomas Bullock.  Brigham H. Young at that time was a young man of about 25, the nephew of Brigham 
Young the governor and leader” - McMurtrie.

 

Very rare.  According to Rust, only 204 valley notes in the two-dollar denomination were issued without a serial number.
McMURTRIE (UTAH), pp.13-20. Rust, MORMON AND UTAH COIN AND CURRENCY, pp.60-65. STREETER SALE 
2285 (5 pieces of currency). STREETER, AMERICANA BEGINNINGS 69 (ref). SAUNDERS, DESERET IMPRINTS 
3.  $3500.

 With Woodcuts of Natives from the Americas and Elsewhere
 

89. Vecellio, Cesare: HABITI ANTICHI, ET MODERNI DI TUTTO IL MONDO. Venice: Bernardo Sessa, 1598. 
[56],507 leaves. Later marbled calf, rebacked with spine laid down. Extremities lightly worn. Minor foxing. Some minor 
worming in bottom margin, not affecting text. Very good. In a red half morocco and cloth slipcase.

 

Second edition of this extensive work on the costumes and peoples of the world.  This edition includes a section on the 
Americas, not included in the first edition, rendering this edition both more complete and desirable. The work is ex-
tensively illustrated with woodcuts by Christoph Krieger, an illustration appearing on the verso of each leaf.  Libro XII 
contains full-page woodcuts of the costumes of the inhabitants of Peru, Cuzco, Mexico, Virginia, and Florida, both men 
and women.  The rest of the volume shows the costumes of Europe, Asia, and Africa.  Especially interesting for its early 
depiction of Native Americans.
EUROPEAN AMERICANA 598/112. HILER, p.873 (1st ed). EDIT 16 CNCE 29586. SABIN 98732.  $9000.

 A Rare Lithographed Edition of Vischer’s Work on the Giant Sequoias of California
 

90. Vischer, Edward: VISCHER’S VIEWS OF CALIFORNIA. THE MAMMOTH TREE GROVE, CALAVERAS 
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA. AND ITS AVENUES. San Francisco: Drawn and published by Edward Vischer [lithographed 
by Kuchel, printed by Nagel], 1862. 4pp. text, plus additional leaf listing information for plates X, XI, and XII, letterpress 
index mounted on rear pastedown as issued. Lithographed title on card (repeated and mounted on front pastedown as is-
sued), twelve lithographed plates on card containing twenty-five mounted lithographed illustrations. Small folio. Contents 
loose as issued. Original blue cloth portfolio with a small metal binder’s label attached to the rear board, reading “Buswell 
& Co. SF.”  Binding straps perished, minor wear and light soiling to boards. Pastedowns and one text leaf toned, other 
text leaves edge-worn, scattered foxing, early 20th-century bookplate on rear endpaper. Overall, very good.

 

The first edition, second issue of Edward Vischer’s great work on the Mammoth Grove trees of California.  Vischer 
migrated from Germany to Mexico at the age of nineteen and worked with the commercial house of Heinrich Virmond. 
Dispatched to California in 1842, he became enamored of the area and returned to San Francisco in 1847, working as a 
merchant and agent for foreign companies during the Gold Rush.  A talented amateur artist, Vischer began to sketch the 
California scenery he encountered.  “In 1861 he visited the Calaveras Big Trees....In 1862 he published a portfolio of a 
dozen lithographed plates of sketches made on his trip” - Peters.  This would be his first published work.  Apparently un-
satisfied with the way lithography captured his original drawings, Vischer republished the work with albumen photographs 
of his original drawings.  Both versions are very rare.

 

Currey & Kruska cite three issues of the lithographed version; the present example is their second issue, with the litho-
graphed title plate reading “...9 Plates With 22 Engravings” but consisting of twelve plates with twenty-five engravings.  
This is, effectively, a transitional state between Currey & Kruska’s first and third issues, with the full complement of plates 
and engravings of the third issue and with the extra leaf of text containing the description of the additional plates, but with 
the first issue of the lithographed title plate (repeated and mounted on front pastedown as issued).

 

The cloth portfolio on this copy is intriguing as well.  Usually issued in a brown cloth portfolio with gilt titles on the upper 
cover, this copy of Vischer is housed in a simple blue cloth binding produced by Buswell & Co., an early San Francisco 
bookbinder.  Alexander Buswell was active in San Francisco from about 1856 until 1905, when his bindery was likely de-
stroyed by the 1906 San Francisco fire.  Obviously produced specifically for this work, with the correct lithographed plates 
mounted to the endpapers, the reason for the different binding on this copy from others we’ve seen escapes us at present. 
The bookplate on the rear endpaper belongs to George Cary; the most prominent George Cary was a major architect from 
Buffalo, N.Y. most widely known for his designs for the Pan American Exposition of 1901.

 

An excellent example of Vischer’s great lithographed work on Mammoth Grove.
COWAN, p.662. CURREY & KRUSKA 376 (second issue). FARQUHAR 5. HOWES V132, “b.” STREETER SALE 
2877. PETERS, CALIFORNIA ON STONE, pp.198-202.  $17,500.

 Advice for the Gold Rush
 

91. Walton, Daniel: THE BOOK NEEDED FOR THE TIMES CONTAINING THE LATEST WELL-AUTHEN-
TICATED FACTS FROM THE GOLD REGIONS; ALSO, A GEOGRAPHICAL AND HISTORICAL VIEW OF 
CALIFORNIA, WITH THE DIFFERENT ROUTES, BY LAND AND WATER, AND THEIR DIFFICULTIES.... 
Boston: Stacy, Richardson & Co., Printers, 1849. 32pp. Facsimile brown printed wrappers. Titlepage toned, with two small 
paper repairs not affecting text. Outer third of final leaf completed in facsimile, with half of text of final two stanzas on 



p. 31 supplied. Minor creasing, light to moderate foxing. Good. In a half morocco and cloth slipcase and chemise with 
bookplate on interior.

 

Among the rarest of the gold rush pamphlets, listed in Eberstadt catalogue 135 (circa 1950) at $650 with the following 
note: “One of the rarest books of the California gold rush, only several copies of which are known to be in existence.”  
The author includes a history of gold discovery and mining in California, personal experiences of miners, and estimates 
of costs.  He describes San Francisco and routes to the mines, and warns of the dangers inherent in the journey and the 
odds against striking it rich:

 

“Let every man, then, who goes to California, arrange his affairs at home, if he has any to arrange, and MAKE HIS WILL.  
He may outlive all the perils of the enterprise, and return - either very rich or extremely poor - and live long in the society 
of his friends; but he runs many chances to reach a very different result.”

 

Other pieces of advice are more succinct including “stay at home,” and “if you go to California, take any route but [the 
Isthmus].”  Walton further asserts that “our own opinion is, that there is a vast deal of knavery in getting up this gold fever,” 
and that recent reports of discoveries of three-pound gold nuggets are “monstrous nonsense.”  The pamphlet concludes 
with a long humorous poem entitled “The Californian Cry,” which balances the excitement and anticipation of going to 
California with cautionary advice.  We locate fifteen copies in institutions, though it is our experience that Walton’s book 
is very scare on the market.  A great gold rush pamphlet, with clear-headed advice for those caught with gold fever.
HOWES W77, “b.” EBERSTADT 135:177. COWAN, p.668. KURUTZ 658. VAIL, GOLD FEVER, p.25. WHEAT 
GOLD RUSH 182 (note). ROCQ 16132. SABIN 101210.  $7500.

 George Washington’s Wine Merchant Advises the President on His Order
 

92. [Washington, George]: [MANUSCRIPT LETTER, SIGNED BY FENWICK MASON, GEORGE WASHING-
TON’S WINE MERCHANT, REGARDING AN ORDER OF WINE]. Bordeaux. Dec. 5, 1789. [2]pp. Folio, on a folded 
sheet. Old folds. Old tape along lower half of left margin on first page. Some light soiling and wear at edges. Very good.

 

Letter written to President George Washington by his wine merchants in Bordeaux, signed by agent Fenwick Mason, 
referring to various wines ordered by Washington, consisting of “26 dozen claret and 12 dozen vins de grave.”  Mason 
writes, in part:

 

“We have taken much pains to procure this wine and are well persuaded it is the best to be had but we fear it (the claret 
particularly) may not be found fit for drinking immediately tho’ it is old pure & of one of the first growths since it has 
just been bottled.  As the best wine is always bought in cask, we beg leave to recommend to you to order always somewhat 
in advance that it may lie 6 or 8 months in bottle to ripen.  In our last we told you that no good Champagne wine is to 
be had here, except when expressly ordered from that place, but a friend of ours at Rheims from whence that wine is sent, 
has spared us a case of 2 doz bottles (1 doz white sparkling & 1 doz still red) both of the best quality which we take the 
liberty to send you as a sample. If you find it pleasing we can always supply you  by having timely orders. It will require 
two months to have it prepared and brought to this place. The principal objection is the expence of land carriage, which is 
heavy.  The claret exceeds by a few bottles your orders, as it is in cases of 25 bottles we could not make the numbers nearer.”

 

Understandably, Washington would have quite a bit of entertaining to do as president and good wines were obviously 
necessary.  An interesting letter, highlighting the cellars at the White House and the transatlantic means by which one 
ordered wine in the 18th century.  $7500.

 Important Collection of Watkins Stereoviews of Yosemite
 

93. Watkins, Carleton E.: [COLLECTION OF FIFTY-SIX STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS FROM 
WATKINS’ PACIFIC COAST SERIES, PRINCIPALLY DEPICTING SCENES IN YOSEMITE]. San Francisco. 
1867 [copyright date]. Fifty-six stereoscopic albumen prints by Watkins, on original yellow card mounts (3¼ x 6¾ inches), 
with his 429 Montgomery Street address. Very good. In a modern half morocco and cloth box.

 

Carleton Watkins was one of the finest 19th-century landscape photographers.  The magnificence of the Yosemite Valley was 
unknown to settlers until 1849, and it remained so until Watkins brought photographic images of its extraordinary beauty 
to the public.  Watkins’ vistas of a serene and underpopulated land demonstrated the ideal harmony between man and na-
ture. “The controlled grandeur of his views of the sublime is encoded not only with classical ideals of simplicity, geometry, 
and measure but also with a perception of the West as the primordial theatre of an authentically American place” - THE 
WAKING DREAM.  These photographs helped clinch the notion that Yosemite was a relic of Eden in North America.

 

Although Watkins is best known for his mammoth plate photographs, his work was also published as stereoscopic views.  
In July of 1861, Watkins first traveled to Yosemite equipped with a stereoscopic camera, taking 100 stereoscopic nega-
tives.   He returned to Yosemite between 1865 and 1866, which yielded an additional 300 stereoscopic negatives.  The 
present collection includes fifty images of Yosemite (eleven from the first series taken in 1861 and thirty-nine from the 
second series taken between 1865 and 1866), as well as five images in San Francisco (including three Cliff House views; 
a July 4, 1864 image of Montgomery Street; and a view from Telegraph Hill), and an additional image of the entrance to 
the New Almaden, California mine.  The collection is from an unusually early period, with the images on Watkins’ yellow 



card mounts with his Montgomery Street address (images printed subsequently would be on orange cards and a different 
address post-1871).  The stereoviews present here were printed between 1867 and 1868, with many including notice of 
his Paris International Exposition medal on verso.

 

Photographic historian Peter Palmquist has noted: “As a landscape photographer Watkins is best remembered for his 
pictures of Yosemite.  Not only did he achieve many of his artistic successes there, but Yosemite also became more widely 
known and appreciated because of his eloquence and vision.”
THE WAKING DREAM, GILMAN PAPER COMPANY COLLECTION, p.124. Peter Palmquist, CARLETON E. 
WATKINS, PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE AMERICAN WEST (Albuquerque, 1983).  $12,000.

 With 32 New Poems
 

94. Whitman, Walt: LEAVES OF GRASS. Brooklyn, NY: [Published for the Author by Fowler and Wells], 1856. iv,[5]-
384,[1]pp. Small octavo. Original dark grayish-green cloth, stamped in blind, spine decorated, and upper board lettered, 
in gilt. Portrait. Neatly rebacked, with the original backstrip laid down (slightly dull, and with shallow losses at crown and 
toe, with attendant strengthening to inner hinges), early pencil signature on free endsheet, followed by a neat ink paraph, 
same early, small ink last name in upper fore-corner of title, usual slight tanning to paper and a few formerly turned down 
corners, otherwise a very good copy. Folding cloth slipcase.

 

Second edition (only printing), expanded by the addition of thirty-two poems, and the substantial collection of reviews and 
notices at the end, among them the letter of praise from Emerson (first published as a small promotional broadside, and 
excerpted here in the spine stamping as well). Myerson references John Burroughs, and Wells & Goldsmith, as the source 
for the determination that the edition consisted of one thousand copies, which sold quickly. Fowler and Wells declined to 
put their name on the title-page as publishers, but the terminal page of adverts records their participation. This edition “is 
quite a rarity and is seldom found in good condition” - Wells & Goldsmith.  “Always the champion of the common man, 
Whitman is both the poet and the prophet of democracy. The whole of LEAVES OF GRASS is imbued with the spirit of 
brotherhood and a pride in the democracy of the young American nation” - Printing & The Mind of Man. “He was and is 
the poet and prophet of democracy, and the intoxication of his immense affirmative, the fervor of his ‘barbaric yawp,’ are 
so powerful that the echo of his crude yet rhythmic song rings forever in the American air” - Grolier 100.
BAL 21396 & 5225(n). MYERSON A2.2. WELLS & GOLDSMITH pp. 5-6. GROLIER AMERICAN HUNDRED 67. 
PRINTING & THE MIND OF MAN 340.  $11,500.

 Great Album of the American Occupation of Japan
 

95. [World War II]: [Japan]: [EXTRAORDINARY VERNACULAR PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM WITH OVER 265 
IMAGES DOCUMENTING AN AMERICAN AIR FORCE OFFICER’S EXPERIENCES IN OCCUPIED JAPAN 
JUST AFTER WORLD WAR II]. [Various locations, including Stillwater, Ok., Lubbock, Tx., Guam, and Japanese cities 
such as Tokyo, Kyoto, Osaka, Kofu, Kobe, and Nikko. ca. 1943-1946]. 277 silver-gelatin photographs in corner mounts. 
Oblong folio. Contemporary red leatherette photograph album, string-tied. Very good.

 

A young soldier’s record of his experiences in occupied Japan at the end of World War II.  The photographer was likely 
an officer, given his proclivity of shooting the officer’s clubs and quarters in various locations. His journey begins with 
training in Oklahoma and Texas in 1943 and 1944, then includes a brief stay in Guam in February 1946.  These locations 
constitute the first ten photographs.  The remaining 267 photographs document numerous aspects of the soldier’s life 
across occupied Japan in 1946.  The photographs are occasionally annotated, sometimes taken from elevation or from an 
aerial viewpoint, and depict a wide variety of subjects, including but not limited to the following: Japanese landscapes, 
military parades, the “71st Sig Shan Shin Bild ‘O’ mess,” the American Embassy in Tokyo, the the Cabaret Mimatsu and 
other parts of the Ginza district of the city, the great Buddha of Kamakura, Osaka Palace, the Imperial Hotel and Elec-
tric Building in Tokyo, “Kofu-en Jap Operated Hotel,” General MacArthur’s headquarters, the “Diet Bldg” - home to 
the Japanese Congress, Koshein Stadium in Kobe, a cable car and tracks in Rokosan, “Mitsui GHQ Officers Club Open 
House,” and numerous shots of Nikko shrines.  Two photographs depict a building in Tokyo annotated “After Bombing” 
and then “Rebuilt.”

 

The photographer captures an abundance of Japanese citizens going about their lives on the streets -  men, women, and 
children of all ages traveling, gathered together in commerce, and posing for the camera.  He even takes the time to snap 
photos of a street vendor making the traditional Japanese dish of sukiyaki.  Combining these everyday street scenes of 
Japanese people with the landscapes, buildings, and neighborhoods, this album constitutes a valuable record of literally 
street-level Japanese history just after World War II in a region rarely recorded in such detail.  $2250.

 Men of Cajamarca: Two Eyewitness Accounts of Events
 

96. Xerez, Francisco de: LIBRO PRIMO DE LA CONQVISTA DEL PERV & PROUINCIA DEL CUZCO DE LE 
INDIE OCCIDENTALI. [Vinegia (i.e. Venice): Stampato per Stephano da Sabio, 1535]. [62] leaves. Small quarto. Later 
vellum over boards, manuscript title on spine. Corners bumped and lightly worn. Armorial bookplate on front pastedown. 
Several leaves lightly dampstained. Light scattered soiling. Very good.

 



As one of the “Men of Cajamarca,” Francisco de Xerez holds a very special place among writers on the earliest period 
of Spanish contact with the Inca of Peru: he was there from day one, a member of the very small band of men who left 
Panama with Pizarro and Almagro to seek fame and fortune in South America.  At Cajamarca he participated in the taking 
of the Inca leader, Atahualpa, the slaughter of his army, and the sharing of the ransom demanded of the Inca nation for the 
return of their leader.  By training Xerez was a notary public and practiced writer, and he was by choice Pizarro’s secretary/
confidant, the two having been close since at least 1524, when they met in Panama.  In 1534, when he returned to Spain, 
Xerez took with him his share of the wealth of Atahualpa, a broken leg, and a tale to tell that was significant, stirring, and 
in fact tellable by no other man.  He conceived of his book as being at once a socially and politically useful celebration of 
Pizarro’s deeds and his own, a celebration of the glory of Spain expressing itself in a remote and wondrous New World, 
and as a true entertainment cast in the tradition of the romance of chivalry - not surprisingly, it was a blockbuster.

 

Xerez’s eyewitness account of the conquest of Peru was originally published in Spain in 1534 as the VERDADERA REL-
ACIÓN DE LA CONQUISTA DEL PERU Y PROVINCIA DEL CUZCO LLAMADA LA NUEVA CASTILLA.  Demand 
for news of the new, “exotic” kingdom of Peru, which had only been conquered in 1532, was found to be keen not only in 
Spain but all across Europe, leading to this rapid translation into Italian from the original Spanish.  Appended to Xerez’s 
account (fols. [43v] to [55r]) is a translation of Miguel de Estete’s account of Pizarro’s army’s journey from Cajamarca 
to Pachacamac and then to Jauja. Estete was also present at Cajamarca and is said to have been the first Spaniard to lay 
hands on Atahualpa.

 

Both of these first translations into Italian are from the pen of Domingo de Gaztelu (secretary of Don Lope de Soria, 
Charles V’s ambassador to Venice) and are taken from the second edition of the Spanish-language original.  The text is 
printed in roman type and has a large heraldic woodcut device on the titlepage and a xylographic printer’s device on the 
verso of the last leaf.
CHURCH 73. HARRISSE 200. SABIN 105721. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 535/21. HUTH 1628. BM STC, ITALIAN, 
p.738. MEDINA, BHA 95. JCB I:119.  $37,500.

 Inscribed to “A.E.”
 

97. Yeats, William Butler: THE HOUR-GLASS. CATHLEEN NI HOULIHAN, THE POT OF BROTH: BEING 
VOLUME TWO OF PLAYS FOR AN IRISH  THEATRE. London: A.H. Bullen, 1904. Cloth backed boards, paper 
spine label, edges untrimmed. Spine label darkened and soiled, minor soiling to edges, a trace of foxing to endsheets, but 
a very good copy. Half morocco slipcase.

 

First British edition. An important association copy, inscribed by Yeats in the month of publication on the front free end-
sheet: “George Russell from his friend the writer -- March, 1904”.  During his life, Yeats formed few literary friendships 
from which he received as much as he gave. One of the foremost was his association with the poet George William Rus-
sell. “A.E. was my oldest friend,” he confided to an admirer on Russell’s death in 1935, “We began our work together.”
WADE 53.  $20,000.


